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Can't you hear a voice a-calling.
From the hills and plain.
Fraught witn agony appalling.
Loaded down with paint
It's the sound of souls a-sighing.
It's the sound of women dying-
Tell me, do you think they're crying.

All in vaint

Can't you ^ee them at their labours.
Day by weary dayf
They're your sisters, wivts and neighbours.
And their way's your way.
See their endless round of charing.
See their hard-won prairie faring.
Smiles that hide the soul's despairing,

speak, and say—

Do you know the load they're bearing
Through their toil-strewn lives?
Bear the load, and others' sharing.
That's the work of wives.

They the last great toll must tender.
Service ultimate must render.
To new life their own surrender

In love's name.

All the beasts you prize and cherish.
All the brutes you feed.
How you tend them lest they perish
In their time of need.
Is the woman so much cheaper
That you do not try to keep her.
Careless—throw her to the Reaper,

Without heedf

The above lines (those in the third verse are rlight'

ZV!it^itl ^'''f^^'""" ^y G. /. Lively, a p%i
&T?f**l ^ the occasion of the death of one of t
first patients tn the 'Finlay' hospital, a young wife

V^t^Z'^'^K J'*'^* *^!r*y
y^'^rs. 'TheVTJta^Z

chrSSile.
'''^'«*«*' of the following prairie





PREFACE

To THE Reader—Canadian and English

The writer of the following chronicle of a
prairie hamlet and of its perhaps ambitious
doings, is conscious that the story loses a
good deal in being cast, however slightly in

the form of a novel. She adopted this

method for the reason that there were one
or two points it might suffice better than
another to bring out. While little save the
bare scaffolding of the romance, departs in
any essential from fact, many of tlie incidents
in the story (such as the circumstances of
final rescue for the Hospital) have been so
adapted to its requirements that it would
be misleading to take them as an exact
transcript of the happenings at ' Finlay.' So
also with the various individuals who come
and go throughout the following pages.

It is but justice, too—as the 'Dr Liston*
of the story is largely taken from the
man to whom the ' Finlay ' hospital owes
so much, at least in its later stages—to
observe that everything reasonable and to
be endorsed in that individual's plans and
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efforts really belongs to the prototype, while
his mistakes and short-sightednesserbelone
rather to the second person responsible, m
^^'\^?' t^^

''*?'"*"^- ^^'^ the >urpc;ses

^„mr^.^ '^^ V^ ""^ '^° P^°P^« ^^as been

'rT™ 1^ '" ^^^ experiences of one, and
George Liston niay m consequence incursome criticism which does not properly

belong to him No one will shoul/er iT aJ

^nS° ^- !.?'^ '^u
^""^^^^ "^«^f' '"O'-e bravely,

more kindly than the man who deserves
nothing but the praise.
While there is no difficulty about trans-

erring the high lights ot the real picture to
the stoiy (an5 'Alma Norway ' is the onlyr^/W th.,r.b-nail sketch of then all.) the

""lu' ^u'
'^^.' ""^^^^ ^^' book were lo b^

nothing but a tissue ofamiable complacencies,
she must soniehow indicate the shadows.
In actuality, these were many, and some ofthem very dark. Such a figure as Dr
Farnworth however, is nothing but thesummary ofan attitude, and ofsom? criticisms
which came from various and scattered

cnJi
'^'

.T'"'
.^J^ceedingly difficult to write

ranks^
^^\^^thout appearing to join the

CW^.^^°'^^ ^^° disparage westernCanada and would say a word discouraging
to emigration. "•^«»S'"&

fro!!°.'^"^
•°"!'^

^.^''f
^^^" ^"»*'ber than thisirom the writer s aim

!

It would be as untrue to her own con-
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vietions about that splendid country and reallove of every mile of it from K« to

^ ^e"^ro/rot?"at.e^rrr
those steps to be tak/n ;« *u •

'^ '^'^

the settlerV on^ • .
*" '"^ interests of

Z^c^wJ^t ""'"'S^'-^'s themselves, and
SSI tl^ .

^^^ ^^^n^en. which would pro-

^ffi^-
^"capest hnes compatible wi**-

^Ss^^t5;e'ys^nrd^'/o'><^^^

hazard7"/„i" ^^^ f^«^ *« describes thenauards and disappointments of exclus ve

?f".'hTS7h"as' ToT ':!JT""'
'=""'^"^"

enough as i^ .? '^^'j "^o^^ extensive

m<32aie ?h- i-
*^. °"«'' Provinces, to

•psrcotus't^^Xch'fc '' ^°'
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bidden as much by experience, as by the

wisdom of the Government Experimental

Farms. To describe such a revolution must

not be held condemnatory of the life and
' chances' in the new Canadian West. It is

used here not by any means to emphasise the

ups and downs in the fortunes of the prairie

Hospital but simply because in real life it was

the local accompaniment of the little under-

taking
Again, the writer is anxious, in case

' Emsdale ' should be located, to anticipate

any possible offence the account of the

ambulance class might give, by an emphatic

disclaimer of any intention to ridicule. Her
appreciation of the comic side of things was

not incompatible with all the other sentiments

with which a few days' sojourn in camp

imbued her, gratitude for much hospitality,

and admiration for the soldierly qualities and

effectiveness, to say nothing of the patriotism,

of the 5,000 men who composed it. The
few days' annual training which a militia

army may compass every summer is not

enough, of course, to bring the men up to

'regular' standard, but in no unit perhaps

is the fortnight in camp felt to be all too short

than in the Field Ambulance. In all the

other units—the newly raised infantry regi-

ments, the hard working batteries of artillery,

the spirited horse—the wonder is that work

can be so well and heartily done by men
' soft * from civilian life, and that appearances
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fromthe militarystandpoint are so satisfactory
in every way. The officers all recognise the
need for a lengthier opportunity of training,
but in a camp like that at 'Emsdale,' a
big base camp, admirably planned and
organised, equal in many ways to Aldershot,
the manoeuvres from which would compare
well with those of the English Territorials,
in such a camp the civilian eye sees nothing
to criticise, everything to admire, and some-
thing to laugh at only in the ambulance
recruits

!

This is no place in which to make either
the Hospital's or the writer's acknowledge-
ments to their numerous and very good
friends. But—with these few provisos—it

is perhaps the place to offer them the story.

A. B. Teetgen
*Finlay,' Alberta.

(•The Green Veil.)





CHAPTER I

A PRAIRIE PRACTITIONER

It was a bitter day towards the end ofOctober A wind of stinging cold swept

fhl°Ali^!
'""""^"'.^ undulating panorama of

the Albertan prairie, and the taVgle of dryand withered herbage that frin|ed eveZ
shiverincr bluff and belt of scrSb rattled
desolateFy above the frozen tussocks of rank
grass.

"*

It looked as though the ' freeze-up ' hadcome; as though the short Canadiansummer were already a thing of the pastFor three or four days the temperature^ad
remained some few degrees below zero? andthe prairie burnt by th fierce suns ofAugust to the semblance of a limitless sandy
desert might now take to itself at anymoment that pall of snow which seemedyear after year, to reinvest the virgin landwith all Its unassailable reserve For sixmonths or more nothing but the most delica edifferentiations in white, like the picturessuggested in pale washes rather thanSdby the poetic artists of Japan, wouff markA •
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the rise and fall of the country, but as yet no
snow had fallen and the whole landscape

ached in its bitter nakedness.

The 'fair had been exceptionally dry.

No drop of moisture had as yet converted

the friable sod of the stubble fields into the

iron-hard ground of mid-winter, and here

and there dark specks could be descried

slowly moving in the distance, for the oxen
were still out ploughing. Few features

marked the illimitable dun coloured wilder-

ness save a range of softly rounded low lying

hills far off against the horizon, whose black-

ness told the tale of some ravening prairie

fire. Here and there a little column of

smoke coiled slowly upwards above some
burning straw pile, and not far away a
huddle of log built sod-roofed buildings

denoted a settler's homestead. Only the

proximity of a clothes line where the frozen

linen, brown from frequent washing in the

tea coloured water of a slough, hung stiffly

like so many bits of glass or cardboard,

served to distinguish shack from granary
or stable.

A solitary buggy held on its way along
the trail. Ramshackle enough it looked with

two shabby undersized horses harnessed to it

in the straggling prairie style, and ram-
shackle enough it sounded, for many a spoke
had been sprung in the wheels, the spring

of the box lid behind was broken, and a
stump of willow had caught the iron step and
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wrenched it away together with one of the
floor boards. Nor was the occupant of the
buggy much out of keeping with it, albeit
the immense fur coat he wore with the collar
turned up about his face, and the heavy fur
cap drawn down to his eyes, sufficiently
smothered any personality he might have
possessed under the semblance of a rather
ill-kempt bear.

He drove along with slack lines makine
ittle attempt to check the ponies' tendency
to get out of the beaten tra-1. They had
done a good thirty miles that day. and six
months continuous work had worn the horn
of their unshod hoofs almost down to the
qui.k. They ambled forward spiritlessly
enough when their driver, estimating he had

checked them to a walk, and glanced abouihim like a man accustomed to find his wayby the points of the compass. He was
trying now to locate certain illusive prairie
landmarks. His practised eye soon defectedwhat ,t sou|ht~a tall willow pole stuck

T\?H '\ ^^^ S^round with the bleached
skull of a buffalo impaled upon it. Whereupon he pulled out sharply fo the right and

The cheerless afternoon was beginnins todrawn as the buggy rattled dowf a "^Xb^^ of trail on the Sank of a wide spread"Se
coulfe, crossed the plain below and^drew uf
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some couple of hundred feet further on before

a little shack set snugly against the rising

ground on the far side of the valley.

The place betrayed no sign of life.

Nevertheless the traveller, knowing it well,

made fast the lines to the rail of the dash-

board and descended stififly to the ground.

He threw an observant glance at his jaded

team. The poor beasts had already dropped
their noses and were rustling in the frozen

wire grass. A moment's reflection, and the

man decided to unhitch. He unbuckled the

hames and the traces, dropped the horses'

headgear, and twisted the collars over their

bony heads. Leaving the rest of the harness

kicked into a heap underneath the buggy he
led the animals to the stable—a dug-out in

the hillside roughly faced with logs and
roofed with sod—tumbled an armful or so of

hay into the manger, and left them.

Returning to the shack he busied himself

lighting a fire in the stove. Piling a handful

of paper and chips into the fire box, he
struck a match on his thigh and blew a
wandering flame among the interstices of

the roughly laid wood. Then, sweeping a
miscellany of cups, plates, knives and forks

on to the bare table with a readiness that

denoted complete familiarity with the

domestic arrangements of his absent and
evidently bachelor host, he mustered some
sort of a meal. The half-eaten ham pushed
aside on a shelf was down in a second, and it
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took scarcely longer to tumble some derelict
cold potatoes into the frying-pan, full of
grease from former usage, and to chop them
up small with the lid of a tin of baking-
powder hard by. Some tea, already in the
coffee-pot, only required boiling water.
He threw aside his fur coat, then, and

drawing up a chair, sat himself down before
the stove, and put his feet in the oven on
either side of a forgotten baking dish. A
thoughtful look crept over his kindly ill-

shaven face, and he brought his hand down
sharply once or twice on his knee.
George Liston was a prairie doctor, and

had that day made a very long round. A
ruinous rourd for his patients, had he urged
for payment, of a dollar a mile. Last night
a baby had been born in a lonely log cabin
away to the north and he felt anxious about
the mother. She was all alone save for her
husband. But none of the farm work could
be suspended because a little life had suddenly
dawned at the shack. The doctor himself
had done all that wps necessary at the
moment over and above his ordinary func-
tions and had performed both for mother
and child all those first offices which they
generally receive at the hands of a woman.
He was used to it, but he seldom came away
from these cases without being touched by
the heroism of prairie wives and mothers.
An odd enough figure he looked in his
shabby clothes (the frayed linen and dusty
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black, still clinging to some of the traditions
of his profession) but no angel of Providence
was ever more welcome among the widely
scattered homesteads of the prairie than he,

since it was never for the fads of life that he
was summoned, but only for the momentous
realities of its dawn or close.

He was now on his way back to the
hamlet on the line of railroaa whose coming
three or four years ago had opened up an
entirely new stretch of country for home-
steading. A detour round by Hepburn's to
see if Mrs Jim couldn't spare a day or so
to go up north and look after his case, had
brought Dr Listen to Gould's where he
knew he could put up, and welcome, at any
time. Gould, of course, was away on his

quarter somewhere ploughing. Gould was
not the man to lose an hour on the land
just before freeze-up. It would be dark
before he knocked off.

So the doctor sat and ruminated, waiting
for the kettle to boil and turning over in his

mind the details of a scheme that had long
occupied it, and beguiled many a monotonous
hour of driving on the prairie.

George Liston was an Englishman but
on that account alone no more of an ' im-
migrant' to this particular prairie region
than were the people who had come up into

it from the older provinces ofeastern Canada.
He had belonged, at home in 'the old
country,' to a middle class family numeri-
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cally strong in girls, and in due course had
been sent to London at considerable sacrifice
on the part of his parents, to study medicine.
After qualifying he went to sea, and came
back at last from his third or fourth voyage
to Australia as the brass-bound medical
ofificer of one of the Orient Royal Mail
liners, ready indeed to settle down in practice
ashore, but with the slenderest of means to
buy one. Pausing one afternoon outside
the shipping offices in Cockspur Street to
look at the model of a new transatlantic
leviathan displayed there it occurred to him,
naturally enough, to emigrate, and the mere
difference in fares decided hir.i between
Canada and Australia. He had no doubt
he would do well as a lumber jack or in a
railway camp, or as a 'vet 'if Canada had
no use for him as a doctor.
He joined a ' colony ' for the settlement

of which an irresponsible organiser had
given them to understand a large tract of
land had been set aside on the line of the
newest railroad, and in due time found
himself no less on his beam ends than were
the rest oftheduped and abandoned colonists.
He might have ne further afield then, and
sought to estaL himself elsewhere, as did
all those who siiil retained any means, but
that a practice had come to him among the
remainder, and he was loath to let it, and
them, go. This was four or five years back,
and by now most of the newcomers had
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)

h
i

struggled on to their feet, and a number of
native Canadians from the older provinces
and a good many foreigners had not only
swelled the number of homestead entries for
the district but had laid the foundations of
another prairie town round the little depdt
and water tank which represented the
creative ' fiat ' for it of the railroad. Money,
of course, was scarce enough, and the small
harvests of the f^rst few experimental years,
wrung from the untamed wilderness in the
teeth of her elemental moods, did scarcely
more than enable the settlers to keep up
their instalment payments for the agricultural
machinery without which they could have
done nothing. Doctor Liston kept soul and
body together by taking payment ' in kind

'

though it was often difficult enough to ap-
praise the value of a lancing, a stitching, or
an amputation in terms of chicken feed or
pork. He had a district over a hundred
miles in extent, and every year added to the
number of those who had no one to look to,
in sickness or disablement, save himself!
The nearest Hospital was a hundred miles
away to the west, and the nearest brother
practitioner at first was almost as far. It
was a hard life—this prairie pioneering—
especially for the women !

George Liston was already past thirty
and too well satisfied with work such as this
for its own sake, to trouble very much now
about the financial aspect of his career. He
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had no doubt that the growth of Finlay
would account satisfactorily enough in time
for the fortunes of those associated with it.

Towns were ' booming ' all over the West
And in the meantime he was engaged to

Sandra, a prairie rose of a girl, who required
no more of him than that he would have a
lean-to kitchen built on to his house in

Finlay before he asked her to take over
its management.

It was not of Sandra he sat and thought,
however, that chill afternoon in October,
but of the hospital—a sort of prairie

Cottage Hospital—it had become the dream
of his life to build. If only he could
get his patients together under his eye
' in town,' place them in charge of a qualified
nurse, and give them every chance, he
could do himself infinitely better justice as
a doctor, and incidentally, save their pockets
as well as his time. No merely selfish design,
this. Doctor Liston was meditating a sale of
shares in London from which he derived
less than thirty pounds a year, in order to
start building. It remained to be seen what
the countryside could or would do in further-
ance and support of the scheme. The thing
was wholly problematical among a lot of
widely scattered newly settled people as
much strangers even to himself as to each
other. He had not yet broached the idea
to the embryo ' Board of Trade ' at Finlay. . .

It wanted a lot of thinking out . . . he
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scarcely supposed a soul would credit any
altruism in his motive—not that that mattered
—but surely some sort of very low Sick
Insurance plan by which the thing could
be run at a nominal cost to the farmer ought
to make its own appeal ? Then of course
the provincial Government might be ap-
proached ... or possibly the Immigration
Department . . . or the railroad people . . .

The thing was full ofpossibilities. The zeal
of it rendered him utterly careless what he
ate or drank.

The latch lifted and Gould came in, a tall

fellow in well-worn jean. He betrayed no
surprise at the sight of his visitor.

' I knew it must be you,' he remarked, ' by
the team in the stable.' His glance fell upon
the table and the remnants of the other's
meal. ' Gosh ! I've got a couple of prairie
chicken somewhere—thought I'd stuck them
in the oven.'

The Doctor made sure the tin had been
empty. A search soon revealed the little

carcasses sprawling on their backs on the
shelf. Gould consigned them summarily to the
oven and apologised for the ham. He cut
a corner of tobacco from a block of
• Shamrock * and shredded it in his palm
preparatory to the deft business of filling
and lighting his pipe. Dr Liston, his cap on
the back of his head and hands thrust deep
into his pockets, was already enveloped in
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smoke enough of his own making. A long
figure, like his host, he sat in his worn old
red jersey, his legs well extended, and waited
for Gould's pipe to draw. He was seldom
the first to speak. His face was pale for
that of a man accustomed to be out in all

weathers
; it lit up now with humorous liking

for the other.

' How goes it about the Weed Inspector-
ship?', he asked after a commonplace or
two as to how he chanced along the trail
to-day.

' Oh, I've got another fortnight to put in
before the season closes,' Gould said attacking
the loaf, 'and Rawlins wants me to be
through before the middle of November. I

told him the thrashers were keeping me
hanging about here, and he said he'd see
if he couldn't let me off. I suppose you
haven't seen anything of them ?

'

The Doctor had, though. The outfit was
stuck at Tupper's since a breakdown three
days before. 'Jerry was hard at it

•' edjikating " the engine this time, but I

doubt if he was much of a hand at it.'

Gould laughed.

Jerry was the local socialist whose ambi-
tion, whenever two or three men got together
in school-house or pool room to discuss
such provincial legislation or such municipal
rulmgs as might have some bearing on their
affairs, was, loudly thumping, • £edjikateyer ?

*
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His daughter was often out in the fields
behind the oxen, the lines cast about her
still childish shoulders, putting in homestead
duties, while Jerry himself held forth on
socialism in the village. He was known as
• t'edjikationalist.' His edjikating had little
effect on men too hard-working, Tike Gould,
for discontent. The farmer opined he might
as well give up looking for Tupper and the
thrashers.

• There's one comfort,' he said, ' we shan't
have Jerry at the meeting to-night !—the
U. F. A.'*—answering Liston's glance.

• Say, Gould,' the Doctor remarked after a
pause, reverting to the train of thought the
other's entry had disturbed, ' what should you
think at a rough guess would be the number
of people all round about here, I mean
including the outlying postal districts.?
What's the membership of the U.F.A. for
mstance ? I've half a mind to come with
you to-night'

Gould sucked at his pipe, and found the
estimate a hard one to make. A couple of
hundreds perhaps—no, less than that. ' They
don't all belong,' he said. ' But we ought to
have a fair crowd to-night. It's a special
meeting to nominate our man for the muni-
cipality. If you come along you'll see
Hepburn—that will save you going there.'

' So it would. . . . Who should you say
* United Farmers of Alberta
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was the best off, apart from Walker, of
course ?

'

,
^*»y;,Luke,' returned Gould thoughtfully

he holds a good many mortgages, and old
Denson does well enough.'
Walker had come up from the States with

a family of five strapping sons. Their out-
side fences alone were over ten miles In
extent and they had never hauled a load of
grain to the elevator. They shipped cart-
loads of cattle away in the spring and the
fall, and made $4000 profit a year. Dr
Listen s thoughts often revolved tentatively
round the Walkers. Luke, responsible for
a few little franie houses in Finiay, slightly
differing in baldness and ugliness from the
original shacks, had inaugurated what the
Doctor was pleased to call in his own mind
the 'post-Watkins period' of its wooden
architecture. Yes, Luke and Rogers the
auctioneer were good men.

And the poorest ?
' he pursued. • Is

there anyone, do you suppose, who really
couldnt afford to shell out say ten dollars
a year if anything worth while turned up
requiring it .^

'

^

• You know Edmonds,' Gould said, * well—
1 11 show you.' He reached over to a little
home-made desk near at hand and found a
letter. • I got that only last month.'

It was a poor ill-formed scrawl enough
desiring the Weed Inspector to refrain from
reporting the writer's mustard infested

Hi
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miarter. Edmonds had been four years in

tne country and had never reaped a crop.
Sandra declared he tied his clothes on with
binder twine. Hail or fire or frost had
bested him every year and now the weeds
were proving too much for him. Neverthe-
less a hieroglyphic asterisk in the corner of
the letter referred to the dollar sign at its

foot. • He would have squared me,' Gould
explained pointing it out, ' so even he's got
money somewhere.'
Dr Liston handed the document back

without comment. Another man might have
asked a question, curious or interested, but
this was one to whom facts in themselves
conveyed much of what it might be necessary
to know. He said nothing to Gould of the
purpose behind his enquiries, but the re-

ceptiveness of the silence with which he
received various other items of information,
was sufificient indication to his companion
that the ' Doc ' had something in his mind,
that he had come there moreover, for the
purpose of this talk.

Only Gould knew more than the Doctor
himself, and that in one direction, of the
settlers scattered throughout the immense
range of his Weed Inspectorship. He was,
perhaps, the only man, not excepting the
Postmaster in Finlay, whose experience
could be of any assistance to Liston as yet.

•Of course there's always Ansell Carter,*

he hazarded, after a thoughtful pause, ' there
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isn't a man about here except Walker as
well fixed as him. But I don't know as
you'd count Ansell for good for much. He
hasn't got much ol a stake in this country so
to speak, and has never bothered to get
on the voters' register. He's one of these
dumed wheat miners, he is, and no farmer
at all.'

Liston prodded reflectively in the bowl of
his pipe, and put it back again slowly in the
comer of his mouth.

• I wasn't reckoning on Carter, anyway,'
he remarked.
Gould glanced at the other with more of

mterest than the subject had hitherto evoked.
He wondered how far the enmity of the two
men had gone, and concluded Liston was
hatching some scheme of his own.

' They do sf;y,' he observed, ' as Carter's
likely to sell out if he could get anywhere
near his price for the land.'

' But that isn't likely the shape it is now,
Liston objected.

• He might if this weren't a herd lav*
country,' the Weed Inspector speculated.
' By the time you get half the farmers coming
to the conclusio.i that mixed farming is a safer
proposition than raising wheat you're half
way to free range.'

The talk drifted to cattle and the task of
re-stocking a district. Ranching on a big
scale was the thing, Gould had come to
think, for fine rolling country with coulees
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and water courses like theirs, at least until
such time as the men coming in could afford
the experiment of wheat.

Ansell Carter had been trailing round
after Sandra Dunn for the last two summers,
but since her engagement to the Doctor the
previous fall, no more had been heard of
him in that connection. The thing was
generally understood to have precipitated a
feud, but so far as George Liston was
concerned, the gossips of the prairie had
had little to go upon.

Carter came into the district a few years
previously when the Finlay country was first

opened up for homesteading purposes, and
filed on a quarter in the one spot where the
crops so far had never failed. He had been
something of a rover and an adventurer
himself, but coming of a good solid farming
stock 'down east,' knew exactly what he
wanted in the shape of land, and was
perfectly capable of picking it up. All he
required was a sufficient acreage to raise
crop after crop of the best grade western
wheat to ship away. He never sold or
intended to sell a bushel in the West.
He had made a certain amount of money

in a hap-hazard way up at Stewart on the
British Columbian coast about the time
when a gold rush set in there reminiscent
of the early days in the Yukon. The bottom
of the boom fell out, for the gold, (a
fact right enough), was deeply imbedded in
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rlT Ai 1

"^' ^"^ *^« snowy ranges ofthe Alaskan coast, and was not [o tS^lkked
"'^'/P^^'^f f.y^^'

^°»- tl^e askL Cartersold some land ite possessed for thf purpo^^^^^^^of the nev ly-sprun^ niining town on the

at an'nflJe''^' f ^'
t"^''^-^ -"^-rTd outat an inflater proht at the psychical momentHis praine quarter now was nothiC but a

found a hired man to put in the homesteaS
se^^nTn'Lr^'.T'^ t ^^^'^ sSson afte?season m his stead. He might indeed hav^

yts^orr%trht^^^^^^^^^^^^ «^-n

hTr.^ ^^-2 to drink^ But SandrahShated him and avoided him and thirl -

passion for her he was at";r^abs ?o "on'ceal affronted every instinct of her clean"untouched young womanhood.
^^^"

Liston s declaration had saved her fmm .u
persecution of Carter's courShlp. """^

'^"

If the Doctor speculated sometimes as tothe quality of the enemy he had made in thS

oThis^e^nmrr
^"'^"^^^ ^eTe an'the^e'

01 nis enmity, he was certainly far fm.^

regard to the ways and means for a lit »hospul at Fmlay. How much or how ilttk
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Gould might know of the affair down at

Gopher Creek concerned him or Sandra very

immaterially. In any case there was no

occasion to discuss it. By the time the talk

got round again to the turn Liston had given

it at the outset, the Weed Inspector was

thinking of men more likely to be of assist-

ance tw him than Carter.

When, later, the two of them set out for

the Schoolhouse some seven miles distant

where the farmers' meeting was to be held,

the Doctor was inclined to think this might

be an opportunity to throw out a few feelers.

It was seldom more than a score of people

could get together for any purpose ; Gould

supposed there might be about thirty to-night.

Old Mr Atkins, the Chairman-Secretary, a

retired sea captain who by a grim irony of

fate had sunk in vain no less than twenty

wells on his quartei* in search of a drop of

water, had put forth laborious secretarial

efforts to ensure that the meeting should be

a representative one. He was good at this

sort of thing, loving nothing better than to

make his way, a committee of one as often as

not, through the intricacies of an Act, quite

equally befogged by the
^
parliamentary

phraseology and the guttering coal-oil lamp.

It was singularly dark by seven o'clock.

Unnoticed by the two men sitting over the

stove in the shack, enormous flakes of snow

had begun to come whirling down an hour

previously, and the air was now much
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r"*"?!;' IM ^'"e^-ness had gone out of

•.u ti u^^'''"'^^f,°^ ^^^ "'ght. however,
with all the stars blotted from the heaveni
combined with the complete transformation
that had come over the muffled earth, gave
Liston and Gould some misgiving as to
whether they could find and keep the trailA man may lose himself on the prairie in
such a night within less than a m^e of hisown familiar land.

Every sign of the way was already obliter-
a ed, and crossing the coulee they came to
places where the snow had drifted axle deep
and the buggy wheels refused to revolve
Gould had just decided to go back, remarking
that none would turn out for the meeting
on such a night, when they discovered they

trust to the instincts of the team. Dr Liston
only realised how ready he had been to
broach the subject of this Hospital to-ni^ht

f.m-|i !.
^

^"'f'^
disappointment of the

futile stci^ >efore they got back to theshack he h.a had plenty of time to think out
his scheme as he had not yet thought it out



CHAPTER II

SANDRA

Sandra was not much more than twenty

when Dr George Liston met her first.

Oddly enough, for a lover, he always

associated her with the piglets with which

she was surrounded on that occasion—little

merry naked-looking things, scores of them,

racing madly about the meadow on the river

brink. Sandra loved the pigs, as her sister

Maggie loved the foals. They formed in

fact the only really fluent topic^ of her

conversation, even after he had" become

engaged to her.

She was tall like Mrs Dunn, her mother,

and a beauty after the type of the Goose Girl

in fairy stories, or the Beggar Maid. This

was partly due to the overwashed and faded

cotton dresses she wore, always with the

rents in them somewhere that only barbed

wire can make. She had the broad brow,

faultlessly modelled nose and mouth and

chin, of the blunter, shorter type of Greek

face. If pronounced freckles had not been

characteristic of Sandra, they would have

had to ue deplored. Her wide grey eyes

were informed with a quick dumb response
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to affection strangely at variance with the
reserve ofan intensely shy nature. Sandra inher extraordinary simplicity, not only of mind
but of figure-she looked like a child of

S^""~'?\^" incarnation of the remote
freshness of the prairie, of the unsophisticated
beauty of the low. softly rounded"^ .amelessh lis among which she dwelt. Her crownina
glory was her hair, and she wore it in

Z^}^T t^'^
^'^'^^ '°"^^ ^°""d her head

until the hot summer day when she iook apair of scissors and cut it all off. and cried aminute after at her act. Dr Liston fromFiday had come along that day. too. andseen her for the first time cropped like aDoy—
!

She remembered it well for she had

th^/htrrT.^'^r ^°' ^'"^' ^^°^^d them in

JrailtLto'^^^ P°'"^^^ -' ^^^

fhlh^
.^"""''

'^"^''f
^^^ '" son^e respects

the best quarter in the section, although the

khXt^
taken up on account of so much of

It being valley land through which a little

hT/^"- ^ °"^ t>"^e the glaciers which

and ^L" '^^ P'^'""^ ^'^^ ^^^-^^ored rocksand boulders, retreated over the immenJ
cretaceous formations of the mlddie west

;n2!J^^^.u ^\^^^ ""^ "'°''« 'prehistoric'
indeed, than that which preceded the

into'"!? A 'K'-^^-y
line, drained away

cZlT r ^^y- ^^^ ^hole of Gopher

form.V^"^-^ '''r^ ^"^ 'erratics.' hadformed a river bed. and the wooded hills
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which tramcd it now, had beenbut river banks.

The Dunns' two-roomed shack of logs and

tamarack stood in the bend of the dwindled

stream, and the strip of ground allotted to

what Mrs Dunn called her 'garden truck

owed its enviable fertility to this fact. The

wheat land stretched up the valley and there

was an acre or two in flax on the hill.

Mrs Dunn herself was the strong hard-

working type of woman with a fund of solid

self-respect, and good traditions behind her.

She had the best heart in the world, but

when she came into the country alone and

settled down in the shack by the river with

no one to do a hand's turn for her on the

farm or about the place except Sandra and the

two younger children, Maggie and Bob, the

fact that there had not been wanting tongues

to invent an explanation for her husband's

absence justly annoyed her. But she held

on her way, sterling common sense allowing

a natural sensitiveness to take little more

notice of gossip than it deserved, and proved

herself one of the best of neighbours farming

folk could desire. She was too open handed,

too frank of speech, not to be misunderstood

in a heterogeneous prairie community.

Her husband had a well-paid job in

a railroad camp which meant a certain,

steady income; regular instalments of it

came to Finlay every month for his wife.

Anxious not to forfeit a prairie holding he

had filed on earlisr, through inability to
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complete his homestead duties, his wife had
dissuaded him from hiring a man at a high
wage to go and farm it. and protested that
she and the children might as well live there
without him, as elsewhere.
She was, indeed, as shrewd as the best

o! the men, and having a tongue which never
learnt to conside. discretion the better part
of valour even after many an uncallecCfor
disillusionment, she bore herself as wordily
and as naturallv in the disaffected village as
at home. At harvest time when help was
a necessity if the grain were to be reaped
and stacked before the coming of the snow.
Mrs Dunn was as keenly on the look-out
tor a hired man as anybody. In fact she
needed one more than her neighbours, unless
she were to drive the binder herself and leave
the stocking to Sandra. The influx of
harvest hands so far west of Winnipeg was
by no means equal to the needs of the
district. Thus one day when Mrs Dunn
drove into Finlay on this quest and
encountered a stranger lolling on the bench
outside the hvery barn and heard he was
looking for a job at J? 50 for the month, she
had her doubts about him for the simple
reason that no one else seemed to have
snappedhim up. There was always, of course

.

bandra to think of, and in a case like this
her mother was not the woman to take just
anyone back with her to the lonelyhomestead,
bhe made an enquiry or two.

Mil
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'Objects to sixteen hours a day for a
"white man," ' the butcher reported. ' I told
him when I came out here first I put in

twenty-four, and would have twenty-five if

I could !

•

So she delivered her ultimatum in a
characteristic manner when climbing into

the buggy at the end of the day and pre-
parincf to pull out of town.

• Why, no ! I should say ! You didn't suit

Rummins and you didn't suit Watt,
—

'tain't

likely you'd suit me.'

When at last she hit on Fred it was quite
a different matter. This individual had come
West—Ontario was his home—for a sort of
holiday limited as to time only by the
duration of his railway ticket, and as to

possibilities only by his own infinite capacity
for adventure. He was knocking up stands
for wine casks at the Hotel in settlement of
his bill there, when Mrs Dunn engaged him
for the harvest under the very nose of the
hardware storekeeper who would have given
him $60 a montn to set up binders. He
was a good-looking fel»ow and more so
working about the farm with opened shirt

and roughened hair than when pranked out
in all the glory of collar and more or less

respectable hat (at an angle) for the festivities

of Labour Day.
Fred was no mere lad, but whatever mis-

givings George Listen may have felt on the
score of Sandra and the fascinating fellow
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were set atrest after an evening or so spent
at Gopher Creek. He was a man in the prime
of life the one goddess of whose existence

SfncKi ^^^^ ^T ^'* "'°'*^^''' ^hat loving
sensible old lady 'way back' in OntariSamong her orchards and her cows and her
enormous family (there were fifteen Freds)who soon became as living a reality to the
Uunns, through Fred's incessant talk of her
as she jras to himself. He would have
brought her photo along with him in that
•vahse' of ks full of odd things and
carpenters tools, but that she had refused it
to him at parting lest it should make him
homesick. He could remember her face
just as well without that.

Fred apparently had no eyes for any girl
on this side of sixty. His talk of Ontario
reminded Mrs Dunn of her eariy married
days and of one of those far off stories
belonging to them.
Dunn had married a giri from the American

side, but so little difference then obtained
between a backwoods village of New York
State wheiL:e she came, and the backwoods
village of Ontario to which he took her, that
It never occurred to the bride she had
changed her country. Thus a very simple
happening, due to nothing but this back-
woods innocence of hers, was fraught with
comic if rather dangerous consequences to
the couple within the first six months of
their wedding.

^r!
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The children of the village school were
to give some little entertainment including
the singing of a patriotic song, and the
waving of a patriotic flag. Young Mrs
Du.in was asked to make the flag. She
betook herself to the store, bought some
red and white material and spent one whole
day, as she used to say afterwards, • sewing
on all those dumed little stars.* When the
time came and • Britannia rules the Waves '

was backed up by the brandishing of un-
expected Stars-and-Stripes there was an
indignant uproar in the audience. The only
person present bewildered as to the offence
was the perpetrator herself of this supposed
joke. Mrs Dunn had never seen any flag
but the American ; when they asked her to
make one for this occasion it could not strike
ht they would mean any other. It was
some time, however, before so guileless an
explanation was credited by the folk of the
place, and for a day or so Dunn's position at
the mill was in jeopardy.

Dr Listen had made up his mind about
Sandra at first sight. He allowed nothing
after that but professional calls, excursions,
and preoccupations to delay the course of
the brief courtship which soon culminated
in their engagement.
He was not then, nor ever had been,

anything of a sentimentalist, no more than
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Mrs Dunn, who hastened to proclaim the
event since it not only disposed effectually
of Ansell Carter but did away with the
•hanging around' of two or three other
fellows whom she rightly looked upon as
undesirables for Sandra, but to the persist-
ence of one or another of which the girl was
likely enough to yield just to escape the man
she hated. She was such a child, and the
sunny silent valley of Gopher Creek had
taught her no more of worldly wisdom than of
herself until the right man came. He came
very suddenly, for Liston saw the way the
wind was blowing, and put a stop to Carter
at once. If the Doctor were the right man
for Sandra's heart, he was the right man far
more than the other for Sandra's mother's
sharper sense. He could give her girl
the sort of home 'Paw' would approve
at least as well as Carter, nor did he
drink.

George Liston had to the full the power
of filling life with the satisfactions of work
But he had only to face himself after that
first encounter with his sweet Beggar Maid
in the turnip field, (as he had not cared or
willed to do, since, in emigrating, he had
turned his back on the women of his own
world at home), to admit that the passions of
his age, driven back into the recesses of that
strange reserve some men have even with
themselves, heaped over by the occupations of
a healthy, toilsome life, held him now at

• lii
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their mercy. He was quite a type of those
clean-minded Englishmen to whom anything
but love is of primary importance until they
come upon this unawares ; one of those men
who care only for one woman, and who are
capable of an insensibility amounting to
rudeness with others. Things as they were
might have sufficed for him, until he met
Sandra ; then, a sudden vision of the roseate
in life took all colour from the commonplace.
The quick perception, too, that she was

harassed by this man Ansell Carter, ifnot even
in some danger since his own appearance on
the scene, decided Liston (as he took good
care it should decide Sandra's mother)
without any ado whatever.
He did not risk the chance of Carter

seeing the big shy lovely girl again. There
was a row between the two men ; the sort of
row in which the baulked and common nature
of the one helplessly betrayed itself and
which had brief and eminent satisfactions
for the other. He went straight to Sandra
after that and asked her to marry him.
She had been waist-deep in the wheat by

the trail side, examining the long golden
heads for 'smut,' when he came upon her,
a trifle set and determined after the incident
with Carter, and by no means certain of the
girl. He meant she should care, anyhow;
but the whole thing had been a bit astonish-
ing and Sandra had never said two words to
him—two words of any likelihood

—
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He came through the rusthng sea of wheatand held out both arms.
« '^ "' ^neat

n hf/^^"^' u* 'J*'^^
' ''^« ^«" anticipatinea bit, and thrashed Carter. Give me hfright to do it again if needs be.'

bhe stood quite still and looked at himhen a burnmg blush stained her neck and

frm. !i
* moment he had her in his

rail at a touch—

!

'™" '''°"'«'

neaped on the headlands when her father
first ploughed the field and cleared it wUh acrow bar of its boulders and its share

tuh tK'1''';
"^

^l'^
surprised *et„?hwith the first glance at her face, and Sandra

f^on"° "' '° '•'''* ''^ 'o^- -d con!

• Oh,
. .

.' she owned, . . . 'since the firstday you ever come here! But I neverthought to have you loving me—

'

know und^Tv,-^^''^
""^ ^ ''^"' ' d'dn't

wo?,rH„W ^'' 7^'y. '"°"'^"' that youwouldn t turn me down

'

that^siiry'''*"^'
skeered,' she murmured, 'and

'o^v^fd^"'^''^'^^^"^' Scaredofme.?'
Only that you would guess how I lovedyou-that you would know—'

It had shamed her violently in her own

lelt for Ansell Carter should so translate

Ml

$1

m
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themselves for another man as they had
done for Liston.

She hid her face against him, and amazed
at an innocence which so betrayed her, the

man soon had his own feeling in check.

Sandra needed his chivalry.

It was well, perhaps, for both of them
that even at this crisis his Hospital scheme

could retain any relief in his mind. He
grasped at it in the intervals of those first

kisses, those first avowals than which life

holds nothing more novel or more exquisite,

in order to help her surmount the almost

cruel intensity of her shyness. Sandra was
inarticulate about this thing that had be-

fallen the two of them, but she found some-

thing to say when he spoke of something

else.

He sat down upon the cairn and a little

above her, bent to get his arm about her

waist. She scrambled up higher and closer,

displacing the stones.

'We'll haul them to Finlay,' he said, 'for

the foundations, eh? Four or five loads

ought to do.'

She was the first one to hear it all, and

she accepted it as she 'accepted' Liston

himself, with an almost dog-like faith. He
told her it might mean they must wait a bit

to get married, but Sandra cared nothing

for that. She was so glad 'to be quit of

Ansell,' though nothing would have made
her take even one of 'them others' after
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* It was an awful risk anyway.' he told
,*!«' 'fPr^<^hf""y. 'you should n;verhave

fil J u r';^^'^^^^ Carter had tried to

SVu^"u^^ *^^° ^^" d^""k once or twiceof which she was the sort of dumb honeS

n the river rather than complain, even^o^a^ woman. Least of all to h^er intr^l^lid"

He reissed a caressing hand over her hairMtmg her face and hef lips again.leml'y:

'If I'd known sooner I wouldn't havewaited an hour, Sandra. But how was I toguess that you-cared for me ?

'

^

*Oh, I was sheered you'd know' sHp
murmured.

«
I used to fe^l that siHy' whenfirst you come here, and used to sit in theki^hen and talk to Maw. As if everyth ng

l^nR^tZTJ^'^''^' Asiflcouldn?even fill the kettle or get out at the doorIt^^was just because I was that fond of

rJ^r '^T??'!,'^^**^"''
^hy "ke that of Fred orCharlie Wells and the others— >

'

• Them boys
!

' she said. • no. I never tookno notice of them. I'd nev^r have t^kCharlie after you come that day aSd asS

I

1. ?^

li
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me the trail to Babcock's. Even to get quit

of him— !

'

'Well — what's all the difference?' he
insisted laughing. Then, as she found
nothing to reply, ' You know,' he prompted,
'but you won't tell, eh? You sweet girl,

Sandra ! You mustn't be scared of anyone
any more, and least of all of me !

'

George Liston had become engaged to

Sandra early in the fall, and a month or so
later, in the winter, he formally proposed the
idea of a Cottage Hospital for Finlay and
submitted it to the discussion of a special

meeting of the soi-disant Board of Trade.
This Board consisted, practically, of every-

one in the embryo town except their wives
and babies. Its deliberations, hitherto never
very weighty,(except once,when old Warman
had been buried in the middle of the

'government road' instead of within the

supposed area of the sketchy cemetery),

were held so irregularly that every meeting
necessitated a special round-up of the

members. It took the inside of half-an-hour

to canvass all Finlay, yet a quorum could

never be roped in under a couple of hours.

To get a handful of men together all in one
place and all at one time was as difficult as
driving pigs. The matter scarcely, however,
ended here. Once half-a-dozen over-ailed or

shirt-sleeved men were finally hunted into

the little office at the lumber yard which
served the purposes of the Board, it appeared

V
•X>.'
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that no one had anything to sav Thevresigned themselves then to irrel^JantSand chewing-gum, and the use of thecuspidor, in short to wasting time at a

it dlh'e wVn :t'
'^' ^een'Ung

On Tk •
.

'^^ summons came.

mu?ter of%^.'^''°"
^' L'^^°" "^^"aged a

feces were ;f^^"
°' '°' ^!^ ^" '^^ ^^^^iHar

S^ L^^ u^^""^' ^''^^P^ ^hat of Phil Croftthe section boss, one of the best men inThe

s^rveveH if • ?\^"^^eyng the track as hesurveyed it ,nch by inch every day in the

Presently it occurred to Roi«.r« ,1,-

f"r"*'- .^''^''^"'^" °f the BoardTxrade

pni fK^r '
^' '^^''^ ^^s business to be doneand tha -apparently-it devolved up^n Mm

witn getting the meeting together had relapsed mto sphinx-Hke cofitatfons "nd'^ait^d

le^":n«.re"d •['
"""^""'^' --'"""^^

On the last occasion of such a Meetinrr(Aey remembered the minutes of i? then," „^d

f

/fill
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the Secretary turned them up as soon as he

had decided which end of his account book

contained them)—on the last occasion they

had been met together to deliberate as to

what measures had best be taken to preserve

order in the town and safety in its one street

on Saturday nights. This the gentlemen

present would remember, was in consequence

of Mr Carter having got considerably tight

(not in his, Rogers', pool room he might

remark, where nothing but the most innocuous

soft drinks were for sJe), and having smashed

up his team and buggy, to say nothing of

himself and the sidewalk, within full view

of—of—of—well, of everybody ! The town

being as yet too small to admit of an

application for a North-West trooper, the

Board of Trade had decided—well—perhaps

the Secretary could tell them what the

Board of Trade ^afl? decided—it had escaped

the President's memory just at the moment

—

they wouldn't be surprised at that—^great

press of work this last week—and, and, and,

well in short, perhaps he had better get to

the point and mention that the present

meeting had been called to consider a

proposal of t>^eir worthy Doctor's with

regard to the building of a Hospital. Per-

haps they had already heard something

ofit—
?'

He glanced about inclusively swinging a

little pencil case by its ring with the air of

beating up and together the ideas of his
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hirers so that any obligation of his to outthe thing cl^rly^ight/ppear excused
^

u^ "Ti President of the Board of course

tow^iaV\nT •"''.'"^P^^"'^"' '<^ the

would now favour them ?

'

^ ^^ ^°^
Liston had bestowed his le^s awav nn o

Sri"? r'?^'^^".ugers nad to be allowed to kick nffAppealed to. now, he appeared to makesome effort to be as long-wi„ded° s ^u'

^t' .'«J"!:«d. Speakig „4 quttdeliberation characteristic of him ™ven mnr.

,t'" r*""?"'"!.
^'"''^ '° him wa^ «"st"kethan when deed ng with his cool firm fingeS

pulse LThT'"°"' ^^r'er's irreproacS

etutahriMThfst^J^^^^^^^^^

i^s^ct?o„" Th^e°:al'':oX'-
^'^^^^^^^^^

the^esponsibilWe? rsuch ^ITu^IZI'
°^

nor oftK obligations it would enu«TheS
srould"e°r r;!°".

o;"'' "- ttentio?":

had Town^'h'''"'""^ • • -""V&whfnaa known him propose to her like thl^
-.ght have guessed tte fires beneatf

'^''^

There is one thing,' he said. ' which mustbe remembered. The whole undertakbg

m
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will entail a lot of work, and if we set our

hands to it at all, it must be on the under-

standing that each man does his share.

Somebody once said that if it had been left

to a committee the Ark itself would never

have been built. And another thing—we
must be prepared for difficulties. I dun't

know why, but Church choirs, amateur
theatrical societies, and hospital boards seem
inevitably to get into worse messes and
bitterer rows than any other associations.

It is perhaps, because people lose sight of

the thing they aim at, by the way. Even
here in Finlay we have split ourselves up
half-a-dozen times trying to run a rifle range,

an athletic club or a rink. Don't let's have
any of that over the hospital. It's going

to be the very best thing that ever happened,

not only for this place but for the whole of

the West, if we manage to put it through
—

'

They agreed it would, certainly, be a fine

thing for the town : one or two enquiries

were made as to whether the Doctor proposed

to let the contract for building or to have
it done by day labour, locally.

* That,' he said, ' would be for the Board
to decide, the Hospital board, should they

elect one.'

He was not surprised that no question

came up as to the need of the thing. Either

this was recognised as he himself recognised

it, or that aspect of the matter weighed less

with these struggling little traders, equal
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perhajM at the outset only to one themmedmtely obvious, view o7 the proixSlI. would undoubtedly mean a lot for fh!^„The Secretary made some surrept tio^calculations on a stray piece ofpa^rdS
II oy a certain failure to graso anv r^f tul

anftS^r^''-'^ r'y
""'^ to'er^nce fo

en« w^fhh^u V '^"i*
^ <:onstrued as prud-

Pf«J3 [Hrde-Strodl:

At last Rogers intervened, highly pleasedto voice general good wil w|,il so^=,commmed him to ''no more one^us du[y

o'^yrrs^^t^'jJ'iTSo-^'^-rst?

rd11;&eirn"^'-'^)''opu.,sTc:„7d
The next business, of course was th.

B^T'°A
"f <?"<'y«^'= 'o form ; H^p talBoard and their acceptance of the nomkation Matters were indefinitely nro°oT«dby the Secretary's conscientious^odonTat

hfrS T"'" *^ -'West no"tes o

ecord an X *"• "^'"''"•>' '"°'- ^'"> to

tKoLitvrsE^v\trr*"f

«

;hough,overtheVo^Sa„tem1&u^
and the scrutineers had hard work o keensecret any of their business. WhtS

in

i
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elections were declared, and an' jng others,

Watt, the lumberman, for chairman (it had

been hoped he would cfive a good cut on

the lumber), Mackay, the Manager of the

little rabbit hutch of a local Bank, for

treasurer, and Dr Liston himself for what

Rogers ir^ a tour-de-force of official oratory

described as 'secretarial—well—er—secret-
arial Secretary' everybody was at a pinnacle

of optimism, and in humour high as though

this had been his idea thus acclaimed and

embodied by the Board! There was a

general movement towards the door, arrested

by Rogers losing his head completely, and

calling recklessly for a ten dollar whip round

to inaugurate the Building Fund.

When Liston found himself in the street

again, taking deep breaths of accomplish-

ment, the sight of Sandra on the sidewalk

opposite released a spring in him, too. He
strode to greet her with the news.

'A hundred and forty dollars, Honey!
And the Board of Trade is going to make
our Board a present of the site.'

She flushed with the pleasure of it, for

him, and caught her lip between her teeth.

* Good fer you !

'

Mrs Dunn ran out from the store behind,
• Land's sakes, George,' she cried, ' then,

here's a chance for more! They say a

special is coming through this afternoon, an

excursion of fifty business men from Winni-

peg—why not get after them ? Say, Sandra,
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you take a box—Hold 'em up right here,
you d double the money I

'

It was funny the way the big, beautiful
girl, who looked even bigger in her old coon
coat, shrank like a child at the notion. • I'd
die, Maw,' she said, and meant it. She
thrust her hands—fine nervous hands they
were, and large for a woman,—deep into the
side pockets of her coat and huddled more
closely into it. Liston laughed and took her
under his arm.

•You're right, Maw,' he promised that
enterprising lady, 'Sandra'd fix that bunch
of men right enough. And she's goin^ to
do it for the Hospital and me.'
She protested again, helplessly, aware

that It was not in her to do this thing. The
imperturbability of Liston who assured she
would, and contented himself with that,
robbed her of any power to formulate a
refusal outright, an argument, or the idea of
night. . . .

When the sun was at its brightest, and all
the tiny flags down at the d^pot were flap-
ping their wildest in the keen prairie wind,
on the wings of which came the ne;;^ of the
approach of the special, Liston joined the
httle group awaiting it on the platform,
bandra Dunn was with him, and never
Russian princess bedecked with sables and
the costliest of diamonds from St Petersburg
looked a rarer rose than she in a close cap
of white rabbit skin tinged with almost opaf-

'"i'
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escent blue and pink, and the diamonds of her

frozen breath clinging to its edges and her

rich dark haii. A few minutes later and

the cars lined up alongside, a crowd of

gentlemen swarmed out upon the platform,

and Finlay rose to the occasion as one man.

Their leader submitted to buttonholing by

Rogers who offered him a box of baled

Havanas in the name of the Board of Trade,

and • the freedom—while you're with us—of

this city.' His party found itself beincr

harangued in a manner at once delighted,

patriotic and mercenary. The business men
from the middle West had assuredly never

expected so lively a demonstration ! While

all of them wore a broad smile they collec-

tively looked much as a big boy looks when
he tumbles inadvertently over a colony of

flustered and excited ants. The special was

scheduled to stop no longer than ten minutes

at Finlay, so as soon as it dawned upon the

Winnipeg party that this -vas a Hospital

deputation out for dollars, .ey dived will-

ingly enough into their poc'>. ts and demanded
who was taking up the collection. Here
then was Sandra's chance. Liston abandoned

her to the nearest group, and the girl's

struggle to muster sufficient bravado to nold

out those hands of hers for the bills pressed

into them, her confusion and her beauty,

wrought the good temper of the crowd to

something like enthusiasm.

Tears of shyness in her eyes fought with
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the blushes of pleasure in her arresting face

:

the men agreed as they clambered back into
the cars, amid cheers and the clamour of the
eneine bell, it was the prettiest stunt they
had seen on the trip

!

It certainly accounted for the jolly total

—

I2 10—with which Mr Mackay opened the
Hospital account at his Bank.

.!'

I i
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CHAPTER III

THE HAMLET

u

1 iv 't'hd;.^' the Hospital undoubtedly
nil ant

i:^
« at deal to Finlay.

fm y NTS after the railway camp had left

it. and r .!-head was by that number of
seasons nearer the Western coast, the embryo
town consisted of no more than the original

d^pot (station) and water tower, plus a store

and a couple of shacks. ' Three or four years
later an absolute rash of litde wooden
dwellings like upturned packing cases broke
out with no more pronounced a raison d'etre

as to time or place than this, at that particular

spot on the illimitable face of the rolling

prairie. Already two or three fairly marked
trails converged upon it ; one of them crossed
a culvert a mile to the north-east and finally

joined the latest made stretch of ' government
road.'

The place consisted of the inevitable
' Main Street ' of the western rectangular
plan, but as yet First Streets East and West
were but sketchily indicated by the black-
smith's smithy on this side and the barber's
and the butcher's and the little Bank rn that.
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A big square Hotel which displayed at night
the only street lamp of which the hamlet
could boast, stood at the corner facing the
railway line, and glaring across it at the
hump-shouldered elevator. Five or six
little wooden cottages with a preference for
white or red or green oaint, more like seaside
bungalows or glorified bathing machines
than anything else, formed the residential

3.'?"?' ^^ beyond them a squat little
Church of brown-stained shingles, the school

-

house and a farm or two formed the northern
fringe of the village. There were two
general stores, rither ambitious structures
with high false pediments to their facades

55i
'" painted tin ; a post office, a

saddlery, a livery barn and feed stable, pool
room, bakery, lumber yard and unsuccessful
restaurant. The big machine shed around
which there was always a litter of gaily
painted new wheels, and waggon boxes of
the familiar Bain type, ^4 immaculate new
ploughs and rakes and mowers, boasted an
upper storey which served as a sort of jrjblic
hall whenever there was a dance, a concert,
or a bit of speechifying to be done. The
total length of Finlay's wooden side walks
could not have amounted to more than a
quarter of a mile, how :vt . unfathomable
may have been the dust c-- mud of its deeply
rutted ways. Once m a while there would
be a removal, not of the contents of a store
or house, but of the building itself, and the

;•'
-
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presence of a gaping hole by the street like

the uerly socket of an extracted tooth would
reveal what had been somebody's notion of
a cellar. The loss in one place would be
compensated by the re-appearance of the
house elsewhere on the hitherto open prairie :

this looked as though the town were grow-
ing.

Finlay may not have amounted to very
much in itself, but it was the distributing
centre of a splendid and fully settled-up
homesteading district. Farmers came down
from the north, a four or five days' journey in

the ox-waggons, every six months or so for
stores ; and beyond them the country was
opened up for still another twenty miles by the
government road piercing it as the crow flies.

To the south it was the same. East and
west on the railway line there were neighbour
hamlets at intervals of seventeen miles.
Endless,' illimitable panoramas of rolling
steppes, ranges of mild blue hills, tracts of
bush land, and folds in the prairie amount-
ing to deep gullies, in places three or four
miles in winding length, gave a beauty to
the country as diversified as its indescribable
atmosp ^ric effects. Everywhere, round
ponds or even chains of lakes, formed by the
melting of snow where it had drifted deepest
round the belts of willow scrub, and now
blue in the spring green of the land as the
Mav heavens above, attracted the chattering
wild fowl winging their way north again,
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and resounded with the shrilling of a milh'on
frogs. Notwithstanding that the country was
fully settled-up immense tracts of it could be
traversed where the namelessncss, isolation
and peace of that first chapter in Genesis in
the dawn seemed still to reign. From the
geologic day, old as creation records, when
God divided the dry land from the waters
and saw that it was good, to the coming of
the railroad and the settlers, the prairies had
been the theatre of no history save that of the
buffalo and of the Red Man his hunter. Only
now, a huddle here and there of low sod-
roofed farm buildings, a trail, a rare corner
stake, or a wide-flung tract of ploughing,
added the second word to the story of a new
fair world. Finlay itself, that bald little
prairie village like a handful of Lilliputian
toys spilt in the midst of nowhere, was
nothing more or less than the initial letter of
an early chapter. A very plain initial letter, at
best, with no borderings or flourishes. How
plain became apparent enough when it
came to choosing a site for the Hospital.
Beyond this line or that, this spot of the
other, the town survey did not extend and
lots were not spaced for sale.
Mr Rogers was vastly important with

a blue print from the Lands office of the
Railway Company on the evening in May
when Dr Liston carried his Hospital Board
to the top of the rise where he was deter-
mined to build. Everything was just right

) it

''l:

t 1
1

-
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there, drainage and aspect, altitude and
distance. The hamlet was just far enough
away in case funds should run to an isolation
wing. . . . An immense discussion as inept
over the plan of the townsite, as inexpert on
these considerations, rendered fragmentary
moreover by the disputants separatinr^
constantly and inadvertently to step it out,

measure, and hunt for landmarks on their
own accounts, was only brought to a con-
clusion at last by the discovery that six feet
or so would make all the difference between
a site within or without the line of civic
survey.

Having carried his point in the main, the
Doctor yielded the odds without ado. He
strolled over the ground with the rest, his
pipe hanging loosely between his teeth,
liking all this evidence of their interest,

though it rather bored him. He was a man
whose purposes were based on anything but
impulse ; who betrayed as little impatience
' ath the fussy obviousness of others' methods
of attainment, as he betrayed of the thought-
ful processes of his own. He prised out a
stone or two while Rogers and Mackay and
Watt settled disputes of their own, then
straightened hin.self up against the glow in

the west watching a buffgy coming up the
slope and surveying the village behind,
whose rawness and newness not even the
light of a sweet spring evening could invest
with a thought of poetry. Appropriately
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enough at such a moment Mr Rogers dis-covered an immense objection and explained

hear^of'th^ f^'
'""'" ^'^'^""'^y ^ 'heheart of the busmess quarter—we'll have

How^'ff,T' -P 1"^^°^" ^^'^' «h Doctor?

KnLtgr ^'^ ^^'^"'^-^ ^^^ "-h.

lookiTa^rto hLT^^^^^ 'ir' T'
leisurely head.

"'""^ ^ "'"»^^- He turned a

.J^y/^'l'./iT ^^ "^^ ^^" ^e shall wellafford to shift,' he remarked. ' What aboutthe investment in real estate ?

'

' yo^j-e right there ! You bet yer!' Rogers

• Sure ! i^H f •
;^°''" ?°^P"^^^ ^hen, eh.>'

iJure, said Liston, ' why not

'

A new voice broke in.

'Tell me. Doctor—do I understand this isto be ama^emzH^ Hospital, or one where allsorts of cases will be taken ? My w7fe and Iar o extremely interested—'

thrl"^^'-^" ^'?P«ey. the Incumbent ofthree parishes as big as an English diocese

LTh'^dral.'"'
'""'" °' ^'^'^y^^ --"-

Liston was pleased to see him back, newlvordained, from the College at SaskatCThe developments on the hill would be newsto h,m indeed after six months' absence^

SsC "^^^^hook hands cordially andMrs Aldersey in the buggy declared^here

IF;

i«

r -|
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was room for the Doctor if he would jump
up.

'Do tell me all about it,' she be&^ged with
a pretty imitation of her young husband's
earnestness, • Ned and I are so anxious to

do what we can to help.'

* If ladies are included in the Board you
could not do better than nominate my wife
for election,' Mr Aldersey laughed, teasing
her, but half in earnest, 'she would be
invaluable I'm sure. 1 ma,y say I owe it

entirely to her that I am not too insolvent at

the present moment to offer you our small
—very small — contribution to the fund
which I understand has been opened for

this Hospital?'

His slightly pedantic enu'-.ciation, like

Liston's own effort after starched shirt cuffs,

was but the tradition of a standard. Nothing
could take from the spirit of the gift. Mr
Aldersey's five dollars was perhaps the
nearest to a sacrifice Liston's enterprise

had yet received.
' I think, dear,' his wife said, * you had

better leave me out of the question
—

'

' Not so ! Dr Liston would be the last to

think so ! My wife, Doctor, is a remarkable
business woman, even if I have had occasion
sometimes to disparage her cakes. We went
to Saskatoon six months ago—as you know,
for me to complete my course of studies

before ordination—and, as you do not know,
I trust, without a cent. Unable to rent a
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house, we borrowed $,oo from the Bank toS nn?
'^'^' "'yr^" "^"^^ °" the roof Ineed not go into that—she did, incidentallv

h!i \"y^,fy'
'^^ '^^f ^^ fixed aulsr Wesold that house on the eve of our departurefor exactly one hundred and ten doUars ?

repaid the loan at the Bank with interest andyou a,^ now in possession of the bSance.'
Glancing from one to the other as he

'^u' J^^ r""S^ '"^"'^ pride in his wifewould have teen obvious to a cow
Liston thanked them for the money 'Ithink,' he sa,d looking up into a face which

livrwiS'^l^K^? ^^y ^- beauTy. wi
fiLvti

^^"S'bihty and goodness, 'we

'Wo^!?^ 't
''^""^ive question of aWoman s Auxiliary,' on which, of courseshe was an expert. Ethel Aldersey's com

P^"'"". h^ '""g.^nce been sacrificed to theopen a,r l,fe she led always driving about thepraine w,th her husband; her ha?r\Jas

2X ^^Z" "^ ^''-^y- '""^ ^he dre«edOadJy. There was, however, a force abouther Wn directlyof aconscientious dischaTe

Village seemed to know she couldn't yet cook

J-

: I.
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' But you haven't told us anything yet of
the scheme,* the young clergyman pursued,
*—er—may I ask is this a puoHc enterprise,
or a private venture of your own ?

'

An inscrutable expression flitted over the
Doctor's face. The question was inevitable
sooner or later; it was like Aldersey's
honesty to have asked it outright He and
Ethel Aldersey alone, perhaps, were pos-
sessed of insight enough, training enough

—

spiritual capacity enough, if it came to that

—

to credit as honest a reply.

'The only man who stands to lose by this

Hospital, at least for a bit,' he replied, 'is

myself. It is no "venture" of mine in the
sense you might suppose.'
They looked puzzled.
' Mileage fees have generally been heavy

enough to make it up to me, you know,'
Liston said

;
' when the patient has lived too

far off to afford more than one visit during
an illness. I shall lose my mileage fees but
pay my patients as many visits, here in
hospital, as they may need.'
He outlined the insurance plan which, it

was to be hoped, would bring the poorest
or the unluckiest of the settlers within reach
of the benefits of his scheme, and of the
institution. ' So much for maintenance,' he
concluded, 'the building funds must be
begged.'

Mr Aldersey looked concerned.
•A big undertaking, Doctor, I'm afraid.
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^u~q^hT7v:r'X"°'P''»' Sunday,

sermon.' ^ "** ••" P"'"** for my

it, I supp6se you don't mi ""^f
°''*''

>iv;,°tafc-'Mh-™led,,, 'I mus.
be taken .he same'^ MlrtXutJ''^'

'"

I can afford to eive mnrh TfJi '
°'^ '=,°"'^'

attention for the^JoneT»„rf
"" ™'"« '"

visits at a lower cost^k^H ^m P*'' "«"«

"'fepartorth;b°l:^'aCeAr "'^

He thought it best to be exS
squireta^ST'tshalf.^'''-

'«'"'='' -"

'"Bu^ttea'ir^'^"^^^^^^^^^^^^
">a..d Tey^fird,^^^1^oo I am, Liston returned 'hnf :. .

oe quite so soon a. J™ iT
' ?"'," *°"t

That's part ofTha?! ™ °P^u' ""''= all.

stand to lose^t first '

""*" "'''" ' ^'X '

and the Do^Sr'fm^^tr3^'' *'*'
ment. The two vnn„II^ . ? f^*^

"^ com-
'n the presence of iP^Y-'^^^^'^^^y^ere
great. affplX L""^'^'."? ^"'^^''^ or
place they S^^^l'^'T^'^'^^^d ^'ttle

They drove on^.^S^' '^^^ ^-^^ ^"^er.
the rest oHhe fi^^ "^'^ """ '°' '° ^''^^^^^e Board, and come down to

i:

iJ
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the more familiar level of its ambitions.
Aldersey agreed this was a splendid site,

—

it would certainly mean a boom for the
town.

The Alderseys were a charming couple

;

she, representative in the newer \\est of the
refined womanhood of the middle-class
England, which has not yet begun to

emigrate, and he of a Church which had
conceived the idea of one gentleman, at

least, in every parish. It was curious that
nationality accounted for nothing of the liking

existing between them and the Doctor.
Liston had no clannish instincts, and no
class preferences.

His religion was that defined by St James,
and his firmest belief that by man's conduct
to man would be the judgment of his

standing with God. Carlyle's dictum.
' Blessed is he who has found his work

;

let him ask no other blessedness,* summed
up for the prairie doctor the spiritual content
of his life and of this scheme of his, although,
to be sure, Sandra seemed ' another blessed-

ness,' and he had not been slow to ask for her.

There was little ready money in the
district, and Liston had made arrangements
to withdraw the whole of his small capital

on which he hid hitherto depended for the
nest egg of his precarious income, to meet
the estimates when these should '^*; prepared,
for the Hospital.

Not a man in Finlay knew where to turn
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was sufficently exoIaineH «. ? "'y *

care it should 6e ^hL t '
•

^""°" *°°^

spare time ,0 l<;ok'^iyL''\7"8''^«"d '<«

comforts and do WsctSnJ''
""'" "^""'

of thTweddT^
"'''"""' P<««l»nement

ap^S,edX„lis?„°''''" ?r'' *- dis.

•hat y^r. and inched to'&r,^t'f„"«^"-ed
when he toolc this sten RJ '?«''?''ant

had discussed a d™^ store !^H ™ '.'"•' ^'^
business combine™^a °2sfhu "^"^f^
enough when he should We a v^fe'STTafter them in his absences H^^ '?"''

no adequate exDlan»I;!«, if * Sa^^ her

of pr^l^Sn«Tlu°''^'''^-.''''<^ 'hat

seeS to sl?ht° Sandm and r/""l ""'s""
remained hifown afe^' •? ""•« ."nances

an incidentTSifp^ctilr'; fhe
''"^'''•

fully accounted for any Sfi" '^/..""nter

She wl afS fZl •'^"''
•*', ^°'P^i-

work as other D«W.^'",'^ J?'°"' °f his

which abs^S^d L r #"'; ?' ">« "heat
and devotfen

""'' °^ ""= ""«"'* t'me

Their neighbour Mrs Babcock had given

^ J I

-« 'I J

I
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birth to her first baby one night in January
when the thermometer re?istered forty
degrees below zero. Babcock was away at
a farmers' meeting and a blizzard delayed
his return. She lay for six hours after the
birth of the child before anyone found her
without a stick left in the heater, or anything
to eat or drink at hand. Her husband only
got home late in the morning having left the

^,r
^^®*g^s °" ^he trail and abandoned him-

self to the guidance of his ox, by holding on
to Its tail. His wife was half-dead, and he
half-frozen with fright, exhaustion and ex-
posure, when he got down with his story to
Mrs Dunn. In a twinkling Sandra had been
despatched in the cutter for George, and that
good creature her mother was making the best
of her way on foot to the sick woman.
Sandra's hands and arms were frozen to the
elbow, and the mare's nostrils were red with
blood from the lungs, when she reached the
hamlet, but she would no more hear of
Liston delaying to help her then, than,
later, she dreamed of pressing him about the
wedding. There were occasions when
Sandra's refusals could not be over-ridden.
Mrs Maloney looked after her that day,

and it was she who told Liston he should
get the old lady to take him in there when
e gave up his house. She knew the

warm-hearted Irishwoman would scout the
notion of terms.

• Would you have me, Mrs Maloney ? ' he
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*e h1;.d.'
•°"" """" «""* "» yo" «ha„

For the moment he was misled,
sure an it s not good enough fer ver ' sheexpjamed.

• Ifs not good enough, iMn"
She retreated into the kitchen, clean andorderly as the most fastidious could desireand stood there in the middle of the fl*rSunmistakeable an Irishwoman as ever^1^the Samts to witness, declaring the ria«wasn« good enough for the likfs of hiS

I.
'*"' *"'*' 'f so be as ve're manin^what ye say,' she conceded, de^hteTwuf

„^''jP^°'««at.ons, -come right ia There's^\?T P'^*"* to put ye up !

•

Mrs Maloney was an olS timer, not inFmlay, whither she had come to live after herhusband^ death, and where her son Tom had
TnTk^S^* ? ""^*' '«'« home for her bw
first rti?;^r

^'*'°"«? had been wfth them-st railroad surveyors through that oart of

^'S?,' >"'^ ^^"^ °" «^"^«" ^"ion
s^«Z^ M *^ ?™"" °P«" f°f home-steaaing. None knew what oioneerincrm^n, better than his wife. Tom^S"hifarm as soon as he got the post of tank manon the section, and refused to leais motWdo another stroke of work outside the"ouseShe now constituted the sole repr^ent^Steof a leisured class in Finlay, and Ld nofht|

fl

H;

> ^(

iii

J

m
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to do between meal times but 'walk the
flure

, «.^ tramp about her little kitchen, and
hold wordy altercations with a neighbour's
self-willed, thieving cat. Tom never guessedhow his mother hankered after the farmyard
and the cows, how she made a little walk of
a morning an excuse for Vetting after'

sin! rt**" T^ '^*^. ^«^^"''^ ^Whter
bally. The only respite from care and
labour for which the old lady was really
grateful she owed to George Liston
Hitherto. Mrs Maloney had been, willy niUy;
the amateur nurse for the whole countiy side
always in demand if it were anyway possible
to get her in childbirth and in sfcknesV But

!L''T ""T °" *^^ ^''^^ ^^^'' '°st confidence,
and shrank more and more from the grave
responsibilities she was no more fitted totake upon herself, than simple good hearted-
ness could „ake her. No^nl had haiSj
the advent of a doctor more heartily than
she. and no one now realised-even better
than Liston himself- how greatly this

wartime fl"^ ^y
'^"T

?°^« °^ ^" ^^eningwamng for Tom and the meal, how a tithi

sIr!e^o'°"!?-
'^^ °^^

J^^y ^°"^^ '^"' wouldserve to vindicate such a contention shouldany arise. The case of Mrs Babcock last

Mifrl •
^^^\ ^^^'^ had been poorMainwanng too, who went completelfoff

his head not because of the injury to his leg
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which kept him so lonj

ST

i prisoner in the
-«o^«., uu* Dccause o! tfte state of dirt anH
"<? «« "S "f"

'"'o «•»"« and uwendedMrs Maloney was a Catholic, whosespecucles when mislaid could aW i^

little prayerbook that seemed to lie all ov^the oface She had been in high reliX™
featfcer when Mass was celebrated fofJhe

french Oblate drove the seventeen milesfrom his lutlc Mission at Mooseberry andniet the Catholics of the districTT; Ae

w^hS'Jr'' .' "'= ''^" wheeled round

altar cloth. Above it hung the clock anH a
fly-blown calendar, on eitler side «,«l5
«Sf with iT' ^'?f

'"-<'' -ribUeTo'v'er

eleLnl ^^ ""•" '"""• and lessons inelemenury grammar. It had been strange

tiWtt vear'^r-" *"" ^" a. harv^tlime Jast year—when every man was fniUn^
as men only toil i„ pion^rinfla^S wh"^every woman wa. working witg the sU^th
win « ,h!, ^i"""** ^e*'""' *« long long

h^ve be?n
„*' "'"«««;'•<'• 'hem all shoulf

th., 1 k
'° insider the lilies of the fieldthey labour not

. the birds of the alr^wnoj^neither do they reap nor gathe^i^
Fnori-u \: *" ^ ^"^^ phrases of broken

vesfmfnt^/T^ ?^"^^^^" »" »^'« 'habbjvestments, standing beside the poorest alter

i L^

;^
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in all Christendom, drew out the meanine ofdie paradox. It stilled somethinHf the

^ei^Jf '',*^ harvest-timef infj?d
awmethmcr of real rest into the Sunday ofthose toff-worn hard-handed prairie wivwand mothers. The little crowd melted awa^
afterwards on foot for the village, in buggiesand democrats to the farms. I'dre Join^llewent over to the Alderseys for a m«il and
complimented Ethel on he? coffee •



CHAPTER IV

A PICNIC

Almost a year went by before FinlavHos^iUl stood, an accomplished if s,iX

rhettt/"'""""'"^"-—"ewestt

JX t"trf™:LTp '•?K;swinter was at hand before operations^3
^T^'^

'he ':ellar.diggi,rg in NovS.'There had been an immense amount ofwork to be got through first

!

Carefully as Dr Liston had thought outthe thing m his own mind and traced thesteps of It, when the Committee a«ually

Ed ^lT\r'^ **? ''y '"""ediatelyahead, or to tackle more than one at a timeof the series of practical problems into whfchthe undertaking bade fair to resolve itsdf

RoIers^heClf,•*^°'""""^''
of amateurs, fromRogers the Chairman, a man whose ootimism

UsT'i ^fy l™'"
*« way his Xkep"ftis home, and whose consequent eenialitvand unvarying hospitality miglt havf kToZ
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no bounds but for the state of business in
the Pool Room, to the rather gentlemanly
Bums vv hstmctly understood literature,
and to Dillon the hardware storekeeper upon
whose initiative indeed the Finlay Board%)f
1 rade had been started. But new to theirown businesses, they were hopelessly new
to this. Ineptitude and inexperience may
not excuse men in the West, however, from
tasks and responsibilities in a new land

T^u^ ""?*"'
i"^""^"

^^^°^^«^ "Pon their
shoulders elsewhere or overshadow their
modest lots in life at home. Often Liston
Jelt himself as much at a loss as anyone.The purchase of the site, the elaboration of
experimental plans and specifications, the
discussion of alternative building schemes
drainage and lighting probleml. and th^
sinking of the well, to say nothing of the
financial and publicity campaign, would have
provided a full enough programme for a
well-trained Committee used to the conduct
of public business, with advisers to hand
on technical matters, and some expert
knowledge to command. As it was, every
initiative and most of the resolutions
devolved on the Doctor. Equipped for the
task no better than the rest of them, save for
indomitable purpose. George Liston worried
along step by step, dragging the Committee
after him, halting for it, bearing with itwhere anything professional was concerned)
less, indeed, for the sake of the moral
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support it could have eiven him, than out of
his own innate regard £r a constitutiondl wayof doing things. A thousand details, in Theway of exact minute taking, copies of corres
pondence. etc., went by the board as neither

Xn'Zu^' T"^^ ^'"^ ^^^ '•'"^ enough todo nothing but secretariRJ work, but so far

over'th^f "''p'^k/^ '^''A"P '^^ Committee
over that. Problems of freight or materialof labour or of technical application aspuzzling for the Doctor to solve as for anyone^ often floored the 'emergency meeting'
called to consider it. and Liston himself

7nen1i r^'i ^^^y ^°^" 'h« sidewalk toattend to otlier importunities in the middleof a discussion fast becoming irrelevant, orfocussmg down to the usuSl resolution-

of one ::;"
Woint Dr. Liston a Committeeof one. to enquire into the matter and report

res^Jnf /^"'^f
''^"" "' "^^ unsuccessful

on A. I I ^ ^^'PP°'^n office, and here,

for ht ?i
' fi""''

congregated, waiting

anothp; h S* °K
"'*'" "'^"'"'' * '"O"" drawn

;

another had been out 'duck' shootin?
(before chicken season began) and had

h^n th-7'''' ^^"r ofI- shot in Ws
after JrW i '^'^""^^ """^''^^ '" his nose

fourtlf f ^Z""' * "S on to his face. The
in ^V '"'y overgrown boy, was really

in clmics, as m hygiene and in tact His
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skin, scaly with neglect and dirt, had ceased,
in medical phraseology, • to function.' and the
prescription needed was nothing less thana course of Turkish baths. Liston admir^rimmy as he admired Gould—for a hardand thorough worker, and an expert in his

\^L.u '""^7^
^'i ^''P^" °" ^^ Plough.Month in and month out he followed fheteams over infinite stretches of • breaking

'

or summer fallow, ploughing or drag-
harrowing the land, burnt with the sun.
drenched wMth sweat, blackened as a sweep
from the coffee-coloured sods trampled into
clouds of dust by the sixteen heavy hoofs
in front, and dried rough and hard again by
the boisterous prairie wind. Day after day
all through the strenuous prairie summerrimmy tumbled out before dawn to feed the
horses, and rolled into his bunk again a!
night only after having bestowed more care

f!^l- u '^^ ^^ ^^"^ ''""^ °'- thought of
for himself He worked for a bachefor up

r^r.l'>f"-
the two of them boxed up together

cheel by jowl in a little cabin no higgtr thana railway car, were chums of the soil, and
rivals in the working of it. The only botherthey gave themselves on the score of water

7Zrlu ^^ k'T?'J,

°^
'f

^°^ '^^ horses, anda «^all tin bowl-full perhaps for a splashing
of head and face on Sundays. Dr Liston^ve the boy a bottle of what Timmy called
dope, and told him to come along to thepicmc up at Louise Lake on the morrow
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whatev*?T;i»J f«f»*«f«a a resolution that

unless he r.v;
«re""««e m swimm ng,

cares.
' "*** ^"^'X PraWe

•old ™a"„'jo"da^wt S'c'"°^'^'"«
*'*

witK *u<.
J "*"**"• wno ftad come into town

conrerel row 4l«n «. 1!"^ '° ^ «''™*-

which had faiJ^H .{Jv*"***^^
«>'^ the occasion

people Sd or would r't °^ ^^^'^*^^

cifict. toward;TIjfj^^Tt ^ J^oiily way of killing mo^rbirds SlT '^^
with one stone TkI • • ^ ^"^" ^ne
favourable op^rtunkv T"'" ^^ ^ "'^^^

embodied all'S^ s^ !? '^^. ^"^'h^'-' ^^ it

so widely scauered Ira^"'^- °' ^^P^^
sort was for them at oLl ^^'"? °^ ^"y
and something Tf In ^- ""^''taking
-'ways the "sfj^^^ -/--n. „ ^J

*"" o! a 'pow-wow,'
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beginning somewhere in the forenoon by the
gradual assembly at some chosen spot, of
every description of prairie rig, buctcboard
democrat, waggon and buggy, whose
occupants climbed out laden with baskets
and parcels, looked round wondering how
long it would be before 'folks' began to
arnve, and began their share of the general
preparations for the spread of cakes and
jellies and cold meat pies, which always
formed the pi^ce-de-r^istance of the day.
Liston might have felt he was losing time,

perhaps, over this sort of thing, only that it

resulted every now and again in an unfore-
seen response. Here a bunch of young
fellows living close to the ' bush ' promised
the tamarack posts for fencing, tnere the
women volunteered to get up a * box-social

'

in aid of the building fund, and on one
occasion Hunter, a professional well digger,

came forward and undertook to sink the
sixty foot well for the Hospital, cribbing it

from top to bottom, for no charge beyond
the expense of the teams.

Old Man Jordan was confident 'the
boys * up at Louise Lake, would get up
some sort of a bee and put in a day's work
or so on the place, later in the year. ListoR
sucked his pipe the greater part of the way,
preoccupied and monosyllabic, wondering if

by any chance, Sandra and Maggie and Bob
would be there. Mrs Dunn was good fun

at a picnic, and worked harder to make the
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utmost of such a holiday than ok^. a:a
on wash or bakingC^atf' '"* '"'"

„Jr f^- !° *' ^^«' •wenty-three milesnorth of Fmlay, ran through r<illv bLS
country after the fim hour-fstJScK of^raWejamenes^ I, dipped then, and led dSwn along sloping hill to a smiling expJTse of flat

ir'th^net^?!^^ «- ^--s^'in me neighbourhood, but the burnt r,«JJ

before the era of the settler tul -7^ ,

the fires. On went thfrnJ^
•^'^''2*'* ^"^

for hour aft^r K^.
'^^^^ again after that

"Tj^Lt^a f
«'- ^^^^^^^^^

'I!
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trembling arrow, and there shelving to a
shallow ^nd where serried ranks of ereen
encroaching sedges tossed and rippled like

waves before the wind. Once more the

eentle features of the down-land monopolised
tne view, gold where the blue heavens poured
floods of sunshine over acres upon acres of
ripenine wheat, cinnamon and sand colour

where 3ie fierce August suns had burnt the

prairie grass to death. Dragonflies like

burnished jewels hung poised by the trailside

in the quivering air, or shot across it irri-

descent as the gleam of fire on fine drawn
strand of wire or silk.

By the time Jordan and the Doctor
reached the picnic ground and were busy
unloading pop and stuff beside the bough-
roofed booth for soft drinks knocked up for

the occasion, quite a good sprinkling of folk

had already arrived.

There were the Alderseys of course,—^this

was a ' Church ' picnic—officially pleasant as

ever amid a sweet and sticky welter, and
the piles of cups and saucers of the stall, over
which they helped to preside since its pro-

ceeds were destined for the organ fund.

There was 'old man* Madder with Mrs
Madder on the front seat of a democrat,

with Miss Alcock the school-teacher behind,

a laughing romp of a girl with rebellious red-

gold hair and a sunburnt face to match,

destined to remain at Louise Lake school, the

short time it might take her 'best boy' (a ship-
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farmer's four s^dL^^^^^^^^ the
job which mighT^SfitrV" ^^^'y outside

work in the^use ThI ?^y^°"*"'»
Broff a tall r^w bo„J *?

'l"^'^.
^« Mrs

with immenW'briSsIf &^^„"T"'beauty even the hideous n^f " '^'^^se

wore might not d«rl« BraffT "^P ^^«
fierce plug in a buck^rd «n?^ '^''?.^ ^*«'

the fig'ht of a broncho1>nc.
invariably had

hitched and dS ud o^Ih
*''' '^ ^^' ^^ un-

horses under the ZTX^"''"'^ ^* ^^^r
encumbered with two for ..n^ k ,

?^P^« *^ere

whose teuton stodsm.J^
healthy children,

stance of holidaT^^^ad^^^^^^^^^^
circu.n*

equalled bv the nr;,«^^•"*"'® ^^ only
When turnWesSc^ '"^'^''"^^ solicitude^

mishap wSgeS^^^ hefel-.the^ boy. or a^^d fLJ'i^^f'•°°' ^ hon« for
suckJ the ^^Jrz^^'^TT'-'^^
hopeful with candy The Amn ^"^ y°""«^
there, a blue-eyed fir h. • """^^.f"^ ^^re
Sweden, and thTc^rman S''»f ''i^

^''^^^

woreabVAmprL« ? ^^^^^' whose wife
of „ *. s '^n^erican sunbonnetwifh fk«of native costume. Mrs B^r^lhl ^ ^^""^
cheenest body within f 7- "^^ merriest,

miies. wholSjked ^ Kk.* it"' °^ '^^entj;

the wonder w^ her i\* '^^"^ «'eak that
^r got en^gh wofd^f,^^^^^ husband
pose to her. &d at t^^^

edgeways to pro-
' ^^ *' ^^ niade herself the
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centre of one of those grouos of |H|ople who

always feel at a loose end before things get

well under way. Everyone was laughing

round her. And the crowd grew from

minute to minute m more vehicles joined

the camping ground, and the bach- lore of

the picnic, the young men and boys, drifted

off to a place of their own and started a

game of founders. Little Mrs Fane was

there in a pretty white dress. Her dazzling

white and red complexion and raven hair,

made a wonderful contrast to the soft sandy

colouring of her bosom friend Louisa Green;

and the touch of real refinement about

Louisa accounted even more than her

rumoured Barnardo extractbn fo/fhe f^f"
ness of the Roaches, a dreadful Brixton

family whose ambition was to 'lead society

in the township.
, r e ^

There was the inevitable group of former

politicians who got together and fell head-

Ug into waters rather deep for them, under

the provocation of Jerry, the 'ednkator

socialist, and of men like Arkwright and

Loundsbury. thoughtful feows in their way

read-up rather than well-read in cert, n

subjects, who were at one over the iniquity

of 'surplus values.' 'melon-cutting and the

like, however little tolerance they had for

other tendencies and aspects of each others

opinions. They were dreadfully ponderous

for a picnic, but as they formed a <^c"s of

their own, smoking, and grouped about the

t
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standing waggons, they had as much right

to enjoy themselves in being earnest and
indignant, as had others at the cocoanut-
shy or runnine races. Liston joined them
presently, mediutively observant, and the
talk veered round to some recent legislation

clearing away the old ' Local Improvement
Districts' for Rural Municipalities wiUi
greater powers and likely financial autono-
mies, somebody produced a copy of the
Act, and the Doctor studied the clauses in it

relative to grants for local Hospitals, and
municipal responsibility in case ot infectious

disease or epidemic. He put quite a lot

of suggestive information in his pipe, and
smok^ it.

When he caught sight of Sandra, George
drifted from the group unmissed.
Sandra came to picnics because there

were always so many babies to be minded.
It meant leaving the piglets for a whole long
day, but babies were even better than piglets.

She had one in her arms now, a good
solemn baby, and two other distressful

children gradually weakening in animosity
to each other under her soothing, clung to
her skirt. The Doctor was saddled with
the trio for as long as he lay on the grass by
Sandra, and worse than that, for Bob came
and sat astride of him and led a rabble of
prairie urchins to pound him for the where-
withal to buy candy and sherbet at the
booth. Sandra had all her work cut out to
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resist the importunities of Peggy Alcock and
two or three kindred spirits, who tried to
drag her into the sports, and to taunt
Liston that neither could he prevail in
persuading her. Sandra wasn't going to
show her legs up to the knees running races
before all 'them men,' not she! Colour
flooded her face as she gave them the reason
and her eyes were a little resentful, like a
curt shy boy's. She was, indeed, less like a
woman than one of those sweet-natured lads
who lack in no essential of character for all
Uieir innate bashfulness and gentler bearing.
She might have been a trifle wanting m
grace from the point of view of a mere
femininity which had little to do with her,
but any suspicion of immaturity about her
was belied by the sight of Sandra within a
mile of a baby. George was content enough
that she should nurse this particular specimen
all the afternoon if she liked, provided he
drove her home in the evening. It wouldn't
matter squashing Maggie, and Bob could
hang on behind—or better still, they could
drive with the Babcocks ?

She agreed.

•Sure!' she smiled, simply, and again
a httle colour betrayed more than her
speech.

Had George noticed that Ansell Carter
had come to the picnic? There he was,
over with them Johnsons.
The Doctor turned on a lazy elbow,

1.1,

:i
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and eyed the group she indicated. A girl
he knew well enough had the man in
tow.

'He won't bother you, Sandra. Nancy
Johnson will take care of that.'

The girl with an eye to the main chance
and who hates to have it elude her is to
be found even on the prairie where men
advertise for wives. But this one, who
would stick at little, (the antithesis of Sandra
Dunn), had no interest for Carter perhaps on
that very account. Few men who are just
men, and not merely animals, are without
discrimination of this sort. It did Ansell
credit, in its way, that he could penetrate
Nancy untempted.
'He won't bother me,' Sandra knew.

' When they come by here just now she
took good care he shouldn't pass much more
than the time of day with me. But what's
he come for, anyway ? He don't care for
her, and he didn't used to care for picnics
either. He was that set in putting in all the
time on the land.'

Liston laughed and rolled over on his
stomach once more.

' It won't do him any harm, Sandra, and
we shouldn't mind dancing at his wedding
should we ? At that rate he might dance at
ours.'

'Oh, he won't forget that quick,' she
doubted. • I can't make it out quite how he
hasn't got his own back on you somehow,

I

1

;\
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11

before this. That's what makes me wonder
what he's come for to-day.'

JrS^^u^ * coward. Sandra. There'snothmg he could do to me.'
It seemed like it anyhow. The man had

not crossed Liston's path, or Sandra's either,
for that matter, since the day he had been
worsted at the doctor's hands.

'He'd never have molested you as he did,
It thered been anyone about; your father,
dear, or Fred

—

'Oh. Fred!' she said. 'George, have you
heard what's become of him ? fle's going- to
be married after all.'

^ ^
She went off into a fit of unaccustomed
?^'^'",',

u^""^ y^P^^ ^^^ ^yes before she
could tell him the story. He sat up and put
an arm about her and shook her at last into
telhng him the tale.

'Why,' she said, 'it was so long ago he'd
almost forgot it himself. One tim? downhome they was making cheeses and Fred
said he d written a love letter and put it in a
little bottle, and the bottle in a cheese. The
cheeses went away to England, and at last
the one with the bottle in it got eaten I
suppose, and a girl found his letter. And
she went and wrote to him and sent her
photograph, and she's coming out to Canada
to marry him ! Oh, George-' and Sandra,
broke down again, '. funny part of it is he
don t want her. He only did it for a game •

and now she's coming and he can't send her
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back
!
Maw laughed fit to kill herself whenwe heard.

The man laughed down into her face.
Say

!
he won't make a bad husband if

he s too chiva rous to get out of it now. Ithmk she s rather lucky, on the whole."

^
My land !

' said Sandra wiping her eyes
airesh. /he used to tell us it would be a
.L^u^ '^?* ^°* him—he did indeed.'
Well, so It would. Fred was a real good

sort. I was jealous of Fred like anything.'-—^Now don't you !

' she remonstrated,
turning her head away. ' before all the folk

!

You had no call to be jealous, George

'

He got a kiss in. nevertheless, and more
tnan one.

T 'i^'^fl^' ^? ^f•^'
' w^at a stick you are

!

I shan't hurt the baby !

'

/ -re .

A^^^!^ f''c°"^ K"^"^ ^"^^ *^an he the real
depth of Sandra's passion.
That she never used any endearments to

the man who loved her, other than those
in general use at home, and accepted the

l!:.! ? ^ ''''^
u^^'"^^^" '^^"^ much as she

untr?^ /"y'^'?^ ^^'^' ^^^ because, utterly
untramed m self-expression, Sandra was shy

s^bfectff"^ ^'^
"°'^J"^ '° ^y ^" ^he

h.A ^'a
^"^ 1°' '^° *^"ffgy drives theyhad had together stood out in Liston'smemory as the only bits of love-making he

^^f/^u^ ^^^'7/^- Sh^ ^^^ ^aid her face
against his shoulder, inarticulate, and turned
It down into his coat, close held by an

I f'A
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encircling arm, much as an ostrich hides its

head in the sand. All the world had been
blotted out for Sandra then, and when he
turned her mouth up to his in the blue prairie
moonlight, his kiss had drawn her scjI
through her lips. An unprincipled man, or
merely one of the commoner clay, could have
taken every advantage of a girl like this,

and of a love such as Sandra's, absolute and
primitive, protected by no reserve of con-
vention or of worldly wisdom, but Liston
was the type of man for whom a woman's
innocence or a woman's indiscretion is a
sacred thing. Mrs Dunn knew that right
enough when she * fired ' Sandra's less desir-
able suitors, though she expressed it with
the homely conviction that he was 'white,
all through.'

A nucleus of conspirators, wearied of the
sports, bore down upon Liston, Sandra and
the children who had returned and were
swarming over him again.

' Baseball or bust
!

' they declared, ' come
on. Doc, we've mowed the field,'

Nothing loath, George swept the urchins
off, and got up. *Good for you fellers,'

he remarked, 'afterwards you can round
up the picnic and I'll get in my say. The
g^me will draw the bunch pretty well to-
gether.' He threw his coat beside Sandra
and told her the Alderseys would credit him
for her tea. She could treat the kids all

round.
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Dr Listen was a good ifunstudied speaker,
simply because pose, or effort after effect
of any sort was as alien to his thoughts, as
his subject was the familiar substance of
them. Flushed and tumbled after a game
that had lacked like hard work for over an
hour, he had everyone ' aroused ' by now,
and went directly to the point of what he
proposed to say. without one unnecessary
word of introduction or history. The latter
might well be taken for granted by any
prairie folk. It struck him however, even
as he spoke, how concrete the Hospital
scheme had become, and how modified by
the thousand and one considerations con-
sequent upon putting the first steps of it to
the test, since he broached it originally to
Gould last winter, and to the Committee,
later. There might be no such thing as
final shape to this undertaking until all the
experiments it bade fair to mean in organisa-
tion, finance and management, had worked
themselves out to some conclusion. For
the jonient his concern was to make clear
the distinction between the building fund
and the proposals with regard to maintenance,
and to arrive at an estimate not of what the
people thought of the Hospital—for they all
agreed it was 'a good thing '—but of what
they might be likely to do to support it

•So far as I can judge.' he said, 'the
Hospital will cost about $3,000 a year to
run, or perhaps no more than $200 a month,
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if we limit the number of beds to ten and
the staff to two nurses. This means that
we ought to get three hundred men to come
down with ten dollars a-piece every year.
If we could, those ten dollar subscriptions
mi^ht represent a sort of Sick Insurance
policy, and entitle the subscribers of them
to free Hospital treatment for any length of
time throughout the year of subscription.
But if we can't, the thing will have to be
run on a system of daily charges ever so
much more expensive for the patients. With
three hundred ten dollars subscribers, a man
or woman could lie up in Hospital as long as
it might be necessary—six weeks if you
like—for no more than those ten dollars;
but without three hundred guarantors for
this amount of income the patients would
have to be charged by the day, a dollar
or couple of dollars as the case might be.
In three weeks of illneas a man might pay,
at that rate, more th''>n two or four years
Sick Insurance. I , ain at mileage
fees. For the cost : . doctor's visit out
as far as this you h .wo years' policy
for the Hospital! Its well worth thinking
over because as you know, and as I know,
there isn't much alternative before any of
you now in illness between stopping at
home and chancing things, or taking a long
railway trip to Battleford or Edmonton
where the fees in a month might bust you.'
He paused searching the ring of rather
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inscrutable faces for signs of intelhVence
or approbation. Talk about dollars could
always command attention, but its immediate
consequence, in this case, was an element
of mistrust. Not a man L.ere but wondered
what Liston himself was 'out for'; not one
but would have bet his bottom dollar the
Doctor was on the make.

I f Mr Aldersey perceived this, the diversion
he made was in excellent taste.

'I think,' he ventured glancing round
half questioningly. half apologetically, 'J
think there can be little question in the
minds of any of us as to the excellence and
economy of this ten dollar plan, but it seems
to me-if I may say so—that ten dollars is
rather a lot to pay, and that you will have
considerable difficulty in finding three
hundred of us in any position to do so.Une here and there, of course '

A murmur of assent, and Liston, quick
to detect whatever feeling might suggest
adaptations in his search for the fealible
watched the effect of his reply.

'

' Ten dollars is a lot to pay down all at
once. I admit, but to fix a lower sum would
undersell every Insurance policy in the
country The ten dollars could be paid in
quarterly or half-yearly instalments, or a
promissory note could be taken for them
payable after harvest. It works out at less
than a dollar a month—it might be paid

III

...t!
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•Too much trouble to collect,' amended
a voice.

Mr Aldersey left the point to its fate, and
an old bearded man wno leant heavily on
a crutch and followed the discussion with
shrewd, thoughtful eyes asked Lisun how
many persons the insurance would cover if
held by the head of a family.

'The wife too, I should hope,' said the
Doctor, ' but there would be a lower rate for
children below earning age.'

Some dissentients found a spokesman to
remark this seemed hardly fair to bachelors,
and how about a man with a mother, for
instance, dependent on him ?

'The ten dollars would probably include
any one other individual dependent on an
unmarried man," Listen replied, • but points
like that can all be settled once we find out
if we're going to get our three hundred.
How many of you here think you could
afford ten dollars a year— -^nd remember I

in CO* '-ig forward as a cor jnity like this,
and starting a Hospital in Finlay you're
doing a thing that will attract the attention
of the whole West. So far as I know Finlay
Hospital will be the only farmers' Hospital
run for nobody's benefit but their own,—the
only prairie Cottage Hospital in the whole
province. It's a better thing than putting
a new railroad through the countr-, and no
whit less of a bit of pioneering.'

There was laughter at this and sr^e
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references to company land. Two youn^
fellows insisted they were dependent on eacK
other, wouldn t one insurance suit their case ?The Doctor's hps twitched, • How's that ?

'

he inquired. 'youVe both got your home-

clSlfgh/*''*'"'^^"
You look independent

Dependent on each other, they explained
for-well for comparionship, and that sort of
thing HusUed out of it with cries and
laugliter the girls got hold of them on the
fringe of the circle. Then Wilson spoke upand gave his name as a subscriber. One bvone about twelve others followed. The

in Listons audience knew they would nevermake a surplus ten dollars until machinery
instalments were paid off, lien notes takenup and bumper crops ^he rule rather than

!^.h.
"^

K^'*°"- ^ ^^^ ^'h^^-s wanted tofathom his game, first.

.J^T ®*^°'!?
Y".
^ ^^«P'^<^ hesiution here

?..! T*"®'.^"^
Liston noticed a downcast

face of rather surly thoaghtfuli.ess ?« theimmediate neighbourhood of Carter. /hen

tfnf^l^
"^^^'^ ''

"J^" 'J"*'^ ^ ^«w moments
before he recaptured attention in that q .^erIhe doctor had never tioubled hi J

as to whether the subject would ha minterest for Sandra's rejected suitor or ^That the man had joined the circle of Ws
listeners might be a matter of the 4^ -

curiosity. So long as Ansell kept cle2^^

fi 'i3
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Gopher Creek he had no further quarrel with
him, and for a moment a glance bereft of
anything but the indemnity of the general
situation rested on the other's attentive, non-
committal face.

• The point about a thing like this," he con-
tinued, • IS to distribute the responsibility for
its maintenance. I f everybody did their little

bit (and the more we had doing it the better
it would be) one or two wouldn't have to do all.

You can easily see that. With six hundred
subscribers the subscription would drop to
five dollars, with three thousand, to Oiit

!

'

Ansell Carter shifted his position, and
there was a pause. Liston wondered what
assistance the man could afford if he would.
More than anyone else there, probably.
Then Will Loundsbury made a suggestion.
• Now perhaps if you were to ask for the

names of the men who would be witling to
do this thing, Doc,' he said, 'no matter
whether they prove able or not, you'd have
something to go upon. If you was to try
for three hundred names of fellers who'd
give the money if they had it, after thrashin',
you'd find out two things, first if the people
want the Hospital, and second, how far
circumstances pure and simple is against
their doing enough to run one.'

•So you would,' a politician broke in over
Loundsbury 's shoulder, 'an' if that there list

of three hundred names wasn't document
enough for the Gov'ment, I don't know what
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through. Wo doi't Z. /r.^'"
'"*«"•

dollar, ,«„, on mSdelpw" .'fe""' ?^
mental Farm w#. «,,«? ^T *' '"® ixperi-

the same r^.S" „,'"''" F'n'ay (—its
Department- '

' e w^?L*!k »«^'-p«"<^
dolWs soendin- on d^ h* ,A 'V~

"'°"«"''
an' chilcten. They're m^~ • ""^ "O"™
pigs, and we can'^ffoS"? '"Portant than
When the day TZeJZJ° '""^ ^"^ '««>•

three thousanyjXra ourlf" P"' "P "««
be slow to let vou t^„ ^w,'' "« shan't
charity. We^re'Skin" r •

^' *'"'' «•""
paupers, we're^ioneers S^tT •

^' '"'"''

against all the nmo^v colonists and up
colonisin

"•• P™P<«'"ons of pioneerin' an5

l-ovemmfnt favL a-,v
1'^'^ °f "^^

at all, (moneys of h?/ 7°"7? '" »Pend
applause which*^ greeted ',/*"'">• "^"^ ">«
oration.

greeted this spirited per-

who'e'thb^^f crrs:'™?„,> ''•;°''- The
the question of mon^'

"°"" "^"d or fall on

before,

hundred hadnames las. weekfr rDe^h•ury
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alone. Hunch yourselves, then, boys, and
get me the names— here's some paper,'

tearing leaves from his pocket-book.
• Ladies names too ?

' Everyone liked

this interlude, and there was no dearth of
pencils.

Liston considered.
' No, only the men—

'

• I like that
!

' screamed a woman's lively

voice, 'as if the men's names would mean
much without their wives'! They might
promise the money, but we'd see they paid it !

Ours are the guarantee
!

'

'You're admirable, Mrs Barr,' said Mr
Aldersey, suavely, deliciously appreciative.
' I only wish I had your persuasive powers.
What do you say, Dr Liston }

'

' Why,' very gravely, ' I say Mrs Barr is

the one to tackle the Government. She and
Jerry—'
The little woman shouted again with

laughter.
' Me and Jerry— I like that ! Why now,

Doctor, don't you know what would happen
before we got half way there i*—(and Jerry
wouldn't have much of a say if we did get
there, Fd take care of that

!
) We'd fall out

half way. Jerry would want to reform the

Government and I would want funds for

Finlay Hospital, and like the man and his

wife who quarrelled a week over whether
they'd have red or blue paper in the parlour

(he wanted red, and she wanted blue) we'd
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her^voiH^p^'' ^"-"^^ ^--Idenly. and

little one, you know anH r k •^®, °^' O"*"

n>y own h/ndst^4"Ct;;?4tdo1?

resent. ^ ^^ * prude to

• I '11 never have anotC^ i"'°
^^^ '^^^•

glancing away fZ C 'Thev ;„ri""'"'''for me when Ii„le Abe^astT„!lf;«
-things went wrong somehow H,

^
only an amateur vet

"™°"'- He was

sug^^eS."""^"""- Committee.... he

^bakinrheThel^.tlnT'''' t' P"""-''-
years, ^Doctor '^nd'the,:"^'''''

'"' '*°

.^stLS:d''fso:r£^^^^^^^^^^^^^
all the wool she haH ^ l^'

^8^'" *'*
finUhed. she u„1^.!:td^Cn:gain'"Vra baby was comlncr— I ^« «r

^S^ain. Then

Wdynastnvr^^-r^^a;^^

!i^

iK.
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and she was as happy as a queen. When
they told her it was born dead, she just shut
her eyes and died herself. Hammond sold
out and went to B.C.'

* I know,' he said, •! know, Mrs Barr.
Don't tell any of these things to Sandra.*
The name-collectors began to turn in their

lists of signatures. Mr Aldersey wasjubilant
with twenty.

• It really was an excellent suggestion. I

imagine you had already thought of approach-
ing some of the authorities ?'

' Vaguely,' Liston returned, bestowing the
leaflets with great care in a letter-case, ' but
I haven't much idea who the right authorities
may be or how to get at them. There must
be organised sources of assistance, granted a
?Iace or body has done its best, locally,
'his gives me something better to go upon,

as Bawlf said, than our bank account, and
in any case I rather meant to go up to
Edmonton next week to attend the Medical
Conference. Someone there might put me
up to the ropes.'

'You will find it previously necessary,
rather, that someone there should put you up
to a bed. There's never a room to be got in
the whole city in Fair week—perhaps you
didn't know? They commandeer all sorts
of public places, schools, assembly rooms
and what not, and the hotels charge four
dollars a night.'

Liston said he had made no arrangements
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but left it to chance It »=i. . j
with him to leavelis LZ ^°'^ """^
chance. " °*" convenience to

CO"; "".'St Z^;""
of despair was

at the Clew Hout 'T ^ "5'* '° 1^™"^
morally ceSthevy^ A n'^'\''»« '•"

fen ba4 on his .Zi^^^P **'-' He

know of a bed, evenTt tLT i

^ ff"^
*°

•Do so to hf*^ n ''^^ eleventh hour.

mention our na^e iTl""^ '' ^^^ <^-^e to

sleep in the s?^eet
• ^^^^ ^°"'' ^^^^ '<>

The groups abciut them werf» hr^.b-now the serious 'event' of thldaJlfj''^
"^

off. A few men lintrerprl L ^ "^^ ^^'"e
on the Hospital sS:^^'^.^°^
woman took advantaS: of ^jl '^ '^^" °"«
•speak • to Liston ani ask ff th^r"'^y ^°

likely to be opened hv c. u ^ P^^^« ^ere
His next ^a^e was ?•;

"'^ ^"^/"'^ ^ ''"'e.

the lake down whTe Ih?^ ^""^ ^ P^""&« «"

After that it had toL c .7"? T^^ ^^Eing.
Maggie, so^ttt L^sVou^fe ^^.'^ ^"^
himself going home. ^^"'^'^ to



CHAPTER V

THE AUTHORITIES THAT BE

A DAY or SO after the picnic at Louise Lake,
Dr Liston took the night train up to
Edmonton. It went through Finlay about
one o'clock, and as he would arrive at the
provincial capital before seven, George con-
tonred himself with a day coach and saved
the extra fare on a sleeper.

Little economies had begun to mean a
good deal to him now he was sacrificing so
much time to this Hospital affair.

It was nearly four years since Liston had
been in a train, and the novelty of getting
away Irom Finlay, that tiny hamlet which
had grown up under his nooe since he first

came 'out' and West, kept him waking, and
ready for the tenderly beautiful fresh dawn
when it shone smiling over prairie country
new to him and yet always familiar.

Stranger still was it to find himself in a
city, and jostled in a quarter of a mile of its

streets by more people than he had seen all

at one time for all that length of years.
He headed straight for Jasper Avenue, and
coming into it opposite the Alberta Business
College, went over there as a fellow traveller
had suggested to him, in search of temporary
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quarters. He was turned away. Therewas no room. He dropped into the Windsorfor breakfast and made another c^^'
there. Apm to no purpose; even therotunda tSey told him"^ ^as Occupied atnight He walked the entire length^of the

moTninr''"^
thoroughfare, hot in fhe strongmornmg sunshine, from somewhere downhe Namayo Avenue end of it tc Ninth

Edmo^t^^T
'^' Strathcona* cars ome ntoEdmonton from across the river, withom

After this he abandoned the search fnr

fall the problem would somehow solve itfelfand made enquiries instead as to the whe^i

&i'r'^; High School where 'heMedical Conference was being held Hegot a copy of the Bulletin and^ran his eve

fheTitv
'
tI'

'^ "^^^'?^ ^'^ assembfed Lthe city. There were five hundred of themfrom every province in the country and a
• d^wl ts"?"'

'^"^"^ ^- MonTealld

«,«« f
^^^'"rcj,. ne made a note of twomen from districts east and west of Finkv

quarters at the city offices of th^e Boar?o?

4ii
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H^th. and secured its programme for the

the'^clS'l^i'^'*'".'"? ^'
J""' '°^' ^*«e<l from

\oair\ A u"'^'^'
°b«'et"cal. osteopatho.

logic.,] and hygienic point of view by inter-^^ted jaunts round Edmonton, garden
parties under the united auspices of thf l^dmg doctors' wives, trips on th^e Saskatchewanand to the coal mines, visits to the Fai^

S^nnT^tu^ '^""^"^ '^^'^ »" the Grand

Yellowhead Pass westwards in the Rockies

themTil°.H '^ T'' ^f'"fished ^mongthem in all the leading pulpits on Sunday-
varied generally so Liston surmised) witha number of municipally hospitable ip^rtun ties for 'figuring on' something SToreal estate in the twin cities

!

s ««» ^o

mt'^T^u^^ "^^ ''^"^ht by an announce-ment for that very morning of a lecture bya Mr Sturgess of Wheatopolis, U.S.A onHospital planning. This, with respfct ZFinlay having been just one of those subjectsupon which his Board had appointed him
" a^ndr£7e "'"^ ^^ ^^^^^

agam and out into a district of newly buuthouses, fresh, often fanciful, and not at i^unpicturesque with their brown and greS,stained sh.ngles.> It led to an ambS
outstanding pile of red-briclt buil^:"^ L^
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rounded by nothing but raw nraiVi. =--1 .u
wooden sidewalks of tLnSSJl^i^
roads, which crossed ^chlii",M^anrie^ ajlotting to the fine new HW,School, with its towers anH fJl., r •

*°
.« own square on^STeTh'ei'SS'ro/Trenew western town * ""®

screen as he talked Tk^"''^ ^"'^^^ 'he

smoke although he;e IndZ^Tu '^^«^^"tof
hat ofa lady M D L™- ^^^^ ^"^^"'^"s

those behind her thl
^''''?'^' ^^°"^^ ^"t for

'M

t^

::S?'
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stuff could have the remotest bearing onh inlay, but out of sheer unaccustomed
pleasure to find himself once more in an
academic milieu, and in touch with larger
ambitions, unfettered possibilities, and big
accomplishments. Mr Sturgess was not
remarkable as a lecturer, but his work as
a hospital architect was in keeping with most
American ideals. When the lecture was
over George hung about in the hall until he
should appear, and presently found an
opportunity to speak to him. There was
an exchange of cards, and the good-looking
architect with a touch of grey about the
temples rather like powder on his dark hair,
seemed agreably ready to talk.
He and Liston drifted up the hallway,

and, lost like everybody else in the coming
and going between lectures and demonstra-
tions, finding no room to go and sit in
squatted at last on a flight of cold stone
steps. There they played at cross purposes
tor awhile, Mr Sturgess unconsciously ex-
asperating Liston with stories of magnificent
plans submitted to. and passed by. beneficent
financing millionaires, the prairie doctor only
giving the other pause when no sparks
seemed to be struck out of him.

' That last plan I threw on the screen now '

pursued Sturgess, voluble and enthusiastic
•a committee of doctors came to me one day
and said that Mr Porter had authorised them
to draw out a scheme for a new tuberculosis
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hospital on the south side of the city, andpromised he would build and equip theplace from top to bottom to the \uSe ofsomethmg hke two million dollars. Of course
the doctors' ideas were a bit expanshre andambitious and by the time thev wTre through
with me our estimates toppecf that figure Byquite a bit. When it camVto waiting unonMr Porter with this plan and tCJt^tlnone of the doctors felt much like i andpushed the job on to me. I didn't ?eel

fiTfor f
"/^'^''* '" '^' proposition hmfg

• ?* ..
*"" '^°' and then one finemorning Mr Porter comes down to my officeand asks what we're waiting for. Sol^ti

put the plans and show them to him. fie
IS delighted and I pluck up courage to tellhim the figure they'll cost.

^
wAif;3f"'"c^^

says again, "what are youwaiting for, Sturgess ? Cut right ahead »

"

1 hat s the sort of man Mr Porter is. Ofcourse he's made me ; I've drawn the plansfor SIX of his hospitals. Another time whenthey^ wanted a new hundred bed wing a"

•I wonder if it would be any use mygetting after Mr Porter,' said Liston, ' FinSv

tZin v'^-y
^^''

I"
^'^ calculations.' H^

rSfetX^^^^^^ ^-ked

'y^y ??' assented the architect halfm.stak.„g hnn, Mr Porter spends hs moneyon h,s native city. He's a real lovely

1. :
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but his charity begins to
philanthropist,

home.'

If a criticism crossed the Doctor's mind he
dismissed it more readily than the folk in the
1^ inlay district dismissed suspicions of theirs
**.

?xr ,f{°? ^ °^" disinterestedness.
,WeIl, he said quietly. 'I've no doubf

wl?if*
many millionaires and philanthropists

right here in Canada as you have across the
Ime, Mr Sturgess. What I've got to do is
to nnd em.
Mr Horatio P. Sturgess turned over the

matter of this very small fry in his mind fora moment, and then with an air caught from
the patronage of his patron enquired what
Liston calculated to do about plans. The
Doctor felt, instinctively, this was impersonal.He produced a rough sketch on a half paeeof his note-book and handed it to theAmerican without remark.

nf^^ ^'J!r^
P^^" '^°'''^^ °"^ by 'J»e light

of Mrs Maloney's kitchen lamp, the ni|ht

Sturgess notice. Liston merely chancedsome useful comment on it since he had no

Sue rinte
"^ ^'''^"^''''^ ^^^^ ^°'" professional

Sturgess' mind, the victim evidently, of
mega^ophiha (George coined the term as hewatched him) scarcely bent itself to take in
these simple pencilled lines. Cubes had no
interest for him after odd tangents designed
to catch the maximum of sun in certain
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aspects, which gave him wards here andthere like segments of a wheel

!

He handed back the sketch plan, with aneye now on the passers-bv for^bl^g^rlu*"

Liston
"^''""'^ '*^"" '^' rathffshlbbv

-You know Harrison in Edmonton here

InH^^u' 5* suggested, 'he's a good mS
at a special lee. I would give vou a lini. .«him-or my card would be enough-?'

'°

Liston accepted the suggestion, and rose

l?keh, ^^^^^Jl^"" H"! '° "no'her in a qi^i

really prove a sine qui non fand dram,.™-

^f""
»"
»f"''y>"otty%int for\he comS:

^i^.^up^thaifee^'"
"'«'««"<'—«•::

He wandered round the lecture rooms nn

drS^^^^!*""""
S*"^^' """^^^ half-aXen

druggists concerns were reorcwnf.,* k
attractive stalls. A girl oave hfmT.r!! •

*'

of patent invalid foolJX^d Lp Hk^,!"?and disguised with chocc'ate. Lis?oSetedthe largest sample of it offered
; rS quUe

a„H -T
°f «"^befo« he strolled ow aga ^

«adv't h" ^T'^ dispensary hadCnready to benefit by these depredations

S^tetsThn '"!;'!l
P?'"' ''boStTuS

Euown offi-
'*''* advantages so fa? i

te Tuahf?K *" concerned. Incidentallyfte caught the name of one of the men

. r n
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he had wished to meet, ai.d came face to
face with him opposite a stall of surmcal
appliance-. **

•Dr. Famworth I believe—?'
A fair, round-headed man looked up athim with no very friendly expression in the

^ntity of his interrogator some minutes

S^n/ft..
FarnwortH was a handsome

?re^ *
*'^''^'" ^^^' *"'' "*'**«' '*"'*'^^y

•You're Liston aren't you. from Finlay,'he remarked.
' I've hearcf of you.'

^

From the way he mentioned it. he miVht

Tro.^"^
of George bungling an operationThe other was quick lo note the ant^onism.

but quite ready to disarm it.

• Doesn t matter what you've heard of me '

he observed, mildly. 'Though I should

firK?'^'
P-'rie~the information was

•As to that you know how news getsaround. Neither you nor I. I should
imagine, have much time for editing it.'

I he insinuation, somehow, was Insulting.

whnlfcT ^"^^
'r^ ,^P^."'"^' ' ^ ^hink yourwhole scheme's a fool scheme

• You evidently haven't neard of it first

m?„1 '^'"m ^k'^'^^P^ '^ y°" ^d' your judg-ment would be more moderate.' Listonwas annoyed, but why should he give him-
self or Finlay away ?

**
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build a Hospital.' ° P"*" ">

/J FtalavT-'?'
'^ ^'"'"y- » "»' exclusively

p™^. LitUe enoug'h .o^^^Sn^Vi:
' You'll never run it ' th*» «»u-.

• Vrti.'ii «^ » "*® other went on

»o„ejr ,„ half U,e time eJ^he';::!!^*:

haven't weighJd 111 thes^ „?.? '^PP°^ '

lou more, bifore le ti^gthe pterf ""''

undertaking which- if .hefX? n""

*"

superable, will cover it Wh ISll.
/''°'"

burden it with a white ^SephLm ?
•"""'^' °'

.
"' Farnworth made a msturp T.

unmatenal to him what Lif^^d H^
not^'t^TspirTin whieh'S"rf ^I^'^ "^
be met bTthp m-n ^^ *^ expected to
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for us prairie practitioners to live, anyway,
you don't need to undersell us everywhere,
to suggest all round the townships, that we
know the farmers can't afford doctoring.
Let them understand they've got to pay, and
they will pay.'

Liston thought over this for a moment.
There were men, he knew, who scrupled
nothing to charge a prairie woman five dollars
for lancing a baby's gum. He had heard of
a man demanding forty dollars for bandaging
a wrist. One young farmer was only able to
take his ailing wife to town to consult a doctor
when a relative died and a little windfall in
the shape of a legacy from England came his
way. And then it was too late : the woman's
doom was sealed.

The whole idea of the hospital at Finlay
was to bring the benefit of medical assistance
somewhere within the reach of people like
this. Liston had never conceived of his
profession as a mere alternative to any other
way of making money, and in such a connec-
tion he had a little esprit de corps. He
glanced at Farnworth with something like a
dry sense of self congratulation that this
should be so. It was easy enough, if sur-
prising, to see how the wind blew, and that,
after all, was something to have discovered.
Dr Farnworth hesitated a moment, toying

with a sample of Sanatogen. Then, ' Look
here, Dr Liston,' he said, with a change of
manner; • I'm not saying that your scheme
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hesaid. -Run Finlav Hwf^""^ «'°"^.'
earning concern an^Ir^'^L'^^ * '''^'dend
word "go".' "^ " "P fro™ "le
The other smiled • M„.

out for theatricSs ^he r.. . f^''^ °^ "» "«
you wanted my op1nfon°""''-

* Well,
you've got it, stri^^gh? " Thetff""{:• ^"'^
just a fool schemi an^ ,

..^''ole scheme's
'hrough. Goodmornl4'°"" """ P"' "

from S,nV:^ly li:^
hejust managed to save

"king at !ll,Tarnll "r^ ?''" "° '^^^e
Listen, toi, cou^d 1^ K

"'"^^ on his heel.
He had scarcerwi-t^d forT ^ ''^'*«<'-

Farnworth's disbelief An •i,'"^'^"on of
very practical one Geo^" t'J'"' ^''«'« »
thus far on the L^ f^ ^ "ot come
Hospital wiCt^l °"^-''''' '^'^ Finlay
accompaniedC Thfr'T'PS

,
*« none

'he work was a "his ow„
•"»"*' /""'^^ of

"'ght prove capabL of Ihn"""'/'"' ^^"^'^
storms, crises, and di?L ""^J' only the
'how. He beUeved ih^"^ ?.**^^ «'°"ld
'est perforce of hir u "'°"'<' 'land the
AWeJseywouttdn^- ^'tP" ^thel

-nc..pe^o„,r.hV^e;e"bit,~-

2 *'

^m
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had which always tells at a crisis, and of a

fine nature trained to high standards. He
thought of the two women for a moment

—

Sandra, such a child still, save for those

depths of potential maternity in her, and Mrs
Aldersey, capable perhaps, of the sacrifices

of a nun. Why, if the worst came to the

worst, and trained nurses really turned up
their noses at Finlay, he would impress

Sandra, borrow Ethel, and bully Mrs
Maloney into staffing that little hospital!

With all the possibilities of the capital

before him as yet unexplored, (he jotted down
a memorandum about this matter of nurses),

the next step to take, if time were any object,

was the obvious one, the one which had
immediately presented itself. So, as a matter

of fact, on leaving the High School, he made
his way back to Jasper Avenue and to the

architect there.

Mr Harrison,a suave bearded man, received

Dr Liston in his private office, and unlike

Sturgess, declared it an advantage to an

architect, sometimes, to have any such plan

as this little one f-f the proposed prairie

Hospital to go upon in elaborating something

a 'trifle— well, let us say, a trifle more
professional.* His manner was engaging,

and his interest in the undertaking whose
scope Liston was drawn to outline more fully

than he had done to the showy American,

was at once surprised and real.

• It might be worth your while, Mr Harrison,
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Doctor said, suiprised htaLV thf.> '''1

to petsuade, 'becausa. Vh^^u- "* '^^
less Mique, I S^ *5 '^•?S « more or
success, bod, the S ^nH *i"

'''?"" "« »
scheme should ofl&^ !^** -naintenance

for other places' ^ *°'''""S 'n°<'el

sligt "dTs^e'^Ser"'^''
^"^ "^ S-'- was

to me in doiZ thJS ^" "" ">« « coming
far as feesTf conMrnfr, '^^rbe""'

^
?Wy to waive that matter a t<Se^ u'^

UpitdsfcCheTX''^*'* WMi"g

- ^^e on t- --ral^--;^

"suVrather 'Sle "ITh" •
^""* ^'^'^n'^

unwonted anfmat^n H^ .

,',"'"1'?'''^ """ce

-the matter was nn,
'"?'' '^* ""anks

but fell at once to ^° '*'?'°«e'y personal-

'.adpuz,le?Crn?iSi:";Sn"°^^'"'^*"

coui^e^anTM; Hri^'^*""- JJ""""""- °f
hiselb;>w.

"arnsons notebook lay at

owned''tts:e"r'in''r"''ft T' '
^/ston

a.FinU,andTe^reX';f^-tSa":
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mile, outside the village. Hence typhoid.

We had a case of diphmeria last spring.'

Sanitary details occupied them awhile, and
the difficulties appeared negotiable. The
architect told Liston to see the Manager of

the Sommerville Hardware up-town, and get

h<m to ' donate ' a bath and fixings ... It

seemed that a staircase wider than the

dimensions allowed by George, thinking

only of stretchers, would be necessary

(unless they were to have a second one
outside) if Finlay Hospital set its hopes at

all on the Government grant. A six-foot

stairway and fire hand-grenades on both
floors would meet the requirements in this

respect of the Provincial Health Authority.

Mr Harrison leaned back in his cha'r to

do justice to the diversion introduced by his

mention of the grant.
' Suppose you leave all this to me,' he said

at last, laying his hand upon the plans and
papers, • and devote yourself to the rest of

the business ? There's lots of it before you,

and the first thing you've got to do is to go
straight down to tne Parliament Buildings

and see the Premier. Sound him as to the

possibility of elaborating any real Government
policy with regard to all this sort of thing

—

it ought not to be left as a matter of private

initiative and personal enterprise, whether of

a town or of an individual. See Craig, the

Minister of Agriculture, as the whole thing

comes, properly, in his department, and
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Barton at the Provincial Health OfficeYou had better get after your own Member'too. becai-se, later on when it com« ,„incorporation you will want him to riv^notice of a prfvate Bill. Then you oS-htW set- the Minister of Telephon'S" Sibe an important matter, and certainly the
Lieu^e^ntGoyernpr.toheadasub^Ho:

pS tt!'tis7e7^' ? "r^'^TXshoulders of important Governmem men t
"
"The~"t''' '" P™"'""^' P'^re^

^

,hJrT ^"'^y' ^'''"'' "»^ison p'irsued

hf! in ,r'T"^' "^ Immigration/ I see

businl L^ ^.•'"'' "°*.°" departmentalDusmess, and its a wonder if The whole

ab^^-^f ^T^^""^
^°^ ^ "^o«^ent. • Whatabout introductions to all these people 'heasked and betrayed the EnffliEn' 'Idon t know a soul in the city.'^

"'^"' '

«w "^"'^" laughed.

• Cr^f^ "fJl'
'"' ^^«^y ^»"Je.' he advised

.,j*l
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Black, the Archdeacon. He's an old timer
here and has more weight with our other old
timers, who are mostly all millionaires by now
than anyone in the city. Took out a license
as a newsboy the other day in order to belong
to his own club for the newsboys. A fine
man, that. Then get after the resident
medical men— I should like you to meet
palton. He has some ideas of his own,
I believe, about bringing pressure to bear
on the Government to increase this Hospital
grant.'

^

Out m the hot street again Liston felt the
thing accomplished—given a mountain of
work put through here in Edmonton. It
seemed odd that he had schemed and
thought so hard all these months at Finlay,
striven like a nigger to make bricks with the
scanty local supply of straw, when here, upm the capital, all the materials, apparently
lay ready to his hand.

It was three o'clock by now, and the need,
not only of a meal, but of a rest, or at least
of some place where he could be quiet a
bit and reduce some of all this advice to a
plan of campaign, made Liston inclined to
swear at a room being so hard to find. He
tried the institution whose big letters
Y.M.C.A. beckoned him down a M^iole long
street; went into the Immigration Hall
beside the station, and rang the bell at
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half-a-dozen doors of ' rooming ' houses withno more success than had attended the s^m^search earner in the day. He 4sj^st aboutto give ,t up. and take the street cir over toStrathcona when his eye was caught by thesign of the Blue Moon. ^ ^ "®
He went upstairs and found himself in aspacious tea-room, furnished in excelling

semi-artistic style and set out wltk • •*•

li.de tables 'Lis.on dep^s" J'his'"Sweary length at one of tKm. and Lve an?'*'•^ A place like this wa^ a deS^^reindeed, for the West, where meals aK'^
ITo j^ ,

."'"*^- '« was early vet for

«t logetner holding some sort of a littU

ffiT'-*?'
*''' '"P^ and^^ates hadceased to interest, and thev talked «,i7l,

ammation. One ofthem, a ver^ dS rnlisheS

grey hair nursed an enormous black cm

Wed .as sXa^et^t rUlf^st^
eS sfd^

'".telligence^and sensf O^either side, again, sat two ladies who recalledto Listonthe well-bred, well-dressed Sris he

oS^cou'nt%a?d^"r'^"'^«"''<>-«^n*^^Old country, and in the saloon of the Osia«d,.

' t
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Presently he enquired of the waitress if

Miss Folness were not the head of this

establishment. Could he see her, for a
moment—here was his card ?

• That's Miss Folness over there, the one
with the cat,' the girl replied, ' shall I take
it across ?

'

The lady glanced at Liston's little paste-
board on which the Alderseys had scribbled
a line, rose immediately and came to him.
She took a seat at his table and expressed

fleasure at meeting any friend of theirs,

le had come up for the Conference, she
supposed, and the Fair ?

The Conference, he admitted, but hardly
the Fair, and told her the object of his visit

in as few words as were necessary. It would
be awkward to do without a bed for a week,
and she could judge of the length of time it

would take him to do half the business in

hand. Mrs Aldersey had thought Miss
Folness might be able to suggest someone
who could put him up, and it really seemed
he would have to avail himself of her good
offices— ?

' But you most interesting man !

' exclaimed
Miss Folness, ' come right over here and be
introduced. You must tell us this story all

over again ! Yes, of course I'll find you a
bed. You shall sleep here in the tea-room
on the lounge.'

She carried him over to the other table

where the three ladies turned expectant faces.
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• Dr Ljston/ said Miss Folness introducing
him to the little lady with the veil, • Miss
Theodora Ward, the Premier's Secretary.
Miss Tennant on the reporting staff of the
foumal, and Miss Alma Norway, a graduate

George bowed, a little overwhelmed by
this avalanche of luck.

'Oh. I beg vour pardon !

' exclaimed Miss
Folness, 'and Mr Rooty-Tooty—my cat
Pray don't sit on him.'

f

U M



CHAPTER VI

A ?RAIRIE CAPITAL

The old Parliament Building at Edmonton
IS a large but unpretentious red edifice,
standing on the lower ground at the foot of
a long steep descent from the north side of
me city towards the river bed. The new
Parliament Buildings which crown a com-
manding height half-way above it, and over-
look the dismantled old fort ofthe FurTrading
Company, (in 'olden times' the scene of
many a fierce quarrel between Crees and
Blackfoot Indians, and white men too), which
first made this a distributing centre in the
far North-West, are majestic in proportions
and commanding in design. A high-flung
cupola, reminiscent of Wren, columns of cool
grey stone, wide entablatures, and cornice
lines admirable above rows of severe and
simple windows, give the mass of the new
Parliament Buildings both close at hand
beneath them, and from afar in any bird's
eye view over the course of the broad and
wmding North Saskatchewan, a dignity
befitting the Empire building they represent.
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"/1w°u"*°"
herself represents a new nation,

and all the prairie territories tributary to the
city a new world. Lord Grey liid the
foundation stone in 1908. and it was expected
that part ofthe Buildings would be suffiSy
lar advanced to permit of the Legislative
Assembly holding their session wifhin its
walls four years later. As yet few Govern
mental departments are installed thereahhough 6r Liston found the dlpmy
Minister of Rural Municipalities already na very new and roomy office, and had a chatwith CartwriVht. the Member for the con
stituency m wTiich Finlay was situated, in thehushed library whose thousands of books
still in orocess of classification and arrXe.'
ment, Wought with them a ready-mfde
studious atmosphere. ^
For the rest most of the interviews

^l u''^"]-
^^^ suggested took place in

wi keot ?n T'"'- ^""^!?^^' -"d Listonwas kept m the city we over his con
templated week before' he compassed half ofhem. Miss Folness was canning out forthe summer m a tent among the tries downby the river and the doctor remained, hervery informal guest after business hour's, up

hemet hft^T;,
The three other ladies

sL^^A .if
'? "^^y ^' ^^' tea-table, con-

Comml ^"^''T ^ ^^^' °f Adiisory

adventures with constant interest. Missrennant offered a ' write up ' for his Hospi^l

... 'T
]

If

I
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.

scheme in they<mma/ tht moment he might
consider publicity in the press of service to
It, and Miss Norway and her brother took
him to the races at the Fair, one day, as
a set-off to the extreme seriousness and
importance of some other conversations they
Md held. If Liston was in earnest about
Fmlay, he found in this charming and chirpy
girl a combination of administrative capacity,
buoyant-heartedness and professional finish,'

which would make her an ideal little Matron
there—had the time been ripe to offer this
responsible post to a lady of her mature
twenty-four years.

Theodora Ward, the Premier's Secretary,
stood in a class apart, even amoug these
bnght women of a bright new city. She
had a statesmanlike grasp of the import of
this task of his, compassed every interview
he wanted with the provincial Ministers, and
debated the subject with him, down there in
her office, day by day afresh as executive
comment from this quarter or from that was
passed upon it, building it up, or :«aving it

as much upon his own shoulders as ever.
One day she urged him to bring the whole
matter before the Local Council of Women,
and this was the only suggestion of Theodora
Ward's which he did not adopt. It yet
remained to be seen whether all the wonder-
fully suggestive means indicated to him from
so many sources of realising this project at
Finlay, were not amply adequate to the
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task. Wxy complicate it by submitting it
to the criticism of a body of women ? Miss
Ward forebore to press the point. Awoman living much behind the scenes of
Provincial Govermcnt life, her intellect that
of a keen politician, her interests whole-
heartedly and very loyally those of the Office
in whose ante-chamber she sat. she may have
felt It might suggest a certain forlornness
about Liston s cause, if this Hospital business,
all Its claims and possibilities, were to be
referred anywhere else too soon in the day.
Liston moreover did not strike her as a man
likely to be for long at a loss if he found
a dead calm where he expected a wind. She
kept the reflection to herself, and asked the
Doctor questions instead about a little colony
of Ruthenians living • away away ' out on
the confines of the Finlay district. The lot
of the immigrant Ruthenian. it seemed,
clairnf'd a good share of Miss Ward's
concei n.

Talking to her one morning -n the ex-
pectation that the Premier himself would
accord him a few moments between a series
ot^deputations, Liston was not kept waiting

The double doors opened presently to

fnnn"^
^^/?«°"e to pass Qut. and the Doctor

found himself invited into a dignified
apartment high and wide and long, furnished
as to walls and flooring in dark repose-
ful green, where a solitary gentleman.

M

(

f
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partially bald, and dressed in a suit of light
neat grey, was retreating to his desk.
The solitary gentleman. Listen concluded,

was the Premier.

Miss Ward had, he believet , effected lU
presentation, but unused to the democra ic
simplicity of official Canadian ifc. he found
himself for the moment nonplussed. (Fancy
parading down Whitehall, he thought, and
bemg calmly admitted to Downing Street or
anywhere else, in London, like this !)

Then as unhurriedly as he might have
addressed his own Committee, George
thanked Mr Silcox for this interview, and
believed he knew its purport ?

The Premier leaned back in his chair with
quiet courtesy and signed to him to proceed.
He was aware ofsome of the matter, perhaps,
and in a few words begged tobe informed what
service Listen desired that he should render.
George stated the prairie case for which

Finlay, here and now, he felt, might stand
for an example in point, and enquired
whether there were any departmental sources
of assistance for outlying districts and nascent
towns throughout the Province when these
set out to build hospitals.

The Premier followed him with the atten-
tion a man of observation and of few words
will always accord another of the same
calibre. Every now and again he shot a
keen look at the Doctor—the look of a
barrister when unimpeachable integrity
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surprises his instinct for an unworthy motive-and once or twice he raised strong inter-
rogative brows His manner was^extra-
ordinanhr self-contained. Then Liston
spoke of prairie hardship, and a slight sm le

S[e=KS:i^-n?^^^^^^^

He opened a drawer on the left hand side

^StrListoa^""""^"^ "»'-"<'

•A private matter—'
' I scarcely see in what other way I can beof use to you at present The Govern4ntmakes a grant of twenty-five cents a day^Sr

patient for country hospitals, and somewKh^her than that, I believe, for those in thecity here, but it certainly does not undertaketo build them. We should-at that ratehave no money for anything else.'
<^eorge Liston took the dollar billsrecognising in them a personal sympaS^;

all the more encouraging becan^P V^ •;

quasi-official source. ButL tiff vf.n/
inauguration as it might betf^any'cd^^^^^^^^
he must make in Edmonton towardf h^building fund, solved nothing o?The ridcS:S shTeToTl^^^^^^ A^ ^^'^ ^^^ -^'ed

Mr SHrnv'c I u°"''.^
^^^^ signatures uponMr Silcoxs desk and enquirj. the farmers"
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deputy as it were, if in the event of a failure
ot crops, government assistance temporary
or otherwise, might be hoped for by a
Hospital Board faced with bankruptcy

JJ..'^"^^^^^ '^^"H
"•' The Premiers

negative air was conclusive.
•Even,' the Doctor pressed, 'in the case

of an institution like the one we hope to
build at Finlay, an institution run on unique
mes, whose success or failure might prove
to be of vital moment to the whole Nursine
problem of the prairies—?

'

^

' How so?' remarked the Premier. '
I under-

stand various experiments are being madenow in this matter of District Nursing.What
^

may be unique about the Finlay

•No unattached Nurse can hope to make
a living among farmers who can only pay
her in kind-if at all.' re^'-'ed the doctor

Z.r,.^ }T^ something ese experi-
ments and their failures, froi ..ice Folness,
but if she uses a Cottage Hospital as a basis

of operations and accepts her salary from
the Board, all the advantages of District
Nursing are secured to the people, while the
Nurse herself is spared the expense of
rooming out. and anxiety as to remuneration.
1 have only lately begun to consider this
aspect of the problem, but the more I think
of It. the more I hope to see Finlay staffed
with one resident Nu.se—two if necessary-
and one District Nurse. It all depends on
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the income of course. The people th-mselves want to know if there is any heTphkely to be forthcoming from a ^overnm^,,^
source,if their efforts to%rriderouTa e

ZlTu ^^°'" ^^^^"'y namesKfore
1?Laa fi'"^"";

'^ ^ guarantee of sevenhundred dollars, from one district alone Tfthose seventy men make anything at all' ofa t"fn-over after the harvest.' ^ ""^

Mr Silcox's negative was. again, conclusive.
I^or the simple reason,' he exolained

that no provincial Treasury could affordrfie precedent. The auestion would notbe one of a timely thousand or so toFinlay-but of millions, my dear sfr . nand down the country The mnL '- u^
added with a slight sm^. .l?LyoTsurmis'/

Liston distinctly felt caught. But to arm.ethe point would be futile as to Zue L^ha machme-the machine in this^ brin^no more controlled in reality by^he ma?who sat there before this desk ,L!, I
controlled by himself as a voter He rllfwondej.d what Mrs Barr^wtld h^vVdon"under the circumstances.

' I XT?u",^''
'^"^ ^"^™^^^ observed again

hl^s Z f'"?• ^"y «^h«"^e is on a sSnd
wiAout .V

"PP^'^' '^^ '^^^^ °f a people

Hn^^v t rV?^ ''°""«' would be to ffet aHospital of this sort endowed.'
^

u

>'1

Fit

^ ' Mi'' li

It ^
<< ^ 1 n. s

•tr

f -J*

i- ,4 •
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'A //"' endowment will probably
be indispensible, Mr Silcox. This would
destroy the argument about pauperising,

while at the same time it would secure the

little institution from opening and shutting

in spasms of local finance. But how even
partial endowment is to be secured above
and beyond the immediate business of
building fund and maintenance problem,
escapes me as yet.'

The Premier was still turning over the

leaves of Jerry's ' document.' Likely enough
some of the names were known to him ....
'You haven't applied to the Canadian

Order, I suppose,' he enquired.
* For Nurses ? Well it's a little early yet

—

'

' No, no, I meant for financial assistance.

There is a fund,' he pursued as Liston seemed
unaware of this, 'called the Youville Cottage
Hospital Fund in the administration of the

Order, which, I fancy, would exactly fit your

case. You should make some enquiries.

That might prove a more likely source
—

'

It was characteristic of Mr Silcox that he
could close an abortive interview on a hopeful

note. He threw out this suggestion with no
intention at all of volunteering the further

information he possessed. It was likely to

be of more value to Dr Liston, at least at

the outset, than the couple of $50 bills he

had given him, but that was for the other to

find out. Perhaps another consideration

than that the Premier's office was scarcely
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a bureau of information accounted for the
flicker of amusment, again, with which MrSilcox left Liston to take up this cue or leave
It The Canadian Order itself might befeeling a little sore, (like the doctor) that
neither had the Albert^ Government si'ent
official way to help them. A fellow-feeling
he wondered-would it make them wondrous

tTtnVfw'i"'^
expressed himself anxious

to hear that the work succeeded.

,

There had been no hint at pressure oftime but the immediate admSce ofanother deputation after Liston^ dfsmfssaland this rather exquisite way-it kckednothing in cordialityVof intimating thl^
onb^ news of success at Finlay could occasiona further interview upon it. gave George amoments misgiving^ to fow heSaccount to Mr Silcox for his $ 100 if. indeldhe were going to pour it. and more into aboot with a hole in the toe

^\

Monev. of course, money, the root of all
evil. witUt which little go^d can be donewa^.^the first, middle, and^st word on'Xs
A week of interviews, and contrary to someof the exp tations of that first day Listonwas not much further forward He Th

arranged half-a-dozen incidentS^y importantthings, but it looked as if a regufa^ll^ggrng
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stunt up and down the city, in and out of

offices, round and round the hotel rotundas

(and Miss Tennant could help him here with

the paper as much as she liked), would be

more to the point than the lot. ' My dear

Sir,' one of the big Real Estate men ':ad said

to him that very morniug, 'if you want

money, the way to get it is to ask for it
!

'

The subject, apparendy, would not of itself

lead to this deduction— ! Prepared as he

was to count no cost in this business, Liston

had an unconquerable repugnance to begging.

It must belitde a work that should not nave

to resort to it! But this hint the Premier

had given him about some recognised Fund
was a thing to be followed up. George
wondered he had never heard of it

before, the Government grant, the Local

Council of Women, the Canadian Order or

what not. He was feeling the Hospital's

way, here at the heart of things, much as he

had had to feel it at Finlay, and it worried

him slighdy, now, to suppose that amid so

many vistas opening up there were some

it proved waste of time for him to follow,

and yet he might—for want of being better

posted himsel^fail to discover the most

direct road to his end. It was nobody's

business to point it out to him half so much
as it was his own business to hit upon it.

It was not a hard matter to get at some

information about the Canadian Order—the

Reports were to be had. The Appendix
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interested Liston at once. But grants from
the Youville Fund in aid of Hospital building,
it informed him, could only be made if, in the
opinion of the central executive at Ottawa
the communities or Boards applying for this
assistance had already raised a fair proportion
of the nwessary total, locally. The mainten-
ance difficulty was still left to take care of
Itself. This grant might help Finlay to
start, perhaps, but how about sink or swim
later on.? The granting, moreover, of it
would commit Finlay, naturally enough, to
certain obligations towards the Order. They
were light obligations, and calculated only to
advance the best interests of any little
Hospital incurringthem—but as he read them
with concentrated brows and pursed lips
Liston saw the personal equation disappear!
Finlay would no longer be his HospitaJ,7the
Committee had no idea it was his Hospital
now. but the Committee didn't yet count) if
they took a step like this ... Not that that
should matter ... it didn't matter ! The
singleness of the purpose of the man was
quite equal to any renunciation of the sort.What did It matter whose Hospital Finlay

•T'^if u m' ?° ^2,"8^ ^5 '*' succeeded it gening
Itself built .? That was the main thing, and
here again, it seemed like one step at a
time .... I' '

«

k/J'^^i^lfy ^°^^ ^^^ »*^'se^ about five
hundred dollars, exclusive of Sandra's raid
on the Special ; suppose by hook or by

m
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crook he could raise another five or six

hundred, even a thousand, here in Edmonton

;

would rhe Canadian Order, he speculated,

consider- fifteen hundred or so earnest
enough for a grant from the Youville
Fund ? Mr Harrison's estimates would be
nowhere under fi/e or six thousand dollars.

Liston landed Mr Murray, the genial

Commissioner, with this poser over dinner
that evening at theWindsor. And afterwards,

ensconced in deep chairs, with their feet up
in the window of the rotunda, beholding, and
beheld of all outside observers, they went
into it with the help of the Report. George
was rapidly becoming a man of the id4e fixe,
and Murray had no better business on hand
than to confirm him. He liked this young
Englishman whose violent yellow pigeon-
toed boots and peg-toppy Winnipeg ' pants

',

distinguished him from aWesternerin nothing
but their prairie shabbiness. George liked

Murray, a hearty humanitarian rather than
a departmental ofificial, and for the first time
perhaps, felt he had touched bottom in the

matter of some real moral backing.
The only thing about Murray was that he

seemed so confoundedly well known, and so

confoundedly popular, there were endless

interruptions. . . . Murray dragged them
in, too. He dragged in Bendit. . . .

An elderly man with bronzed features,

grizzled hair, something of military bearing,

and the poetic eyes of the most refined type
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of French Canadian, was visibly impressed
with George Liston's troubles.

•I have an idea,' he announced, after
sufficient discussion had placed him in
possession of most of the facts and queries.
He drew one of the heavy chairs half front-
ing the others, and took a seat.
They paused for his idea.
•You know," he said, glancing at Murray

and leaning forward, 'I go to camp next
week. There will be five thousand men
down there. A few cents apiece from five
thousand men—eh.?' to Liston, 'but you
need not say I suggested it. If Head-
quarters should permit—. It is easier to ask
a few cents apiece from five thousand men,
than a big sum from one or two. In the
meantime, let the papers here do what they
can for you. Mr Silcox's donation will give
any appeal a good lead. But you should
see the Editors.'

Murray brought his hand down squarely
on the arm of Liston's chair.
'You go,' he ordered, 'and to prove to

you that this business does lie "on my
official conscience like lead", (the point had
seemed to rankle), I'll get you transportation
for the trip and dacJk:

They told him something about this
annual training of the Canadian militia—
another thing Liston knew nothing about—
and Major Ben6it of the i6th Battery
assured him the men would not resent his

•f I.

I 'h
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mission— 'if Headquarters permit.* He
considered, and still sat there considering,
while the talk between Murray and the
Major drifted again into civilian channels.
While the almost extreme deliberation of

his thought, as much as his manner, inspired
the prairie folk who sought Liston's advice,
whether on a pulse or a broken whiffle-tree,
with a confidence blind as it was justified,
the Doctor was excessively modest. He
hated professional 'side' even more than
he hated the money aspect of things, and
shirked naming his fees. This modesty
prevented Finlay, of course, from forming
any estimate of his scientific worth, and
nobodv there could really appreciate the
work he put in 'one time', and the hours
he spent over a boy's right hand shattered
with gun shot in order to save it for life, as
compared with an unconscientious but showy
amputation. But as time went on, some
element of diffidence too, crept into the
man's natural reserve. The prairie might
have given him a more varied practice than
he had made at sea, but it cut him off as
completely from the highways of the medical
world, and since this Hospital scheme had
begun to bulk so prominently in his thoughts,
Liston realised he had scarcely kept abreast
of the times, or added anything but a general
practitioner's experience to the stock of
knowledge with which he had achieved his
M.D. He had been too poor to affoid any
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periodical medical journal, and an earlier
scheme of his, to take a post graduate course
in Montreal or London, had vanished into
thin air at the Hospital's first demand on his
savings. There were some lectures still to
be given at this Conference for instance
on sterilising without heat, and on isotonic
sea-water injections,—matters of common
practice and knowledge now, of which he
knew comparatively little. There might have
been something more than he had divined
at the time behind Farnworth's sneer, that
he had 'heard of Listen. In talking to
Alma Norway, George rather fancied that
she, as a Nurse, was more up-to-date
than he as a medical man. She was not
long out of one of the finest American train-
ing schools He brought himself to sacrifice
those lasi lectures at the Conference, and
face the idea of getting off down to camp on
tne trail of these infernal dollars, if by any
lucky chance it all might result in finding a
girl like that to Nurse for him at Finlly.
1 he Canadian Order grant would impose the
obligation ofemploying aCO. Nurse, presum-
ably therefore one like Miss Norway, whose
certificates were above question. Staunch
friends as they had become in a week, Li: .on
could only imagine that the bright little lady
would have her wits as fully Ibout her on
the subject of dollars as she had on every
other, and there again Farnworth might be
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From a personal point of view those
lectures would be invaluable, but the personal
point of view had already gone by the board
over and over again. All he had to think
about was dollars for the Hospital.
So he roused himself, and closed with

Murray's offer.



CHAPTER VII

AN ARMY IN THE MAKING

It was a blazing day, and the heat was
unendurable.

The camp lay outspread on the limitless
plain and the wayside 'depdt * of the railroad
which stretched across it straight as an
arrow, from vanishing point in the west to
vanishing point in the east, hummed with
unaccustomed life. Anyone from South
Africa—and there was a whole famous
regiment here—would have recalled the
entraining of units for the front at some
little junction on the veldt, whose insig-
nificance proved unequal to the indescrib-
able confusion of strategic emergency. Long
troop trains, reeking with soot and dust,
crawled across the plain to Emsdale

; the
short sidings at the depdt were blocked with
immense freight cars, and soldiers khaki-
clad swarmed in and out of the little office
where the local Agent in shirt sleeves
sweated and struggled with the endless
sheaves of waybills, which for one fortnight
in the year represented his whole official

?
i
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ratson ttitre out there in the illimitable, and
the telegraph operator put up a brave fight
to retain his sanity.

Heat like the blast of an open oven
reigned over the land, beat intolerably upon
the wide spaces of the camp, the little
platform at the depdt, and the shining rails.
ihe air danced over the myriads ofwhite
tents whose lines extending in orderly
sequence north, south, east, and west, blazed
fiercely white under the pallid and cloudless
sky A wind charged with dust as thick
as that of the desert- tore roughly at the
tent ropes, thundered under the awning
at Headquarters, and swept away to an
horizon as level, as distant, as unbroken as
that of mid-ocean. A little to the rear of
that part of the ground allotted to Head-
cjuarters, where the tent of the Commander-
in- Chief faced the depdt and the railway
line, a gentle slope, crowned with a few
ouivering poplar trees, was appropriated to
the veterinary corps, and not a few horses
were tethered in the scant shade. They
were 'falling out' all day, only a little less
frequently than the men. A fat bear cub
the mascot of the 53rd, panted in a tiny
hutch, or ambled rather aimlessly as far as
his tether permitted in a dusty circle.
Dr Liston tumbled out of the sweltering

tram, and found himself pitchforked head-
first into the Emsdale camp. For Emsdale
represented nothing but the camp, a*id the
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dep6t There was no village. There had
been trouble with the horses of Major
Bendit s command some fifteen hours back
upon the hne so George arrived with nothing
but a pencilled line on one of the French-

X." "^t' j^^^-^l^^^ing him to another
officer. The first thing he discovered on
enquiring for Colonel Bates was that Colonel
Bates had, that morning, sustained a fracture
and been taken back to Winnipeg. Therewas nothing for it. then] but^ t? present
himse^at Headquarters and take his diance

the Chiefs tent scarcely seemed to relish the
gratuitousjob of presenting him. but Liston
quietly forced his hand.

"' i-ision

It was a famous soldier indeed who stood,
stout much buckled up, but immaculate and
smart outside the tent in the sun. He noted
his subordinate's diffidence about this civilian
apparition, and stiffly acknowledged his
salute and drop into the background
Liston, face to face with a man wfo em^bodied more of the regular army traditions
than the whole camp beside, whose namewas associated with the finest corps of

North American continent had ever known

EmTHT"^ '5" "^y^Tr ^^ h'^ coming toEmsdale and waited for the Colonel's fiat.

loLn^'^TV,-
^^'^^"^ perplexed, for themoment. This was something outside theordinary scope of affairs and needed civil an

I
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consideration. Less military, then, than

the youngest of the scouts flag-wagging with

pistol-like smartness in the strong wind on

the hill, he turned and invited the doctor

to take a seat in the tent.

It was a roomy tent, with a clean boarded

floor, a little table topped with green baize,

the neat camp bedstead, and one or two

diminutive camp stools. At a word from the

Colonel, his orderly brought a couple of

glasses of iced water, and there was a

pleasant tinkling in the heat.
• There's no money in camp,' he remarked,

temporising, ' soldiers on active service never

have any money, you know, Doctor. /
haven't got any. Besides, some of my
officers might object to the precedent.'

' I don't care so much about your officers.

Colonel,' returned Liston soberly but noting

a certain light in the soldier's eye, ' it's

the men I want to get at. If they felt

the thing an imposition, if they turned me
down, I'd say no more. But—naturally, I

can't move hand or foot without your

sanction. As for them having no money,

well, I think I could find out if that were

so, before starting in about the Hospital

at all.'

* Your idea—?

'

George smiled. ' That's simple enough,'

he said— ' the canteen seems to be doing a

roaring trade. I guess the takings up there

for one day would satisfy me for Finlay.'
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'This is a "dry camp" too,' observed the
Colonel. May I ask how you propose to
—er^mterview the men ?

'

Whether the Chief were helpless in the
matter or really disinclined to countenance
him, Liston could not quite gather The
question seemed to beg a good deal, as
though It had been mtended to do so.

• On parade. If you permit,' he said.H m--I could put it in the orders for the
day—^perhaps

—

'

It was terribly hot. and the Colonel
loosened his collar. He touched a little bell;My compliments to Major Grant, and to
Lieutenant-Colonel Cummings of the i8th

'

he said. • and I should be obliged to see them.''
1 he orderly saluted and was gone again

.

'You might meet the staff after instruc-
tions this evening,' he pursued, • we generally
have a lecture about six. The matter
scarcely rests entirely with me.'
George bowed, confident that with the

Colonel in the chair as it were, whether he
liked It or not, the matter would scarcely
rest with the staff. For a few minutes they
reverted to the project itself and Liston
ottered a name or so as credentials for his
mission. In Edmonton the Lieutenant-
Governor of the Province had received him
as informally as the Premier, taken him as
seriously as the Colonel, and written him out

this"^?"
'^"^' ^^^ ^°^'^^^'' ^^^^^

^

:.» ::
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' I know the North-West,' he said, ' there's

no doubt this sort of thing is the most crying
necessity of the day. Warren is a very old
friend of mine.'

Three figures appeared at the opening of
the tent. With quick movements of salute,

one of them was gone, and the others,

bending, obeyed the Chiefs invitation to
enter.

Colonel Scarlett did his best with the
introductions. Liston was an anomaly, any-
way. He got up stiffly.

' Major Grant of the 31st Field Ambulance
Corps, Lieutenant-Colonel Cummings of the
i8th—er, Dr Liston from some—er—un-
heard of place in Alberta.'

More salutes, and Liston waited to hear
what the Chief made of him. It was scarcely

a perspicacious performance, but served well

enough.
Major Grant, a good-looking stoutish young

fellow, very hot, glanced at Liston once or
twice in the course of it, and seemed more
curious than interested. He made no remark,
but the other man, tall and well-proportioned,
with a fair moustache and engaging eyes,

rose to the situation at once.
* I can guarantee my men will give you

a hearing,' he said, ' they're all prairie fellows

and won't need many explanations. If you
care to write to me at -ny club in Mooseberry,
when Camp is over, I will send you $50
myself.'
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Colonel Scarlett rather looked as if thishad let him right n for it, and no mistakeHe glanced at Major Grant
• If you have a spare tent- ' he indicated

' for a night or so— ?

'

»""tdiea,

the^^^H^^Hn
'' f^"''^- '' ^^« understood,

then. Headquarters sanctioned the orairiedoctor's presence in camp. ^ ^
He was handed over to Grant, and as thethree made their way past the various '

ifnes^Colonel Cummings gave Liston a cordTalmvitation to h s mess. « Pass the h^t round '

officerrwl' h\^'P'^"'i' ^^-^' -"d ^y
thevTr.^? ^ '^l

'"^" ' '"^^^ ^hem for ifthey aren t glad to hear what you've eot to

bu^u. ^'> ^ ^V ^^^^"'^y raised regfmentbutwell do our level best. So will ^alT the

Sna ft .u- ^^"^t^^
^t this idea of

Ink aL fil\^h"^
'°, '^" ^'•b'trament of therank and file themselves, and wondered howsoon Liston would be • through '

'We're

catrh ff" ^''%^" y°"r ^«rk cut out to

-%%rnkin'^^"' '-' - ^^ ^^efoJ:

There were two Hosnifal « !.„-,.-' •

feet distance, to the railway line The gay

I
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fluttering of the red cross on a little white rag
of flag at the peak of a white flagstaff ringed
about with freshly whitewashed stones struck
a bright and dazzling note in a scene already
sufficiently white and sunny.
The doctor 'Major's' capacious square

tent, with its double awning and conspicuous
bath tub was situated in the lines of the
31st C.F.A. Near by a luxurious motor car
loafed in the heat, and in the motor car
loafed the Major s familiar, half orderly, half
valet, and invaluable mentor, Sam. Behind
stood the Hospital, the tents of the corps,

and one or two canvas isolation wards.
Inside, the tent revelled in divans, cushions,
cigar-boxes, a big gramophone, and here and
there a volume on military surgery. Some
extraordinarily smart region entals hung
against one of the poles, but even they could
give little hint of the extraordinary smart-
ness of Grant himself (and he knew it) when
got up in all the gorgeous panoply of war,

hotter and fatter than ever, but installed at

last after a wonderful toilet—the pride of

Sam's heart—in the new and creaky saddle of

a mount no less well groomed and happy
than his master.

He had to take the field, he apologised to

Liston, and show up at the manoeuvres. In

the meantime a tent should be pitched v.here

the other liked, and Sam would see to his

fixings. And so the two of them, horse and
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man, were off until even, likely to be vastlvuseful in case of sunstroke or loss ofSl«iving George to 'look round.' andTeHospital m charge of a corporal with more

nuV ,1,. w •
• u "^^"P "as empty through-out the blazing hours of the day. None ofthe fellows here knew who he might be and

.ton
"

xt,
°
K°*''"'¥ P™^"! » h"ge rec'<^

tion. The heat, the crush of busmess"md*e travelling of the las, ten days~ad^
The Hospital itself was full, and a case oftyphoid occupied the isolation tent inlompany w.th a few of the more blatan ofZ

S°P'T r"'''- Six camp lidsteid^faced each other on either side ; to -he^Jof the most casual observer the six me^lymg there were ill enough despite a cer^lnamount of conversation and cheer^ tedTn^eOne had a fractured leg and a brokw conir"

can be knocked out after a rlav'c JT^

;1
if
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I

camp had ever known it on the veldt. A
•Highlander' with very white knees, who
had never seen anything more nearly

resembling a mountain that the outline of a
skyscraper, read Gunga Din on his elbow to

his neighbour, a black-haired fellow with a
bandaged foot. The orderlies came and
went pretty freauently with cooling drinks,

here renewing the ice pack about a patient's

head, there adjusting a bandage.
The Corporal, a fresh-faced young fellow

in the extreme of 'undress,' loitered about in

the dispensary tent all among a lot of little

bottles and interesting looking Red-Cross
things, invariably with a glass in his hand
containing nothing more professional than
iced lemonade. As a dispenser, indeed, his

qualifications went no further. He was one
of those individuals whose singular innocence

of any general knowledge whatever taken to-

gether with an unmistakeable stamp of effi-

ciency in some particular direction, marks
them out—as young naval officers for instance

are marked out—for grave responsible men
in their own line, but as children in all

others. This one, albeit charged with the

giving of ambulance instruction that after-

noon, knew only less how to do that, than

how to preserve military discipline. His
efforts after the proper demeanour on this

particular occasion (he had to remember he

was an officer engaged in serious work,
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rather than the fish out of water he feltt^ng ,0 teach others), availed litt^ o

c"Sicaty.°*"
•PP'"^"- of the futile

The twenty or more members of the corps
busied themselves outside in the sun. atSKheaven knows what, until rounded up formstruction The trestle tables and Sank
seats m the mes, tent were pushed to oSe
,1'; ?!!'' '°- "^

• ""'IP"' ^e men mountsupon them m tiers, those whom they could

TJ^f'^'"°t^''
disposing themselves on theground m he oddest of attitudes. TheCorporal took his stand with easy informality

bes de a stray chair in close proximity to two

he dee'in*'',™'^
miWy incline/ whVm

of h1r„ r"?°'"^ '° «"°« '" the interests
of his own frail tenure of dignity. Thev in

lee of their officer, assumed such egrerious
.diocy t^t, again, decorum was best^stS
t^L It"^

^^" H"*"S *em with a ques-t.on. The young Instructor was not alonehowever, the cynosure of all eyes in thai

l"h wh^m "hV?.""'
°f '!>determ^„a,"rank

with whom he held occasiona ly disputatiou^

Sr^ r:*Vn^-aV''e^;,r^^^^^

:Sutd^d°"
*^ ^'"'^'-^ '-•' -^

The method of teaching was to pounce

", «•,'!
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upon a series of utterly disconnected hypo-
thetical casualties, (it escaped attention tnat
manv of these could happen anywhere but on
the battlefield), read aloud all the book had
to say about them, then close it, carefully

marking the place with a thumb, and proceed
to an original comment or two ; if any
suggested themselves. As a rule they did
not, and a lucid '—see? That's what you
do— see ?' generally led to retirement in

some confusion on the book again. No sort

of relevance formed any guide as to what
injury and its treatment would come next

:

no sort of wound or mishap was instanced as
illustratinganypoint inelementaryphysiology

.

Whether or not the alumni of this College of
Surgeons had ever heard of the circulation

of the blood, or could state the difference

between an artery and a vein to save their

lives, they proceeded to diagnose fracture

of the spine or jaw, feeling every man-jack
of them from the Corporal downwards
morally certain that in real circumstances
the only thing they could remember of this

teaching would be its infallible rule ' go for

the Doctor.'

'Go for the Doctor—see.^ It says "go
for the Doctor,'" the Corporal glanced round
the tent, ' don't forget that.'

A passage followed about flesh wounds
and the application of the tourniquet.

'Now then, you—Briggs,' the Instructor
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remarked, launching out free of the book for
a moment, and fixing somebody with the
quesuon who ought otherwise to be repri-
manded for unseemly mirth—' now then you,
Bnggs, what would vou do if you ran across
a man bleedmg to death from a cut in the
leg ?

•Go for the Doctor,' hazarded Briggs.
•The jaw now.' pursued the Corporal, a

trifle baffled at obtaming the right answer in
the wrong connection, but disinclined to eo
back on it.^

•

" fracture of the jaw," now
then men—' glancing up again with sudden
anatomical misgiving, 'vou know what the
jaw is. don t you—the bit that moves, like
this, see f illustrating the point.
•Or like this.' somebody interrupted,

chewing cud to the utter distraction of the
class.) ....
'—-All this part,' indicating the top

part of his head with a hand planted there,
is so/u/, you know. The jaw^s what moves.How d you find out if it was fractured ?

'

Silence Nobody, apparently, had any
Idea Disfigurement, broken teeth, blood,
would not suggest it.

'Why, you run your finger round inside.—
teel It, and the Corporal demonstrated a
method of examination likely to be resented
at the hands of the 31st C.F A. by a man
shot up far worse than that.
Discussion on the casualty originating

urn

1
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somewhere at the back of the tent, and not
at first to be distinguished from irrelevant
pugilistic comment, developed into a general
argument without leadership.

Snake-bites,' pursued the Corporal by
way of calling the meeting to order, ' what
would you do for a snake bite ?

'

' Put the blue-bag on it,' ventured some-
body, regardless that neither snake-bites nor
blue-bags were likely to be encountered in
the firing line.

' No you wouldn't. You'd give a stimulant
. . . What stimulant,' (hurried glance at
the book) ' would you give for a snake biie }

'

'Condy's fluid, Corp'rl.* It was a sore
subject, this, in a ' dry camp.'

' Condy's fluid, what's that }
'

• They don't call it Condy's fluid, it's this
here
—

'
and the Referee points confidentially

on the page to a more pharmaceutical name
neither he nor the other care to tackle.
They drop the subject and try another.

' 'lectric shocks.' He reads a paragraph
or two explaining insulation. Gets a little

confused, enlarging on it without the book,
until the Referee suggests it would be better
to leave contagion and infection until they
came to fevers.

'Well, how'd you treat a man who'd had
an 'lectric shock, if you couldn't touch him
for fear you'd get it yourself. . . .

?
' Tk

point was tricky to explain.
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Few rose to it, but one man at length
emerged from a hum of talk turning on the
wonderful tricks you could do on top of a
street car with a tobacco pouch. When
things worked round again to the point in
question, at last it was decided that you
only couldn't touch him, i.e. the electrocuted
patient, if you were standing on the ground.
You could deal with him quite easily if you
weren't. The conclusion that • to remove a
person suffering from electric shock' you
must jump in the air and whenjumping, kick
kim, seemed so little satisfactory, and yet
so pertinent as to that important point about
insulation, that the Corporal hurried on.
'Suppose anybody got a shock up a

telegraph pole, how'd you get him down?"
Ten more minutes of chaotic discussion

ended abruptly with the belated reflection
that he would probably have come down
Dy himself. .

Nothing further being volunteered on
the subject of electric shocks, two playfully-
inclined young fellows undertook to clear up
the Corporal's uncertainties about the exact
methods of artificially inducing respiration.
One rolled over on his stomach, and the

other promptly squatted on his back. It
escaped everybody's notice that the patient's
convulsed features were hard pressed into
the grass. Only when the demor ^^
came down a heartier bump than b

i i
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the patient's stomach—in the second posture—did the demonstration become the rough-
and-tumble at which the two had aimed
from the first.

Order having been somehow restored,
'fracture of the spine' next engaged the
serious attention of the 51st.

• This is an exceedingly serious injury and
the greatest care should be taken in moving
the patient not to disturb his position or jar
him in any way. A blanket or coat most
carefully introduced under the body and
fastened to poles laid on the ground on either
side of him would form an emergency
stretcher.'

Thus the oracle.
' Now Hennessy, show how you'd lift a

man who'd fractured his spine. What would
you have to be careful about ?

'

' Faith ! an' not to move him, Sorr
!

'

Vaguely struggling to ignore the laughter.
• That's right,' said the Corporal, ' you tumble
to it. Now show us what you've got to do.'

•Why,' pursued the big Irishman, ' I'd get
two poles to be shure, lay thim down besoid
him loike,—and—and—an'—get fure men to
lift the poles

!

'

As the whole class seemed satisfied with
this perhaps the point had been made.

• Gangrene,' suggested the Referee.
The Corporal thought he knew something

about gangrene. One of the men in Hospital
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had been kicked in the face by a horse, and
the Major, apropos of these dressings, had
explained something about asepsis. He
launched out without the book.

• Yes—gangrene,' he remarked, 'that's

bad. You mustn't let gangrene happen, you
know, it means amputations. If gangrene
sets in with Jackson we may have to cut his
head off to save his life.'

The roar of laughter which greeted this,

reduced him, furiously red, to the book again.
He was utterly at sea, and began to Slink
the men had had enough instruction for one
afternoon. The thing for them to do now
was to get back to Hospital and see if the
chaps there wanted anything.
Suddenly one of the Corps remembered

a message from the i8th. Would the
Corporal go over to their lines and have
a look at the cook ? He'd gone sick but the
Quartermaster's compliments and he was not
on any account to be fetched up to Hospital,
but to be bucked up to get on with his work
for the evening mess.

Liston's gravity could stand no more.
He strolled away with the misgiving that

the least he could have done, a guest in the
lines of the 31st C.F.A., would have been
to save that class from itself. He had no
warrant of course— It was inimitably
funny but it gave him a new idea. There
should be a First Aid course at Finlay, when
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the Hospital was built. These fellows were
only prairie fellows ; how in the name of
thunder could they be drilled into ambulance
work in ten or twelve days of annual training?
When Heatherstone half severed his foot
with the jutter bar of his mower, he nearly
bled to death for want of a bandage before
Gould found him beside the trail. . . .

It was drawing on towards the hotter
evening at the close of the long hot day
before the columns began to march back into
camp. The men were grimed with sweat
and the horses wet as though they had
forded rivers. For an hour or more the
immense camp was active as a colony of
ants. The men, half-clad themselves, led
or rode long files of horses from whom the
saddles had been quickly stripped, to the
brimming trough?? just as soon as a vigorous
grooming down with hay had cooled them
off a bit, and every bath-h^- .se beside these
splashing troughs had its - rateful occupant.
Bugle calls resounded from every quarter,
and away over the rise where the foot
regiments had their lines, came the skirl of
the pipes whose evening parade rejoiced
every officer's mess on the ground.

Major Grant, too, had done yeoman service
by the look of him. His collar was open,
and his hair dank and plastered to his
streaming face as he cantered in and dis-

mounted. Sam was ready for him, and so
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was the tent. An hour later he reclined like
a happy Sultan among his cushions, white
shirted and fresh, talking to Liston of the
target practice.

He had turned a thing or two over in his
mind that afternoon, and was determined
not to talk 'shop.' The medical men in
camp might not see things eye to eye with
Cummings exactly, and though Liston was
practically a guest in his. Grant's lines, it did
not lollow he stood sponsor for his doings

Liston divined his attitude exactly. The
goigeousness of the motor car outside was
enough to account for it. This was a man
with a moneyed practice in a 'booming'
Western city Perhaps he despised begging
in Itself; perhaps he considered it quixotic
and gratuitous. George preferred tKe topic
of target practice, himself, and accepted an
invitation to form one of a night party in
imaginary trenches.

si'/*
wiAout'!''^"'^^

^'*°"^^' ^'' ^""'' '°^^^^«^'

•That's for you,' remarked the Major,
thevve sent over from the i8th,' and he

reached for his Corporal's report.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE THR/ISHERS

Ansell Carter's quarter lay in the heart of

a very attractive prairie region. From the

wooded height above the coul^ which
threaded it, the immense undulations of a
vast rolling country hitherto consecrated to

the red-skinned nomads (whose spear heads
constantly turned up by the plough like the

weapons of palaeolithic man, marked the last

native battle grounds), fell away in every
direction to the level of an infinitely distant

horizon upon whose faint rim rested, north,

south, east and west, the blue vault of heaven.
Seen thus in bird's-eye view the gentle rise

and fall of a thousand mild and gracious

hills melted away through all the soft

gradations of the prairie hues, past the clear

confines of the varied middle distances, to

the diaphanous suggestions of those further

and further in the amethystine beyond, just

as though the whole country had been the

water-moulded bed of some long vanished

ocean. Only the deep coulees remained

with the runways in the hills that gave
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upon them, and away to the north a droppinirdown of the watershed to an illimitable pfahf
to mdicate how that primeval «a'^haddrained away and left a Ld high ^d dryand smiling under the sun 'aJrosrwhiXAdam might have walked stST^
Genesis or Noah after the FloodfpatchMof prairie brush or woodland were fluKestedows over the northern slopes "f he
hills

;
here and there an unsuspemd waircourse threading its way athwart s^mewWe

flat valley turned the whole tracUm* animmense meadow of fragrant wildW anda. intervals among tht softly „S aSd

ounfTeet'of'"
'^^ '"°«=«'<>"n<' a "fining

rl1.rLdgesT[he"~arofT'' f'"'
white irises.

^^ " °' "aunt'ng

^Ks^jrss:rotesby the traditions of the oldest historfes

for^Ku^e't^riia'^"--""-^"'
Dreaming of mt., who will bless me, of womencsteemmg me good, ' women
Ofchildren born in my borders, of radiant motherhood
long before their numbers or their labo»rccomplete her vision

iabours

Of cities leaping to stature, of fame like a flag unfurled,
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As I pour the tide of my riches in the eager lap of the

world.

As yet the only denizens of the more recently

opened prairies are those settlers who, pouring

tnrough Winnipeg in a strong full tide rising

higher and higher year by year, are yet dis-

sipated when they reach such a region as

this like drops of far flung spray. Ansell

Carter was some thirty miles north of the

railway line, and at the date when he took up
his homestead, the * breaking ' of only three

other men was visible from its highest point

The sweet little prairie bird, whose one or two
notes of prairie music recalled in absence

have a power even beyond that of the

coyote's mournful howl to conjure up the

very spirit of the country, had things still

much to himself.

The whole day on the prairie partakes of

the spirit of morning. The scene of the

human drama yet to be played out there, as

it has been played out on the stage of the old

world, yet awaits the players, but the broad

land is smiling for very joy to know that the

coming men are yet so vigorous, that the

world is yet so young, that so much awaits

them there to be done so well worth the

doing, and that the future for which they

stand may yet hold new empires, inspire new
peoples, and build new worlds atop of the

old.

If it is true that there is a tendency in
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modern writing to make of nature herself,
however, and ofher vast elemental moods the
real protagonist instead of man—as Robert
Hitchens has foreshadowed with the desert
Joseph Conrad with the sea, and Eden Phill-
pots with an English moor,—the last, the
newest prairies of the Canadian North-West
should lend themselves superbly to such treat-
ment, and, like some vast landscape without a
single human figure in it, strike a deeper
chord in the harmony of things than may
announce man's entry on the ageless scene.
The work of Robert Service the Poet ofthe

Yukon IS pitiless as nature 'where the north
wind swoops from the brooding pole,' virile
her conquerors themselves, rough, titanic, as
monstrous and glorious. Elizabeth Robins
writes equally strongly, equally manfully,
but there is more of the mystery of the
Arctic night about her work, a perception
of the nerve tissue in the iron muscles of
men, and the following of loving women's
thoughts. It carries woman's compassion
for the defeated, deification of that which
lies beyond failure, up into the very land
where the law of the Yukon holds sway.
And yet both these writers are concerned less
with the conquerors of the wild than with that
glorious wild Itself. Why, then, has no one
yet written of the prairie also for its own sake?

1 here is, however, no reason why a score
of the strange Sclavic and other tongues

|1
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introduced into the West by the tide of

immigration should not survive, fostered by

the establishment of their own Churches,

presses and schools, and blossom one day
mto such a literature. The educational

authorities of the various Provinces look on

the acquisition of En^ish by all these peoples

—French, German, Polish, Hungarian, Ice-

landic, Ruthenian, Russian and Indian—as

part of Canada's great assimilative process,

although it may well be that in agticulture,

in the development of the great prairies oif

the West, in unity of interests, effort, and

experience, lies the more immediate solution

of the problem how to weld its new popula-

tions into one great people, of whom will be

born a literature worthy of their mingled

traditions and the great New Land.
And then neither the glory of the

mountains whose awesomeness 'bludgeons

you dumb,' nor the lovelinesses ofthe weeping

Archipelago on the Pacific coast, of purple

islands wreathed about by every floating

form of mist and cloud born of littoral ranges,

and warm ocean currents, glaciers, snow
peaks, and the cascades of early summer,

will effectually challenge the charm of the

illimitable prairies.

Ansell Carter, indeed, with the passions

which swayed him, makes but a puny figure

against the setting of his homestead.

He had been very well pleased with his
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land, and until he began to exhaust the soil,
the crops he raised upon it escaped The
vicissitudes attending his neighbour's experiments in the same direction.*' He was^"t
to teU how one day digging a well behind
h.s stables he was fooled for a moment^many another homesteader in these parts

ti U-y 'r^'"»"g
he had discovered

^ i u- u
^^^^ ^^'"^ "P running with itand his boots were caked with mud also

brilliantly gilded. But a moment's examfna?
tion sWd the effect to be due soleTto
oxidised mica. He had straightened^h^^
back and glanced with no sense of di^!
appointment over his fields instead.
He had put in a few seasons' strenuouswork on the prairie and was considerTngX

purchase of an adjoining quarter to hisVwnwhen Sandra Dunn had been suddei^y
fJucked out of the calculations which turned
so largely about her.

Neither she nor George Liston had anyreason to suppose the^ man any more
ymdictive under ordinary circumstances or
inclined to retaliate brutally where he hada grudge or a grievance, than another of his
ype. but the instincts he had so offended inthe girl would not let her hope that in thiscase Ansel meant to take things lying downa moment longer than it suited^im.^
That It had suited him thus far increasedher apprehension. Something besides mTre

yi si?
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press of farm work through the summer
must account for it. Carter might not be

capable of plotting great or deliberate things

and of nursing careful plans, but as time

went on, and the Finlay Hospital crept nearer

and nearer to accomplishment, rousing a

certain amount of jealousy in the other

hamlets up and down the line, and for ever

the same inevitable criticism of Liston, there

was much harm, she knew, the least ingenious

enemv could compass for him and it.

Ansefl's bearing at tne picnic had shown that

he, at least, would be at no pains to disarm

suspicion or prejudice.

Ansell's passion, however, had so grown
upon himr as an obsession may when life,

although hard, is yet monotonous and solitary

enough to offer no sort of distraction, that he

could afford to turn over every aspect of his

worsting in his mind, to determine how yet

to get the best of it.

He could have got his own back on

George Liston at any time, in any way, but

that any overt act of hostility on his part

towards the other would have helped nim

no whit with Sandra. It was not sufficient

for the man to be revenged on the young

doctor if thereby the girl were to be placed

further from his reach than ever.

It was this difficulty had held his hand so

long.

Only after the picnic at Louis Lake when
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Ansellin common with everyone else, found
himself m possession of Liston's hopes and
schemes and calculations for the Finlay
Hospita did an idea occur to him which
seemed likely to resolve it. If by any means
It could be so worked that SandrJ mu^st cfme
to him of her own accord, his double object
were thereby accomplished without risk of
losing the greater for the smaller.

It was plain as a pikestaff that George
Liston would sooner or later be •

riijht So
against it for money

; that his project woulS
fail if funds were not forthcoming at a crisis.And thinking the thing over. Ansell calculated
that Sandra must either care so much for the
fellow that she would obtain money for him atany cost, or that by that time she would have
decided It were better to be the first thine
* "IT

'"?'^^* ^*^"' than the last.
After that he was content to wait awhile

for time and the growing difficulties of the
enterprise at Finlay to do their part. And
then came opportunity.
He had never been near Gopher Creek all

the summer and now he determined to eo
quite naturally, and to have as much toUto Sandra Dunn as might be necessary,

nnrfi/^
g''a»n wascut and thrashed, and the

outfit was pulling out, bound in the course of

dm..> vf
'
^°"»«stead among others in the

circuit, when a man deserted whom theowner said would be pretty hard to replace

!#«'
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He was a lithe little Italian who had—
according to a verifiable account enough

—

tramped it from the workings at Panama to

Dawson City, and lingered no longer in any

place than might furnish him with the where-

withal to see still more of the world.

Topham had taken him on for the thrashing

season, but Luigi decided to ' hit the pike

'

again half-way through. His ' So long,

Boys,' was as casual as any Westerner's, and

he went off, tramping it to Finlay after but

the shortest of interviews with the boss.

Whereupon Carter loaned his horses f r

their keep to a neighbour, and decided lo

put in some time with the gang in his stead.

In the course of about a week the thrashers

were at Redpath's, and as chance would

have it, Ansell came upon Sandra there.

The Redpath household consisted of

Redpath himself, an honest hardworking

man without a thought not bounded by his

home, his delicate, refined little wife and

baby, and two other children, girls of thirteen

and eleven. What Annie and Dora did

not know about prairie housework was not

worth knowing. Their mother to whom
the children's handiness about the shack was

at once a pride and a grief, had worked

herself into the frightfully precarious state of

health which left her, after this last trial,

scarcely fit to look after an unexpected baby.

It was rarely, indeed, that she ever spoke
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sharply to either for some childish piece of
neglect or carelessness which fretted her
housewifely soul, (the more that she could do
next to nothing herself), and only then with
an acute sense of the injustice of expecting
halfas much from children. Annie mothered
her mother with extraordinary old-fashioned
solicitude, and was altogether a weird little

person, all angles, red "^elbows, pigtails, and
very skimpy skirts. Dora, the younger, was
charmingly pretty. She never seemed to
be doing much else than wringing out, in-
effectually, very tepid and very greasy rags
in the dish-water, while Annie bustled her
along amid a clatter of pails and plates.
Whenever the Schoolhouse over at Ditton,

a couple of miles away, boasted of a teacher,'
Mrs Redpath took good care that the little
girls should get some schooling, and daily
they drove backwards and forwards with the
old pony in t?7e r>uckboard. It sometimes
happened, litv, :v.<r, that the school was
closed for a season, and Annie' s and Dora's
studies remained so much in abeyance it
might be wondered if they had ever begun.
The children knew how to shoulder re-
sponsibility and care, and all about the rise
and fall week by week in the buying price of
some things and the selling price ofothers, but
they knew little else. The only games they had
were the games they played with each other
or the dogs, and their only toys were puppies

'tI^™ ii
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and kittens until the baby came, and that took
the place of a doll.

Mrs Redpath was fortunate in having good
neighbours. There was Mrs Lorrie, a buxom
young woman with a couple of buxom babies.

She generally gave her sick friend a day at

the washtub early in the week and brought
the babies with her, when the importance of
Annie and Dora as the litttle bosses of their

mother's kitchen sank to relative insignific-

ance, and the place became a pandemonium
of tubs and buckets, full of slops and steam,
the smell of wet clothes, uncleared meals,
and children.

There was Mrs Park from the coulee, a
laughing chattering girl from the north of
Ireland, with a brogue and a fund of good
humour which would have made her the
Mark Tapley of a district far less well-

favoured than the Finlay prairies. She con-
sidered it an immense score off her husband
that she had no children, and trudged about
the trails when there was no chance of the

ox-waggon with so keen an appreciation of

their beauties under all and every circum-
stance, from fire to blizzard, that she never
failed to get an astounding amount of interest

and zest out of life, and to proclaim the fact

wherever she went.

Then, again, only a mile and a half away
was Gopher Creek and the Dunns. Whoever
else had a criticism for Sandra's mother, born
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of nothing but prairie gossip, Mrs Redpath
esteemed her for what she was.
When the thrashers were known to have

pulled in at Redpath's there was a great
gathering of the clans among the womenfolk
to see Mrs Redpath through.
Mrs Park and Mrs Lorrie, Mrs Dunn and

her daughter made short work of a couple of
meals or so for fourteen men who slept in
their own caboose. The united resources in
the crockery and cutlery line of four house-
holds about did for that part of the business,
while a muster of contributed pies and cakes
and bread solved all the rest of the problem,
save the stew itself, the serving, and the
clearing away.
The thrashers in Western Canada, like

Christmas elsewhere, come but once a year
;

and the pleasure of seeing them off at least
equals the nuisance of having them arrive.
In the meantime the very sun itself would
stand still if it depended on the farmer's wife,
then, to keep it going.
How the thrashing gang—fourteen of them

—with Redpath himself and two hired men
in addition, ever got into that little log and
sod kitchen and settled down round the table
to such trencher drill as is not seen elsewhere
in the world or under other circumstances,
was prairie feat enough.

Sandra had been m her element helping
the children to the wherewithal, in the shape

» -X, _
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of broken [>ots and pons, to make mud-pies
outside, while she turned out Mrs Redpath's
kitchen cupboard, exhausting its resources in

plates, knives and forks and spoons, and iaid

the table for the thrashers' dinner.

It was only when the men came trooping
in, and she saw Ansell Carter unexpectedly
among them, the girl was taken aback. She
had not known he was putting in time with
this outfit. But she soon recovered herself,

and went on with her work, oblivious of his

presence. It was not likely he would have
any more to say to her than she to him, or if

he had—without Nancy Johnson by—that he
would find an opportunity to say it. She
had not seen him since the day of the picnic

at Louise Lake. She kept herselfassiduously
busy now, and never let him catch her
eye.

Ansell Carter, however, was a man less

easily baulked once he had set his heart

upon a thing, than Dr Liston knew.
The talk down his end of the table was

pretty brisk, and presently something was
struck out of it about the Finlay Hospital.

One of the thrashers, Jake Ling, remarked
that so far as those tickets went there ought
to be a hundred and seventy dollars right

there at that board. • If we all was to

subscribe,' and a man or two laughed.
The owner of the outfit, Topham, reckoned

with thrashing at four cents a bushel, with
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six teamsters to pay, the season wouldn't
leave him many dollars to spare, anyway.
The challenge passed to Redpath whose

heavy crops had already called forth approv-
ing a>mment.

* Not with fourteen of you eating me out
over Sunday,' he hedged—(he had long ago
bought tickets for his wife and children)

—

• and a break down on Monday ! Wnat
d'ye take me for ? A wheat king ?

'

' Say, Miss Dunn,' enquired Ling as she
reached for his plate, and, grabbing knife
and fork he twisted round to hand it to her,
* what's the Doc's notion anyway ? There's
one or two of us fellers was thinkin' we would
like to hear a bit more about it.'

Sandra coloured violently that he should
refer to her. Anyone could tell about
George's Insurance plan. She was too loyal
however, to fight shy of the question
altogether.

' He wants to sell three hundred 1 10
tickets a year,' she said, ' to run the hospital.
It isn't much for what you'd get in return.'

• Lands sakes! I'm not likely to be sick
am I

.?

' exclaimed Jake, with a comical
pretence at fright,—'here, somebody! look
at my tongue ! I 'ain't never bin sick in mv
life.'

^

'Gee! but I'd giv ten dollars to be sure
I never would be sick,' observed one of the
others, ' there's that way of looking at it too,'

t*f«
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i

• Them what pays and don't need to get
nuthin' for it, pays for them what gets more
than their share. And them what gets more
than their share is likely to be a good bit
sicker dian what ten dollars wouW pay for
three or four times over. It's a downright
good notion, boys. It's what runs the rail-
road camp hospitals and them in the mining
camps in B.C. / knows. I subscribed all

the time I was in them gangs before I got
quit of the mount'ns. If the Doc. can't work
it here among the farmers on the prairie, it

won't be no fault of his.'

And old Atkinson, Topham's engineer,
delivered himself of a more authoritative
pronouncement than it had been any part
of Carter's design to elicit. It was of no
immediate moment to him, however, which
way the trend of comment went.

' You don't get no ten dollars out of me,'
said another, ' I ain't likely to be sick no
more than Jake and I ain't likely to catch
myself paying for them what is. They can
pay for themselves quite as well or quite as
ill as I can.'

The truth of this appealed to the dollar
wise, if its unblushing, unconscious, selfish-
ness did not. No one cared to raise the
ethical point, and the subject might have
dropped as carelessly as it had been raised
but for Carter who looked up at Sandra
handing tea over a fellow's shoulder, and

/
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tdd her two men out Rutherford's way had
confided twenty dollars to him for the
hospital. Should he give them to her or
to the Doctor ?

To neither. To Mackay at the Bank in
Finlay.

He would not be going to Finlay for
goodness knew how long.
'Very well,' she said to end it, 'you can

leave the money here.'

Redpath made an opportune diversion
He asked if there was any truth in the
rumour that Ansell was intending to sell out

' They were saying so, last winter.'
'Well, I had thought of it,' returned the

other, ' but it isn't as though I couldn't wait
for my pnce. If it's true there's a railroad
coming through to the north of here it's
worth while waiting some.'
Two or three of the thrashermen opined

there would be big changes throughout the
country as soon as the new municipality eot
down to work, and it might be worth any
man s while to hang on, who knew anything
at all about cattle, until herd law was done
away with. Another few seasons would see
the Finlay district all converted into ranchine
country. The talk veered round to this uck
and became animated.
The homesteader had been accustomed

to lock the door of his prairie shanty behind
him after the summer's work and the

0fn
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harvest were over, and go off to look

after his interests elsewhere, only reappear-

ing with the break-up of winter and the

spring.

This year, he said, he intended to stay on

the homestead, and adduced one or two so

plausible reasons in view of this probable

agrarian revolution, that Sandra told herself

she was a fool to distrust them. But her

heart sank as serving round the table there,

so much news came to her willy nilly of

a man she had never ceased instinctively,

to fear. She fired up with indignation

every time someone's sneer came to her

as to what for George Liston might

have undertaken the enterprise at Finlay,

and half suspected Jake Ling had been

• getting at' her with his question. Few could

^ve the doctor credit for disinterested-

ness.

In a young country where the struggle to

make and maintain a footing is for each

individual man a matter of the survival of

the one with the keenest eye to the main

chance, it is inevitable that altruism in any

shape or form should be open to misunder-

standing and mistrust. George Liston

would never have thought of himself as an

altruist (much less as a benefactor) even had

he no personal stake in the Hospital as a

Doctor. As soon as he realised there was

all this in the air to contend with—or to
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endure until time worked its own revolution*
--he understood it and it troubled htm no
whit.

But Sandra was filled with uneasiness to
learn that Carter would not presently be
going awav as usual. If she had hated him
before for his clumsy love-making she hated
him more now for the part he had likely
been playing since the picnic at the Lake
in setting a dozen of those lies about the
country which— given half an hours start
on the prairie as elsewhere-the correcting
truj will never catch up. Liston wai
credited with commission-making over
every stick and stone of the Hospital, andmany wondered what deals he had put
through in Edmonton under cover of that
begging stunt.

When the men got up from the table and
were jostling their way out, after the evening
meal, Carter lingered and managed to corner

th^bUb*
"'*'°'^"' *"" ^^ P*^ °^ ^'""'"^ ^'"'

' Say
!
'he remonstrated rather sheepishly.

you needn t be in such a tear. I ain't going
o bite you. If you'd just give a fefier !chance to say a word—'

' I haven't anything to say to you, Ansell
'

sheretumed. unwillingly. ^I don't mean iw Le^ili.'^"^
'" ""'• ^"' y^^'^ ^^^^

She suffered the encounter only for the
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sake of those bills, and held out her hand

for them.

But the man meant to make the feint

serve as long as it might
'
I never meant no harm to you, Sandra,'

he said, turning over the contents of a pocket-

book. 'There wasn't anything for you to

be so hard about, and how was I to know

you was on with another guy ? And when

a feller's half-canned, he isn t quite the master

of himself he should be.—No ! now don't

you be running off quite so auick,' as, with a

flash of indignation she fathomed his trick

and would nave escaped him, 'I've got

something to say to you, straight
!

'

A compelling touch on her arm held the

girl where she was, for despite her sense of

affront, Sandra was afraid, for the sake of

the man she loved, to refuse to hear what this

might be. Her heaving breast and her angry

eyes fired him to some rough pleading.

' It's this,' he said stepping so close to her

she could withdraw no further, and dropping

his voice to a tone of almost hoarse urgency,

' I'm sorry, Sandra. If it wasn't for knowing

1 hadn't used you quite as I should, I'd ha'

got my own back on that Doctor feller long

before this. Don't you make no mistake.

But what I said to you I meant, and I mean

it still. And you know what that is. There

ain't no girl I ever saw I want as I want you

—No ! you haven't no call to be frightened
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of me. and I'm going to have my say out'He cai^ht the arm with which ihe would
have thrust her wav oast him. and held
her n«dly to the ordeaV ' I'd ha' got myown Back on "George Liston. if it*^hadn^

^!tlt' i^A ^a"^
J"'' '**

f*'^^W Sandra,
that I m m dead earnest. I ain't going to do
nothing to him I've been thinling^abom
the best way of this for a long time, andwhen I saw you up here dinner time. I madeup my mind to put it to you to-night. Theday you tnrow that feller over for me I'll
give a Uiousana dollars to the Hospital. Athousand dollars would mean all the difference
to him at a pinch I'll lay. and he cares a lot

arury^u-1''^
"°^P''^— h« care's

She tore her arm from his grasp with a cry.You haven t no right to say that ! How
fsn't ^°e.' '°

'"'' '^' ^"''" ^^^'^ ^'

'

'^"-i ^/u^ Z®"*^*^ ^^ s«e it though ' hepursued following up his advantage and stil!
effectively barring her escape, 'what's he

to m. ^ A
y^" "^^^^^ J^ave been marriedto me, Sandra, these two years.? Now Imean what I say and you're going to hive
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The clatter Mrs Lome made clearing the

dishes almost drowned her retort for the ^irl

dreaded a scene with this man, and her voice

was low as his own.
' He said you was a coward/ she threw at

hiui, on the verge of outraged tears, 'and he's

never given two straws for anything you

might do, but I have, and I see what you've

got in your mind. It's a coward's game,

indeed, to come to me with this talk oif

dollars, and trying to make me believe as he

don't care
—

'

He interrupted her.

' Don't you fly off the handle like that,

but listen to sense. There isn't anything

I've thought of all these months past but

you, and I defy anyone to say as much as

that for him.'

He flung on his cap, and thinking better

of the untimely impulse which prompted him

to catch her in his arms, helped her to self-

mastery by some signs of havmg had his say.

' I love you, Sandra, you know that, and

I swear before God I'd make you as good

a husband as ever woman had yet ! I may
be a bit rough but you'd find me putty in

your hands—just to do as you liked with

best. I told you I hadn't had my turn yet

with that other feller and now you know

for why. He cares for that Hospital a sight

more than he cares for you and if you don't

find it out before, you'll find it out the day

I
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you has to buy the success for him he won't
get without my thousand dollars. That's
good enough for me—'
She threw up her disengaged arm across

'You dare. Ansell!' she cried, straining
from him. • you dare ! What if I was to teflhim what you say ?

'

He laughed, but drew back

I wiyiSi
/.""^ p"* change my mind any time

wS^Jn /."^^''"^^sSifyou think that

rh.^"!j!L^ ""m If
^"^

^r ' ^'*"'' "° '"^'•e anxious

If nVil! ^'^L^cf^^f '? a«ract the attention

Tu • V^w^^?.'^'**
broke away instantly.

Their brief colloquy had scarcely lasted
three minutes. It served, perhaps, no
purpose to detain her longer jusfthen^ ;o he

n^tn fh"*?!"^'^"^ ^'^T ^^'^^ ^«^' ^"^ turn!mg to the door, passed out into the night.
Sandra brushed past her mother andMrs Lome, busy washing up the plates and

dishes, ran into an outhouse beyond the
kitchen and burst into tears.

Sh. ^uh ' ^"u " "° ^°"S:er fit to wear.

^ssion
'"

'
P'^^'^'^'y °^ A"^^»'«

Ic was cool and dark in the outhouse allamong Mrs Redpath's milking pails but it

fl
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i64 A WHITE PASSION

took less time than her shaken nerves

required to recover themselves, for Sandra,

(frightened for the consequences) to jump
through this welter of doubt and danger

and bribery to the conclusion that whatever

happened she must keep Ansell's base

counsel to herself

!
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CHAPTER IX

A THREAD IN THE WEAVING

The last Committee meeting they held at
Fmlay prior to the freeze-up, was a long and
stormy one.

*

No less important a decision, indeed, had
to be reached than as to whether the building
of the Hospital should begin at once—and
already the ground was so hard the digging
of the cellar would be a regular job—or
whether the whole thing should stand over
till the sprmg.

Again, if they decided to build now,
should any of the tenders for the contract be
accepted, or should the architect's specifica-
tions go largely by the board and the work
be put through piecemeal as funds might
permit, day by day as the weather might
permit, or by local labour, as far as l(S:al
labour might go ? The debate began about
SIX as usual, in the little office behind the
hardware store, and it was one of the darkest
o! prairie nights before the decision of which
everyone fought shy and at which none had
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I IB

much intention of arriving, somehow got

itself made. Then no one seemed to know
who had pressed, or who had given in,

except the Chairman ; and he resigned.

The thing presented so many knotty points.

Every defect of every house and shanty in

the place from the elevator down to Mr
Aldersey's log stable (which had blown over)

was cited by way of warning as to what

should not be done, and whose opinion should

not be taken. The more peaceful members

of the Committee waited until the person-

alities to which all this gave rise between the

belligerents, subsided, or were ruled out by

Mr Rogers' swinging pencil case. Yet it

was only when the architectural experiments

of Finlay were exhausted as a point of d^,-

partare for the discussion, that an impasse

of ideas was revealed on the constructive

side.

A good deal had happened since the Doctor

had come back from camp in the summer,

bringing a few hundreds of dollars.

The men down there at Emsdale had

subscribed willingly enough, but many

regiments found it easier to have their

contributions stopped out of pay, rather than

taken up on the spot. As that pay itself
'^'"'^

not come to hand for a month or two a. .

the break up of camp there was not much to

show for the three or four days Liston had

held himself to the task, and meantime there
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had been room foraleakage ofgood intentions.
Colonel Cummings did not fail to forward a
cheque rather better even than his word,
however, and Major Ben6it and the i6th
Battery were not far behind. Edmonton
had responded also, to the newspaper appeals,
sufficiently so far to swell the total in the
Bank that the Committee felt themselves
justified in approaching the Canadian Order.

After a due filling in of forms, forwarding
of information and estimating of the local
population (they counted the last baby) word
presently came back from Ottawa that the
1 2,000 for which it had been suggested they
should petition the Youville Fund in the
resonable hope of getting $1,500 would be
granted in full, and every man on the Board
wanted to kick himself for not asking more.
The hamlet was sufficiently delighted but

it was perhaps quite as much the democratic
independent spirit of the age, (nowhere more
exemplified than in the springing prairie
towns of the West), as his official position on
the Board which left the sole acknowledg-
ments to Liston. He might have returned
no more than a formal receipt. As it was, he
wrote warmly to the Executive and to the
Lady Superintendent of the Order. If the
letter represented more than the young
Doctor's own faith and bull-dog tenacity of
purpose there was little doubt about the
future before the undertaking.

<1«<i
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I

But the satisfaction of seeing clearlv

for a foot or so in front of his nose with

regard to the actual building only deepened

the sense of responsibility in a man the halo

of whose quietly nursed enthusiasms never

dimmed the clearness of his vision. This

sense grew upon him with every contribution

entered up in Mackay's ledgers and with

every resolution entered on the minute book.

It was the weightiest thing they had done

yet, at Finlay, to ask for this money and face

the expectations naturally based upon the

granting of it. This slice of mighty work

settled the question as to whether there was

to be such a thing as a Hospital at all, or not,

but it doubled the anxiety as to whether the

upkeep of it afterwards would not prove too

much for them. He felt now about the

Order's assistance as he had felt about the

Premier's kindly gift ; then gave up the

more immediate doubt on the reflection that

if you trump at all you've got to trump

high

!

He was genuinely elated.

This money woiild be spent in the place,

since the Hospital was to be put up on the

piece work plan, and would do much towards

keeping Finlay alive through the winter.

There had been seasons when it looked as

though the little hamlet would go under, as

others like it had nearly done, after a harvest

bringing in but small returns.
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It would be fine no doubt to pull off

the first half of the business—the actual

building of the Hospital—but the problem of
maintenance received little encouragement
from uie result of the year's harvest.

Maintenance, however, was the one thing
which alone could justify all the interest he
had endeavoured to rouse for the place
outside, and upon it depended a certain

amount of prestige he felt bound to consider
more than he had ever considered his own,
the prestige indeed of the Canadian Order.
Even as he sat with his fingers as it were

on the erratic pulse of the Committee,
smoking like the rest of them, one kn^e
thrown over the arm of his chair, George
watched his project shrink, if the worst came
to the worst, from the piece of work it struck
him as so eminently worth while doing, (he
thought of it at its best in no more romantic
terms than these), to the proportions of a
hoax or failure

!

Again the justification maintenance and
success with the Hospital wouid supremely
mean to him, would be the justification of the
many sacrifices he had imposed on Sandra.
He had seen little or nothing of Sandra all

the summer ; at the present moment he had
hardly a cent towards the home he had
promised her.

The year the colony of which Finlay was
the remnant came into the country, the crops

1 1^ "*'
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had been all and more the most enthusiastic

'publicity agents' for that district had
declared them to be, and as emigration
pictures represent them. Had the newly
settled colonists been able to get enougn
acreage under cultivation they might indeed
have found their wheaten El Dorado. The
flax, costliest yet most delicate crop, did

well that year. But afterwards had set in

a sort of cycle of decline, watching which
made Gould, the Weed Inspector, declare

that presently it would be decided this was
a ranching or mixed farming rather than
grain raising country. In the interest of the

experiment however few paid much attention

to such prognostications. Everyone went
in for wheat, and everyone was destined to

learn the lesson. ' Faith, hope and charity,'

as a railway magnate himself owned to Listen
that summer in Edmonton, ' the greatest of

these in western Canada, is hope.' The
doctor himself had caught the infection

the hope that there is in a new land, an- :

a riot of possibilties, and he also, was makii
an experiment. It was costly for the Hospital
that the two should synchronise.

There had come a late spring one year
and the wheat on the hilltops was not show-
ing an inch by the first of June. Another
year exceptional hail ploughed it under,

whole acres of it, mid-way through the

summer. A man frozen out this season, was
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burnt out the last. The harvest this year

was better than it had been the preceding
(when no man got top grade for his grain,

and at least a third of it went as ' feed,^ but

a shortage of cars to move the crop on the

railroad might again bring the price per
bushel down so far that the farmers lost on
their mere working expenses. Few harvest

hands had come into the district as only one
man here and there could risk the expense
of hired help. There were times when no
money was going at all. Exchange reverted

to barter and the stores either went bank-
rupt or gave credit where they had never
given it before.

There was no panic however and no
grumbling—only a lot of hardship and
shortage it was to everybody's interest

to ignore. Everyone remained incurably

optimistic and took heart from the analogy
of the early days in Manitoba when those
who only remained in the country because
they had no means to pull out, presently
became millionaires. Tne man who burnt
his frozen crop off the face of his wasted
acres, set to work again next day to plough
under the stubble and make ready for seeding
again in the spring. The whole thing was
a mere question of time—and of being able
to tide over.

It scarcely looked just now like mainten-
ance for a Hospital. Yet having gone so far

? 1
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they were bound to go further, and George
Liston was a man in whom purpose
triumphed long after the enthusiasm of
immediate hopes had given place to anxieties
and disillusionments. He shared the spirit

of the pioneers. The agricultural conditions
of the district, he felt, were less a handicap
than the tacit obligation resting upon men
whose living depended on retaining faith in

them, to admit no failure. The only ground
upon which the Finlay hospital might seek
further afield for aid would be the ruin of
another harvest, and yet this was the one
fact it behoved everyone to deny or hush
up unless the village was to go under, and
the homesteads to return to prairie.

It would be a cruel anti-climax if—when
the Hospital was built and had struggled
along a few summer months on the crest of

the wave which created it and the con-
tributions in kind of the farmers,—if it had
to shut up. At a time whe the fierce

strain of the work of a Western Canadian
summer, capped perhaps, by the disappoint-
ment of a harvest brought to naught at the
eleventh hour, when a diet exclusively of

eggs and pork had succeeded in playing
tricks with the magnificent prairie digestion,

and even the men fell sick, it would be a
hard thing to own failure over the Hospital,
and shut it in their faces.

Liston put the thought aside. He had
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weighed it long enough, God knew, and the
hai^est was beyond his calculations!
Sufficient for the day must be the evil thereof,
and the next job in hand, since they Lad
decided on day labour and local men was to
put u^ a new Chairman. In the meantime
every nerve must be strained to meet the
responsibilities he had sighted from afar,
with all the glow of dreams about them, and
save them from assuming the proportions of
a waking nightmare.
The thing, undoubtedly, was ageing him,

but nobody noticed that.

It was here, of course, that Sandra came
in. Sweet as Liston found it to have her
notice when he was jaded, and to have her
spend on him some of that wealth of
solicitude there is in the heart of every
woman for the child or the man she loves
he reproached himself at the same time for
adding concern of this sort to the long
patience circumstances rather than he im-
posed upon her.

He reproached himself for apparent neglect
of her, and for being but a sapless sort of
lover, sometimes, when he did manage to
get to Gopher Creek.
He drove out there one day to fetch

some provisions Mrs Dunn had promised for
one of the Alderseys' Church teas, and it
coi d not but strike him that a shadow seemed
to have fallen on his sweet Goose Girl.

Ii
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Of contributions in ready cooked kind to

every • s'-nial * got up for this or that object

throughout the township few gave more

willingly and more generously than Sandra's

mother. The Alderseys always knew upon

whom to rely for the best of everything at

harvest thanksgiving. And as these pre-

parations had a way of falling on days

otherwise especially busy, there were times

when things hummed at the Creek.

Sandra gave the churn a final turn or two

and hooked up the barrel.

Inside, the butter granulated to a nicety,

stippled the lid.

• Say, George,' she observed, • you might

help me wash it.'

She knocked out the bung, and a rich jet of

buttermilk smooth as ivory, fresh and acrid,

sprang out into the big pail set ready. The

Doctor caught up a couple of others and

went off to haul the water.

•Well now, Sandra, that's real good,' cried

her mother, lifting hands from the wash-tub

and stripping them of suds like boxing gloves,

• you get right after them pigs with that swill,

and leave me to finish. I'll have a few

fy^unds of fresh butter made up ready for

.eorge to take with the rest.'

She reached for the kettle to scald hands

already half par-boiled. * And you, Maggie

child, get down in the cellar and fetch me up
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a pot of jam, and some bran to pack the

Liston came back from the well with the
water brimming in the pails, and there was
a noisy splashing, butter-washing, which
almost drowned Mrs Dunn's directions to
Bob outside in the garden about making up
the 'bokay.' 'Now don't you go cutting
them stems too short, and what did I ^-;.

you about that minyonet
!

'

There was a second pail of buttermilk lor
the pigs, so George carried it down the yard
to the stable. It was a glorious day at the
end of October ; all the foliage along the
valley which marked the hidden course of
the stream had turned to autumn tints and
was now touched by the westering sun with
the red-gold light which comes with the
sharp chills of the fall. The wooded hill on
the far side whence the trail came down a
cutting, looked ?.s though "orfiad with the
rarest carpet where crimsOi nd madder and
brown in rich combiiiatlono, sank to purple
in the shadows. Thv. air had a keen nip in
It and a preyr^je of n. ;ht frosts. Inside the
stable it wa .varmer. A faint aroma of
milk mingled with the exhalations of a
manure-choked alleyway; and there was
the unmistakeable smell of pigs in the corner.
The light was obscure, and George groped
for a moment as he entered. Sandra,
knowmg he would come, had waited for

if » '
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him, but now seemed all devotion to the

pigs. Nothing would do but that he should

clamber over into that mire and drive back

the grunting stampeding porkers, brandishing

a stick, whue she with her breast against the

topmost pole leaned, laughing, over the high

pen, and splashed the swill into the trough.

The pigs broke forward then, in a sort of

violent Echelon formation, and plunged into

it forefeet and all, while the One Over for

whose indignant snout there was no room,

raced madly backwards and forwards in the

rear of the greedy line, and did its best to

butt or root its way to the front.

The Doctor climbed out again with one

of his very rare swear words, and clipped

Sandra in his arm.

She turned the line of her cheek to him,

still leaning on the pen watching the pigs,

but something a little unusual in her silence

and in the rather sedulous way she evaded

the obvious kiss, gave him concern.
• Anything the matter ?

' he asked.

She turned her eyes to his then as though

he might read the answer in her face, but

their expression at once yielded—a way

they had when she was tender,—and, as

though the matter had been Smiler, which

it wasn't, she said the pig was going to be

killed.

He laughed.
• You've squandered enough love on those
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infernal little pigs to run an orphanage. But
say—don't they grow up quickly.*

One of Mrs Dunn's incontrovertible rulings
had gone forth, and the porker, guzzling now
in a pen to himself, was doomed. Bob had
been over to the neighbour's that morning
and mixed up his mother's message. Would
Mr Babcock come down and help the pig to
kill their hired man ? A cruel looking tripod
already stood in the yard and the cauldron
had been trundled into position. Only a
year ago, Sandra said, Smiler had been a
black roley-poley pudding with an idiotic

smile, side face, and clean little hoofs like
polished agates

—

Her heart was too big, George told her,
that was the matter. ' I'm not going to have
you in the blues about Smiler tne one day I

do get a chance to come over. That's hard
lines, Sandra.'

'You don't come over,' she retorted,
'unless there's something besides me, now,
to bring you,' and a blush burned over her
throat and cheek.

' I know, my Sweetheart,' he admitted
remorsefully not altogether unprepared for
this, ' it must look so to you— I know ! Tell
me, is there anything I can do, anything I

can say to have you pardon it ?'

—

'Oh,' she broke in, half angry, half pitiful,
• vou're getting to look that old, George, and
there's nothing I can do to help you. It
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makes me feel so useless ! If it wasn't so

plain you care about the Hospital a lot more

than you care about yourself, I should say

you care about it more than me, too. It

wouldn't matter so much only that they

wonder what you're out for—everybody all

round. And it makes me that mad when
you come here looking like nothing on

earth. . .
.'

It was the sum of what she found to

excuse her tears ; it was the wound a dozen

criticisms had inflicted on her loyalty and

tender faith.

•Why, Sandra darling,' the man remon-

strated kissing her, 'you mustn't talk like

this! I can't have it.—You know you are

just all the world to me,' and striving to

reassure as the lover in him, thoroughly

aroused, might best dictate, George drew

her head to his shoulder, and laid a very

concerned and earnest face upon hers. He
murmured a thousand loving things, but

twice she resisted when he would have had

a fairer and squarer look at her.

Something, indeed, ailed Sandra. She

was, if anything, a trifle restive under his

attempts to comfort her, for little of what she

had said revealed the real root of her trouble.

Hitherto it was true, she could be and

often was, as vexed with Liston for con-

sidering everyone and everything before

himself, as Mrs Dunn, who frequently waxed
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voluble with common sense on the subject.
But unlike her mother, the girl had not
identified herself with the things which
should press most on Liston's mind. She
had never been jealous of his work and his
pre-occupations ; nothing had troubled the
serene instinctive assurance of her heart.
At least one of the complaints she had just
made, had been so long foreign to Sandra's
thoughts, so below the level altogether of
the trust and the aims of the man who had
confided both to her, it was not until Carter
told her to 'watch it' she ever charged
George with setting more store by the work
which absorbed his time, than he did by the
girl he meant to marry.
And thinking over that villainous bribe

of the man who had persecuted her, Sandra
came, presentlv, to be rather more relieved
by it than frightened. It was much to know
what was going on in nis mind, and to feel
that so far as he might be content to leave
the upshot to her, he would attempt nothing
else dgainst George. The reflection had
helped her to see that every aspect of the
thing he had put before her was part of the
plot which counted for success either on these
doubts of hers she had only entertained in
consequence of it, or on the love it might
prompt to sacrifice.

She had sobbed that night in Mrs
Redpath's outhouse like a child, ashamed

\
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and frightened, knowing that were any ill

turn of fate to deprive her of the protection

of this man, in whose arms it was wholly

natural she should be, she must fail like wax

before the other since she knew not how to

withstand the hot masterfulness of his

determination.

The resolve that she had only to forget,

and never breathe an indignant word to

Liston, lest the harm would come of it she

had wondered delayed so long—harm she

might not gauge, like th'.s—helped her that

night to regain her composure. She had

dried her eyes, and fin shed the washing

up.

Carter had not again found an opportunity

to speak three words to her alone. The

thrashers came, indeed, to Gopher Creek a few

days afterwards, but the girl kept sedulously

out of his way.

The trouble was not, now, that Sandra

really felt any jealousy of Liston's work so

much as that she could do nothing to help him.

•You can help me,' he assured her, 'and

you do, darling, a thousand times more than

I could make you understand. Don't yci

suppose it's half the battle of life to a man,

Sandra, to have won the love of the girl

he wants? Come, my darling dear,' he

caressed her rebellious hair, ' I can't bear to

see you cry! I'd rather you wept buckets

full of tears over Smiler, than one over

me.
Her arm tightened gratefully round his
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neck, and she certainly made a little

effort on the lines of this diversion to cheer
up.

' I hate to 'lear the killing,' she explained,
•they scream so, and th«^re's the blood all

around.'

• Can't you stand the sight of blood ?
'

'Oh, it's not that. But this will be
Smiler's and m hen he's been such a sort of
pet—

'

' Because you'd make a splendid Nurse.
You've got the touch for it, light and gentle,
but with an immense suggestion of authority.'
Her hand had crept round to his chtek.

She snatched it away and looked at it

incredulously.

• My hands !

' she exclaimed, ' why they're
that big

!

' and thrust them behind her lest
he had been laughing at her.

' No, now don't take it away. Here—put
it back again.' Liston replaced it

—'they
aren't a bit big, Sandra, they're just pro
portionate. And your nerve's all right-
steady as a rock.'

'They'd never learn me,' she doubted,
flushing. Somehow the tears started in her
eyes again, ' there's nothing I can do, no*
even to take care of you. They'd neve
learn me to be a Nurse.'

•Learn you,' he echoed derisively, 'why,
you sweet old thing, you'd sail right through.
I m not wanting you to be a Nurse though,
Sandra. What makes you think it, eh?'
and his lips on hers murmured indistincdy

<<i
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what else she was to be to him. ' You know
that, don't you ?

'

•I don't know anything,' ihe said per-

versely, 'Maggie has forgotten now more

than I ever learned.*

•iltufif,' Liston exclaimed, 'you write a

better letter than I do anyday.'

His own, professional misgivings came

back to him for a moment, and associated

with them, the thought of Alma Norway.
' Say,' he asked her after a moment's pause,

•what's put all this into your head, old Sweet-

heart ? Is it anything I've said, or done ?
*

But Sandra could not meet his eyes.

That he had, a score of times, expressed

hopes and doubts as to whether the Canadian

Order would send to Finlay a Nurse like

that splendid little creature he had met in

Edmonton, when the Hospital should be

finished, had plunged the girl into the depths

of a vaffue unformulated trouble as far re-

moved from jealousy as her patience up till

now had been removed from it, or from

indifference. His remark about her hands

revealed something of this to Sandra, and

she would have died sooner than have him

think her jealous. She was the type of

woman who craves to give, where she loves,

more than to receive.

Desperately now she envied—a profession.

There would come soon a woman not

much older than herself, perhaps, who must

play a vital part in this work of his, the work

that was costing him and herself so dear,
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the work which had involved the indefinite

setting aside of their home together. And
this Nurse could give it and George in an
hour more help than she, for all her long
months of waiting. The prairie |firl was no
idealist, and the dollar-wise suspicions only
too generally expressed all round the town-
ship as to Liston and this Hospital of his
wounded her to the heart in the light of her
own knowledge, and made her rebellious.

' No, no, no,' she protested, and disengaged
herself from his embrace, it was nothing he
had * done,' ' that way.'

Liston kicked the mud off his boots
against one of the uprights of the pen and
took hold of her again.

' Let's sit down,' he said.

There was an overturned oatbin in the
feed-room at the back of the stable. A hen
sitting in a box behind it crooned suspiciously
for a moment as the two disturbed her. A
white and ginger kitten gambolled sideways
across the chaff-strewn floor, and sprang to
Sandra's skirts like a sailor into the ratlines.

George put his arm about her waist, and
tried to divine the trouble. Sandra had not
often been in any mood of reserve with him.

' You've got to tell me,' he said, turning her
reluctant face to his, with fingers against her
round chin, 'but I believe I can make a guess.'
That the thought of the Nurse who would

presently shoulder half his* responsibilities
and share his work, gave her every sort of
natural pang, he could well understand. He

'^
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knew this was not jealousy of the Nurse, as
a woman, especially as she had not yet
turned up.

But Sandra found nothing to say ; she was
unable to draw the distinction in so many
words, and the answer he got was from her
tell-tale blush. Liston kissed her. The
only punishment she deserved, and the only
reassurance which might disabuse her mind
of the fear that he would think her jealous,

was the kind smile that wound up his

quizzical affectionate sci utiny.
' I used to feel that silly,' she confessed,

• when you .:ame here first, that shy of you,
and I should be again if ever you wanted
anything clever of me, George.'
The kitten had swarmed up between them,

and was now poking its little wet nose into

his face. Liston put up a hand and caught
hold of it, but it clung with all, its claws.

' Sandra,' he said, pausing, * if ever it

should happen soineone had to cut off their

right hand for me, I believe you would do
that. But I should, call it something else

than " clever."

'

She dislodged the tenacious little creature,

and placed her two arms round his neck.
' Be sure I would,* she promised him with

a glad change of manner, ' no one else would
d^ as much as that, perhaps, and no one else

would have the right.'

'My darling,' he emphasised it, 'know
this ; whatever happens it is upon you, you
first and you last, I should rely i.ot only in
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any crisis at Finlay, but in any trouble at

all. No one else can or will be to me, under
any circumstances', what you are t

'

She searched his face.

Liston cared everything, she knew, for

success with this work of his and nothing
for recognition, but that he might sacrifice

the ' red passions ' of life, his or tiers, to one
of its ' white passions ' escaped her simple
definitions. The Hospital project—to the
man an everyday affair, touched to great
issues only because of the prairie circum-
stances—was becoming a goal to gain w' h
he would count no cost. Sandra could
understand this, perhaps, helped by her love,

and it held no such trouble for her as the
thought that another woman might give
more to it than she.

Was there any task, indeed, among the
many difficulties lying ahead to which this

girl, despite all her shyness and self-

diffidence, would not force herself to help
him if needs be ?

His pale face warmed with the certainty.

Ifa Nurse turned up her nose—^as that fellow
had said at the Convention—and declined to
work at Finlay under all the disadvantages
of a hard-won prairie beginning, he might
indeed have to fall back on Sandra, ordeal
as this would be to her, until things got into
better shape. There were few spare hands
in the community, and there was no telling
how and when she might not be the only
one to stop a critical gap.

M
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•Never think I'd have you anything but
what you are,' he said, straining her con-
fidently to him, 'just the sweetest, dearest
darling in the world to me. Whoever may
come along to run things at the Hospital it

isn't likely there won't be times and squeaks
when if mv girl won't help me no one can

!

'

Suddenly all thought of Uie Nurse was
blotted from Sandra's mind by the remem-
brance of Carter's dollars. The moment
she had given that glad promise to cut off

her hand—even as he spoke—a fear gripped
her so that her heart seemed to poise,

sickeningly, on a suspended beat.

'I should rely upon you, sweetheart, if

the bottom of the world fell out.'

She put up a hand quickly, turned
her head so that he might not see her
face.

•Don't,' she bade him, 'talk like that!

What should make you say such a thing ?

'

Liston was too weary of them himself to

bother Sandra with the pros and cons of the

financial situation. This girl was more to

him than a Home full of trained Nurses and
that was all need matter to either of them
just then.

He yielded to her embrace and closed
contented eyes.

• That I should rely on you if the bottom
of the world fell out— ?

' her heart leapt as

though something goaded it over a dead
point—' Oh, my dear ! because I shouldn't

be a bit surprised if it did.'



CHAPTER X

THE LADY SUPERINTENDENT

All through that winter—and it was about

a year now since Dr Liston had first broached
the idea of the Hospital—^anyone approach-

ing Finlay from the north, south, east, or west
could see it going up on the little rise

opposite the elevator. At the beginning, in

December, a few uprights sketched out a
new object on the skyline, and it was odd
from the look of those first joists and beams,
and of the rough dug cellar underneath them,
how small a building it promised to be. But
later when the walls were finished and the
roof laid on and the plasterers had all their

work cut out to keep the fires going and the
plaster soft, the clear ample rooms looked
immense. The work went on through
January and February into March, despite

a temperature which in ' snaps ' froze all the
metal tools and rendered them brittle as glass.

Breathing on a little fret saw one day, to

thaw it out, Billy Cummings put the thing
too close to his mouth. His lips froze to
the steel and skin came off" with the saw.
But long before the snow went in the spring
the plasterers and carpenters had finished.
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The key was turned in the ^ock of a
beautiful clean empty box, the purity and
whiteness of whose walls and new-laid floors

was only matched by the flawless snow with-
out. And so it was left awhile, until it might
be feasible to flx the tanks and gutters,

finished as far as superficial observation
went, but as the Committee began to

discover, with everything yet to be done.
The funds gave out within a couple of

hundred dollars of this point. Everything
still remained to be done! If George
Liston's head spun at the prospect he kept
it very well.

One Tuesday in March two women came
to his little office in Finlay and askcd if they
might expect accommodation in the Hospital
by June. Before the week was out he had
calmly booked seven cases there for the
early summer, and thrown care to the winds
with the outgoing mail. Beds and blinds,

range, and pots and pans, blankets, crockery
and a full dispensary—these things, and
hundreds more, the Hospital must have if

thev never got paid for till the crack of doom.
A time had arrived when it seemed

necessary to work backwards from the end
rather than steadily forward. The gap in

the progress would prepare the Hospital, in

a hand-to-mouth sort of way, for the

immediate housing of cases it were a pity

to leave out on the homesteads if there were
any other place to take them, while all such
mid-way essentials such as drains and baths.
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furnace, theatre furniture, and light were left

for time and chance to provide.
The question as to whether such patients

as Liston had under his care the day the
beds were put up, would be better off in the
Hospital—such as it was then—or left in
their shacks, was one only to be determined
by the individual circumstances. If a Nurse
could be got to take charge there, at this
stage of disadvantage, incompleteness and
handicap, he had few doubts about the
benefit in four cases out of every five.
There was nothing for it, the Doctor insisted,
but to go ahead by inches if they could not
go ahead by bounds. To stop was to go
back. This, of all moments the Committee
had yet weathered, would be the most
disastrous in which to hesitate, unless, indeed,
the alternative might be not to attempt to
open the place at all, but leave it standing—
a monument of futility—until the rest of the
needful money dropped uown from Heaven
somehow ? Suiely ii even such a ' Hospital

'

as this were the best possible place for a sick
man or woman, the Committee might hope
its first natient \/ould be the best possible
thmg for the Hospital

!

If perseverance in the face u( difficulties
and an mdomitability of spirit are necessary
characteristics of a man to whom responsible
or pioneering undertakings are confided,
much more so must they be of him who
mitiates a thing so needful that it requires no
apology, so premature that it finds little sup-

Yr h
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port. Liston kept his temper and his resolu-

tion as well as his head the more desperate

the need of money, the more onerous the

decisions to be reached. He had to realise

now that upon one man's power, his own,

and on one unknown woman's capacity of

optimism, work, and resource, the whole
thing must ultimately depend. Everything
turned on keeping the thing going—and the

Nurse ! There were panicky resignations

on the Board, and the Doctor had little

doubt but that the whole body would have
stood from under, with immense relief, if it

could. Scarcity of money in the township
was sapping their loyalty and faith, and
reducing the Committee meetings to mere
exhibitions of impotence and apprehension.

The day Liston sat down, unauthorised by
any resolution on the Minute- Book, and wrote

to Ottawa for a Nurse, the miraculously

unexpected happened. It always does at

a crisis.

Months previously he had written, among
other people, to one of his sisters who had
married since he left England, so his mother
said, 'remarkably well.' His letter had gone
straight to the point after characteristically

briefcircumlocution. Nellie musthave altered

very much if she had ever taken umbrage at

his being the worst of correspondents. And
now the answer came.

'Dearest old George,' Nellie said at the

beginning of five closely covered sheets of

foreign note, ' It was worth ;^ioo to get
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your letter and your news. . . . We all

thought so . . . and I made a family round-
robin of it, something on the snowball plan.
Arthur made me a bet of /i$o I couldn't
raise another fifty so it would have been
pretty mean if the others hadn't helped me
out (quite apart from its being for you)
although the whole lot of us remain the
Church mice we evei were. I haven't a
penny of my own, you know. . . I couldn't
have won my husband's bet but for one or
two lucky hits and chances. Most people
over here don't see the point of sending
money out to Western Canada. It is wanted
at home in a thousand directions as badly as
it can possibly be wanted elsewhere, and
only the Archbishops of Canterbury and
York seem to have understood the "golden
opportunities " of the West in more senses
than one. I went to some of Mr Ellison's
meetings at the Albert Hall, and have often
wondered how that wonderful experiment
turned out of sending so many lay-men to the
Saskatchewan diocese. If there can be no
objection to an appeal in this country for
thousands of pounds to help forward the
Church of England work in the West, I don't
see why there should be for Hospital work.
The need of money is established in any
case, and that's the main point. But I'm no
good at debate, and when people argue that
we can't afford to send coals to Newcastle I

have only to go to Shadwell to believe them.
It seems absurd, though, that the richest

!:
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country in the world should be supposed

unable to afford a helping hand to the

youngest. Nobody, again, dislikes the idea

of her being asked to do so more than the

Canadians themselves on this side. They
seem to think it derogatory to the prestige

of the West that anyone should have to go

far afield, and even to England, for a com-

paratively small sum, and a contradiction of

Western prospects. Arthur is very friendl-

with the editor of a Canadian newspaper in

London, and he waxed quite hot about this

the night he dined with us and I showed him

your letter. He gave me a couple of guineas

for your Hospital, but he flatly refused an

appeal in the columns of the . . . News. It

is only when you hit on the right people that

you get any help—the Church people who
have an instinctive sympathy for missions,

and, as far as your work is concerned, the

fathers and mothers of emigrant sons and

daughters. One woman, a great friend of

mine and not a bit well off, sent me a cheque

for six pounds and told me not to thank her.

She has sons in the West, (I don't know if

they are anywhere near you, but you ought

to find out), and r ther than make remittance

men of them she would like to give this to a

Hospital which might be of infinitely greater

benefit to them—or others like them. Do
you think the work you are trying to do at

Finlay is at all likely to be copied in other

places, and to spread ? If so one feels it's

really like a bit of Empire building, George,
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and you know we're all in high feather about
the Empire just now. I thought it awfully
nice of Mrs Bayly to write as she did, and I
have quoted her like a gramophone all round.
And Lady Lawson, who is the President of
some emigration society or other, said
something worth another three or four
guineas to me ;—that with a population over
here of nearly two million more women than
men, the emigration of women had become
an economic necessity to the country and to
themselve-. but that until the conditions for
women were more favourable in the West, it
was unconscientious to urge them to go.
She said that emigration for women generdly
meant marriage, (Oh! by the way, I am
sendmg some blouses for Sandia, and an old
golf cape), that marriage meant motherhood,
and that motherhood must mean terrible
suffering for women v/here no doctoring or
nursmg is to be had. I risked a drawing-
room meeting—just among my own friends-
it she would come and speak for the Finlay
Hospital. So she did, and I read your letter
1 he upshot was a gifton the spot—(promised)
of sixteen pairs of sheets and pillow-cases—
(tell me exactly how to send them out so as to
avoid customs duty and all that)—and the
best bit ofnews for you of all ! My husband's
mother will give you £(^0 a year, for three
years, to salary the Nurse, only you must let
us knowabout the Hospital's bankingarrange-
ments so as to have this money sent through
a London branch . . . .

'

M
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There was a great deal more in the letter,

for George was Mrs Nellie Hardie's favourite

brother, but he read no further just then. He
put it in his pccket and went round to thank

Ethel Aldersey for her pra7ers.

'Though I warn you,' he admitted,

delighted at the way she took the news, ' it

may just as well have been Mrs Maloney

and the saints.'

Ethel laughed, tears of pleasure in her

eyes, and both hands clasped over her

husband's arm.
• Oh, Doctor,' she declared, ' Mrs Maloney

or the saints, or sinners like Ned and me,

"Except the Lord build the house, their

labour is but lost that build it
! "

'

•You might hand over Mrs Hardie's

address.' the young clergyman suggested

keenly, ' or mention the next time you write

that I am in imperative need of a new stable.

Our " Lambeth Palace " here would be all the

more commodious for a lean-to at the back

!

And as for the organ fund ! !

!

'

But Liston was gone, laughing, and

striding down to the livery barn with fresh

/i^our. He must have the team out to get

oft to Gopher Creek. Nobody would know

better what this money meant to him than

Sandra.

A week later two momentous and extra-

ordinary people landed in Finlay on the mid-

nig,ht westbound express. A fortnight earlier

they had sailed from Liverpool, and the Doc-
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tor's friend, the Commissioner at V/innipee
with George's letter at his elbow askin/for
a porter and cook, bundled them along to
Finlay. The immigrants pouring through
the gateway of the West at the rate of twenty
heavy trainloads a day, offered him an even
more bewildering choiceof bedraggled, weary
tramsick honeymooners than might be sup-
posed from the infinite array of applications
for hired he p of all sorts on his books.
That he picked out this pair rather than
another for the prairie Hospital was a proof
of real interest in a man at the head of such
apparently chaotic and tumultuous affairs
Ana the reasoning that husband and wife
would mean a saving of room, was at least as
good a ground for the special licence as
another (!) since how was the Commissioner
to tell they hcd only met on the boat >

Mrs Giffen Liston recognised at once as
the English housemaid married, and her
husband for the grocer's assistant in the
English H h Street shop. They had a
tremendou orning together, the three of
them, pic-n. King in the Hospital kitchen,
and gettmg things ship-shape. Mrs Giffen
with her hair in Hinde's curlers, had to be
nitiated into the mysteries of a Canadian
s ove. and Giffen made unpleasant, helpless
discoveries that two of the castors on thebed wos miss n'.' and <we 'aven't got nosoap. It was like a "ouse removin'' she
said only there wasn't no furniture to speak
of, and Liston would be interested to hear
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as how she had lived with a doctor's family

for eighteen months in Leeds. She was

a personable gir.. with twenty times the go

in her of Giffen. In two days thmgs were

so far advanced that Mrs Rainer could come

in and the formal opening of Finlay hospital

took place when Mrs Gififen. still in curlers

and a big blue apron, got off the steps on

which she was cleaning the transom over the

front door, and opened it to a sorry little

^^A^cutter was left at the edge of the broken

ground where the snow began to disappear,

and a worn-looking woman much incom-

moded, came slowly along the little plank path

on her husband's arm. Dr Liston brought up

the rear with Mrs Maloney, assuring that

good soul his patient was in no immediate

need of anything but a kindly eye keeping

on her, until such time as the Nurse might be

expected to arrive. Mrs Rainer wasnt

going to bed. She was just going to stay

quietly there in the Hospital and wait events

—two or three weeks it might be—and all

Mrs Giffen or Mrs Maloney would need to

do would be to feed her up and keep her

company. The Nurse might arrive any time,

now; and meanwhile he and Tom would

• batch ' it comfortably enough.

Liston left Mrs Rainer, divested of her

hat and wraps, having tea with the Giffens,

qi Ite as much impressed at being the first

patient in the Hospital as she was with the

beautiful little building itself. He took
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Abe Rainer kindly by the arm and walked
him away to the cutter.

* I wish it had been ready a month ago,'
he said, ' she needs all the rest and quietude
she can get. There's one thing—this gives
her a chance now, and you've less call to
worry than you have had any time these
last few weeks. She'll have the best of care
in a day or so, and I'm on the spot.'

' You'll pull her through it, Doc. . . . when
the time comes. . .

.'

• Never fear ! Now don't you go anticipat-
ing trouble ! We'll pull her through for you,
Abe, but you mustn't want her home again
too soon. It doesn't make any odds to you,
with that ticket, how long she stops.'

The farmer untied the rope at the tying
post, and got back into the cutter, drawing
a miscellaneous collection of torn horse-cloths
and much worn rugs about him. He had
ten miles out to go, and though the break up
was at hand and the air mild as a spring day,
he looked cold and out of condition.

'Weil—that's something to be glad of,

anyway,' he conceded, 'for if her life

depended on 't. Doc, I haven't got another
dollar in the Bank. There isn't nothing
I wouldn't do for Mary, and she should
stop here as long as needs be if it was a
dollar a day and I got into debt for her keep
to last me my time ; but as it is, that's a good
thing oif her mind as well as mine.'
George looked after him as he turned and

drove away down the hill.

^\
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Abe Rainer had been one of the first to

avail himself of the hospital tickets as soon as

they were printed. He had given five dollars

down and a promissory note for the other

five. So far about seventy tickets had been

sold, but only three hundred dollars in actual

cash represented the head of steam on which

the Hospital had 'opened.' It would be

a hard thing for men like Rainer if the sale

of these tickets never amounted to the

number on which the success of the insurance

plan depended. * If it was a dollar a day '—

the lowest possible charge on any other

system—represented mortgage then for Abe,

debt and failure ! As it was, Mary Rainer

had jeopardised more than her own life

already through overwork and dread of

incurring Doctor's fees a moment before it

could possibly be helped.

Liston took out his notebook a moment,

and puckered his brows over two or three of

the entries.

If—indeed

!

If the slender chance before this woman
now, f/the Nurse who might turn up at any

time, if he himself, succeeded in pulling

Mrs Rainer through, it would indeed crown

all this work and effort ! There was quite

a stir down in the hamlet that the first

patient had been taken in to Hospital,

but only Liston, the Doctor, knew what a

justification and a triumph for it the salvation

of this mother would be, and the preservation

of her child.
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For the first time the man himself felt the
pulses of his own ' white passion.'

It was a great moment to him when those
Hinde's curlers had opened the Hospital door
to Mary Rainer. That the Rainers were no
more to him, personally, than any other of
the prairie folk about, but that the pregnancy
of this woman and the struggle of this man
were exactly typical of the unexaggerated
needs the Hospital had been designed to
meet illuminated his conception for him in
all its relief, its singleness of aim.

Standing on the white hillside that mild
March day with the snow everywhere caking
into rotten ice in presage of melting, and
the green coming of a very early spring,
Listen saw for the first time that this long
waiting to which he and Sandra had con-
sented, simply meant that there are such
things in life as 'larger loves and diviner
dreams than the fireside ones.'

The case he had just admitted into
Hospital was for him the epitome of a work
that had become a moral passion, a 'moral
passion which is after all the only real passion.'
And what of Sandra.? Had not her

patience and her selfless love proved it to
him all these months of ups and downs, that
for all her tender womanhoor^ that which
was in her for him needed but a breath
to translate it from the red realm to the
white .? She had never been jealous of his
work—jealous only that others could spend
more on it and him than she

!
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. . . The remembrance brought his

thoughts back to their accustomed plane,

and to speculations dry and practical as to

the expected Nurse. There had been

nothing but the unvarnished truth in his

letter to Ottawa. ' If, under the circum-

stances, I may not hesitate to describe, you

feel justified in sending us a Nurse, I should

be glad to have one at once. Should the

work here necessitate two, we would not see

her overdone, but I would telegraph you for

a second.' It reduced the chances of the sort

c^ rumpus an existent woman might make,

confronted with the task on the hill, to a

matter of personal equation ; and the Doctor

left it for the critical moment of her arrival,

how to strike a balance between his sufficient

authority and the apologies whict would yet

be her due.

The moment this Nurse stepped offthe train

down there at the little dep6t, would be one

fraught with even more fate for the Hospital,

than the crises of its financial history.

With her coming the thing passed beyond

him, beyond the Commitee, beyond every-

thing but a woman's power to make or mar.

Tne thought of it gave him the secret

•jim-jams ' as nothing else had done yet. . . .

Then one morning they got a telegram in

Finlay that a Nurse was coming from

Edmonton, and would be in on the mid-day

train. Instructions had been wired from

Ottawa, and a letter followed. Mrs Giffen

made up another bed and prepared a little
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room ; Mrs Rainer sat in a rocking-chair of
Ethel Aldersey's and watched the village

from her window ; and as the blasts of the
eastbound express sounJed round the bend
of the line, one here and one there of the
Hospital Committee made his way over to

the dep6t.

A small and solitary lady jumped off one
of the cars. The Conductor handed down
her grip, and she turned engagingly to the
rather sheepish group of men apparently
awaiting her.

It was Miss Alma Norway ! Unable to

believe such luck, Liston strode forward

—

She lauc^hedand relinquishedherbagto him.
' I could have told you I was going to

have your Hospital for the asking, six

months ago. That's it I suppose—on the
hill ?'

'Exactly, Miss Norway,'—he never felt

so like a criminal in all his life. ' That's it,

"on the hill"—Allow me to present the
Committee—

'

She wore a suit of white serge, with
an enormous artificial rose fastened quite
effectively where the revers of the coat,
long and sloping, met over no pretentions
whatever to a figure. A big white hat with
a bit of black velvet in it somewhere, and
two murderous black pins, completely eclipsed
for those taller than herself, a face all good
nature and intelligence. There was humour
of a rare order in the large, generous mouth,
and all the beauty of youth and clear curves

St.'/
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about her face, and the bare throat from
which the furs she wore had slipped ; she
had affectionate brown eyes, serenely marked
brows, and straight dark hair.

She received the introductions with bright
self-possession, and the Doctor had the
sensation that with her second glance up at

the Hospital, she simply took over him, it,

and the Committee at one go !

Carrying her little grip across the road
behind her, the responsibilities of a twelve-
month seemed to roll off his back, and Dr
George Liston fell into line as the mere man
he felt.

Mr Rogers had carried her off to his wife,

a most hospitable, kindly woman (and con-
sequently, to the best spread table in the

hamlet). Liston rvas glad to think Mrs
Rogers' beaming smile and trim, buxom
figure, spotlessly clad, would appear in the

doorway of the trim, spotless little house to

welcome the newcomer.
Miss Norway walked on ahead as though

just about to finish or begin a dance. She
gave a delightful impression of sobriety and
lightheartedness, as though quite equal to

and prepared for grave things, but in no way
likely to be swamped by them. She was,

altogether, the freshest, most inspiring

acquisition that had yet fallen to the

hamlet, and Liston felt satisfied she was one
who would face the music up at the Hospital

—for it amounted to that—provided others

did their part

!
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He, and Duckworth, and Msclcay left her
at the Rogers' gate, and it was understood
the Doctor would come back later and take
her up the hill.

When she enquired if there were any
patients in Hospital already, he felt the
fateful moment was drawing itself out, and
did not spare the necessary explanation.

• Indeed yes. Miss Norway. There is

one. It was on her account I requested the
Order to send us a Nurse now. She is just

waiting; and you and I have a big task
before us may come off any time.*

The little lady followed him with the
respect of a Ni.se and the attention of a
comrade. She put a question or two.

'No. Just overwork beforehand
—

' he
told her. ' You'll see her this afternoon '

' You see, Miss Norway.' he volunteered,
as presently she walked be ide him up the
Hospital hill, ' we've been taking the chances
of criticism here for opening the place long
before it is really ready. Mrs Rainer is the
explanation. And at least so far as she is

concerned, we certainly have all we want.'
Alma Norway was not the type of Nurse

who asks first what sort of accommodation
there may be for herself, and who guarantees
her salary. She took a dancing step of
sheer amusement, but soberly committed
herself to the most generalised of comments,
when he gravely added that some bedroom
ware for her own room had been sent up
that very morning.

'hi-
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Whether all this was wise or not, right or
wrong, temporarily expedient or merely a
case of arrested development likely to prove
chronic, she was in no position to judge before
she crossed the new unpainted threshold.
By way of making conversation she supposed
everything depended a good deal upon the
expectations of the patients themselves.
'When people come to Hospital,' she

remarked, • they generally expect to find it

a Hospital, and exactly everything that
Hospital means.'

•Just so,' he agreed, 'but prairie folk will

understand, Miss Norway, that as it takes some
time to get a home together out here, it takes
perhaps a little more to complete an institu-

tion. If they don't, it will be all up with us.'

She could be trusted to comment without
fear. In a newcomer of less charm and less

promise of a sporting courage, he might
have had to disarm the criticism of the
Order itself. He liked it, immensely, that
all her initial interest had turned—as it

should turn—on her prospective patient.

But as they entered the Hospital he took
her first into the office for a business chat.

Depositing his unbrubhed hat on the top of
a veteran desk (a piece of ' donated ' furniture

with a desperate refund freight, damages and
secretarial history of its own, which had
brought off the Committee with a dollar to

the good), he offered her one of its two
loaned chairs, and sat down. Afterwards
they could go over the house.
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In his hands completely, until this rather

ceremonious if informal business of her in-

dactioi was completed, (and she could get
rid of him and look round for herself).

Miss Alma Norway took another dancing
step, and also, politely, sat down. There
were white and green shades to the windows :

she thought of netting across these and tacks,

to keep out the flies in summer. There
ought to be a peg, anyway, on the door. The
desk was no place for hats. She wondered
who had been responsible for the taste and
cost of the carpet, and cheerfully welcomed
the presence of a telephone

!

* We haven't the use of it just yet,* said

Liston turning over endless papers, 'the
switchboard has gone astray and nobody can
locate it on the line.'

' Gee !

' remarked the Matron, ' then it's

to be hoped they find it soon !

'

His mouth twitched as he showed her this

and that among the papers ; touched on the
ticket scheme, the constitutions, and the steps
they were taking to obtain incorporation.

• And when will the " building committee
"

go out and a " maintenance committee

"

come in } ' she enquired.
' The building committee is in process of

evaporation now,' he replied, 'but it will

probably be returned by the subscribers
generally, for an executive on the spot, since

there are no other people in Finlay to elect.

We hope to have an "Associate Committee"
of Hospital representatives in all the outlying
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districts, just to keep its end up where
otherwise no one might hear of it, or
subscribe.'

The ponderousness of it all was lit up by her
shafts of fun. Frankly, she was not im-
pressed. • Finlay,' she thought ' a one-horse
little place to have embarked on this.'

' Pray don't say that, Miss Norway,'
Liston begged her, 'or you drive me into
the corner that / embarked on it

—

'

'Which means,' she put in gaily, 'you will
have to bear all the blame if it fails, and get
little of the glory if it succeeds—isn't that
about it ?

'

'Not quite, I hope! But now that the
Order has embarked upon it, in you

—

'

'The Order!' she exclaimed. 'The
Order hasn't done much more than give you
a shove off. The grant doesn't mean more
than that, Dr Liston. You'll have to sink
or swim here now on your own. Surely that
was understood when you applied ?

'

' Quite, Miss Norway. If it had not been
for the Order I doubt if it would have been
feasible to build a hospital here at all. Even
as it is, the financial part of the thing is just
a toss up—just a gamble with chances, like

homesteading itself. But for all that, the
Order has a sort of stake in us now, and
its prestige would suffer if we sank. So I

should hope if the worst came to the worst—,'

' Why, if the best comes to the best you
should say,' she rallied him, repentantly, 'the
Order has hatched out another flourishing

.
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municipal Hospital ! That's happened before
now, you know—only I should have thought
a divisional point on the line, perhaps, would
have been a better place to build.'

* Very likely, from all points of view but
the one which weighed with us here,' he said,

'which should weigh first with everyone
or body—who takes any interest in the
Nursing problem of the prairie. That is the
need. Folk may be poorer here and far
more scattered than at a divisional point, but
they are just as likely to be sick and much
worse off for neighbours or for help. And
for that matter we are not going outside our
own area for cases, or for support. There is

no reason why, because we have a hospital
here, every other little place up and down the
line shouldn't have one too. It drives our
area farther north and south than east and
west, that's all.'

The Nurse followed him attentively.
•You don't think it's too big then.?' she

observed.

'What, the house? I scarcely think so.
We have room for eighteen beds, but it is

not proposed to run more than nine for
the first year, just until we see how funds
come in.'

'Even then,' she said, 'nine beds would
make a two-Nurse Hospital, Dr Liston.
The night and day duty, you know.'

' No doubt—if they were all occupied at
once. That, possibly, would be exceptional
for us here. Fortunately one salary, at least,

ill
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is secure. We have I450 a year for three

years, promised. But I believe, as Matron,

yours is higher than that ?

'

' Yes, $600,' she said. ' The Order fixes

the figure.*

She was, properly enough, interested in

the point, but not at all pressing.
* We will certainly apply for a second Nurse

the moment you need her,' Liston said, ' but

please understand, Miss Norway, the working

of this place for at least a year will be nothing

more or less than an experiment. That
second salary will have to be begged, if we
don't get our three hundred policy holders,

as this desk, these chairs—everything in the

Hospital—has been begged. Everything that

has gone to the making of this place over and

above the money raised on the spot and the

Youville grant (which wouldn't account for

more than half of it, at the outside), has been

begged, and all that is still necessary to finish

must be begged. Nobody who hasn't begged,

knows what begging means ! Personally I

hate nothing worse. And as far as that

goes, again. I shall not in future be able to

devote so much time as I have done up to

now, to this part of the business. I can't

neglect my practice altogether, especially as

I am intending to marry as soon as any real

resumption of it will enable me to get some

sort of a home together. Excuse these

details, but it is due to you to know exactly

how we stand.'

She made him a little bow.
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• Well,' she said, ' I should hope that after
all the trouble you have taken over it the
Hospital will prove a good thing for you,
Dr Liston.'

It was a moment or two before he com-
mitted himself to any reply.

'Possibly it may,' he returned at length,
' but the advantage to me will chiefly consist
in a great saving of time, and in being able
to do my patients and myself a good deal
more justice. From the point of view of
fees—well, I shall get them if I'm going to
get them, or forfeit them if I must, much the
same as before.'

'There is just one thing,' he added re-
flectively, 'which would excuse defeat here.
And that would be a failure of crops. A
bad harvest would finish the Hospital venture,
but there would be no blame about it coming
to anyone. In any other case '—but he felt
it hard on her to wash out any of the Finlay
dirty linen just then. He so thoroughly
discounted it himself.

He had wondered sometimes if the philan-
thropic saints Mrs Maloney instanced to him
so often, ever doubted in ne financial or
executive crisis of theirs, a^ to whether mere
business considerations shoulf' have out-
weighed che faith with which they essayed to
move mountains, at the outset of their under-
takings. The ' valiant woman of Canada

'

herself, Madame d' Youville of the early
Montreal, completed the purchase of an out-
lying farm whose rents in a few years' time
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might be made to swell the income of her
' hospice ' the day that building was razed to
the ground by fire, and all its helpless inmates
cast shelterless around her in the streets, and
she found herself without a solitary cent.

His companion brought him back to the
subject in hand.

There was another point. Was she to

look to the committee for her uniform }

'Good Lord! I don't know. I never
thought of that. What is your uniform ?

'

'Just white,' she said, glancing^ down to

hide amusement. 'Kerchief and cap, you
know. Is there a laundry here ?

'

' There is not. But we've got a washing-
machine.'

' Then I'll wear grey,' she amended
promptly, ' we shall only be inspected once a
year.'

He glanced at her, approval warming
every minute.

' Come on ' he said incisively, getting
up and retrieving his hat, ' you had better

see the place.'

There was nothing very complicated about
showing an empty house. Alma Norway
inclined, however, in the dainty way she had,
to the Giffens and a fairly furnished kitchen,

to the dispensary and its creditable display
of stores.

' What does the Committee pay that pair ?

'

she asked, as Liston showed her the way
upstairs. She laughed at the idea of them
having married to take the situation.
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' Why didn't they charge you up for the
about it?' shelicense, when they were

enquired.
' Oh—they hadn't been long enough in the

West to think of that.'

At the door of Mrs Rainer's room her
manner assumed an air it did the Doctor's
heart good to see. The responsibilty of the
position invested her with quite a pretty
authority as she glanced round the ward,
and took in Mrs Maloney and the patient.

' Sure, an' ye've not come before ye was
wanted,' said the good Irishwoman, ' fur she's
got the look of it on her now. That woman's
sick, I says to myself the moment I saw her
this morning. Sure, an' she's sick

!

'

The moment Miss Norway got outside
with Liston, she guessed she would ' fix up
Mrs Rainer right away.'

•Do,' he said, and they paused for a
moment beside the door on the upper land-
ing which should eventually lead to a balcony.
Incidentally the girl tried the key in the lock,
and took it out. 'Somebody will be com-
mitting suicide here, ' she remarked. George
Liston was not an expansive man, but theie
was something he had still to say to her.

' It will be for the people here, and the
Committee to thank you for coming,* he
said, 'but I wish I could tell you. Miss
Norviray, how grateful I feel to you myself.
It might have been so different. If you had
turned the thing down, or shown dismay—as
you very naturally might have done—I should

|g|y|l
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have felt more like throwing up the whole
thing myself than at any time s' ice the doubt
first assailed me as to whether it wasn't a
foolhardy, or a least a premature venture.

A Nurse coming here, and turning tail

—

coming here in any spirit but that in which
you have come, would have damned this

little place before it was fairly opened, and
would have undone the work of eighteen

very strenuous months.'

Alma Norway seemed to Bnd that keyhole

rather interesting. Then she straightened

her slight shoulders, and looked him squarely

in the face. But a courageous smile belied

half her words.
' Don't you be any too sure I'm not going

to turn tail,' she said.

MNi



CHAPTER XI m
NONDESCRIPT DILEMMAS

Before next morning Mary Rainer's boy
was bom.

It was a terrible case hovering between
life and death all night, and the anxieties of
it were by no means over when the Hospital's
tirst baby was put peacefully to sleep in a
little hammock alongside the mother's bed.

Everything had been to seek, as far as the
Nurse was concerned, at the last moment, and
there had been no time to forestall a dozen
litde handicaps which in such circumstances
of emergency were inevitable. She came
through what had been an ordeal for her as
well as for Liston and the patient, unflustered.
In uniform Alma Norway looked rather more
like a Puritan maid than the accepted model
of a starched Matron in stiff collar, cap and
'strings.' She wore a simple grey cotton
dress with the demurest of white kerchiefs
folded over her bosom leaving a little v at
the soft throat, and sleeves of elbow length.
But a cap whose breezy tilt refused to balance
correctly on the wilful set of her hair struck
as independent a note as its wearer could

lU
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desire, and a delicious air of almost rakish

readiness to face the situation destroyed any
subdued and half-toned illusions about the
bright spirit that had come into the Hospital,
informing it.

By eight o'clock next morning order and
seemliness reigned in the little ward upstairs

as if it had been a mere detail in a clock-work
institution, and the Matron joined the fagged
and tumbled Doctor for the breakfast Mrs
Giffen had spread in the dining-room, with

the lightness of a victorious beginning in her
step, and of courage in her greeting.

They started with an amicable difference

over an egg. She insisted—Matron in that

house—that he should begin on it (another
would be ready in a minute or two), but he
waived this aside, and twice doggedly
restored the object in dispute to her jplate.

Overridden a third time, Liston gave in

without further word, and having done so.

straightway broke the shell and calmly did as

he was bid.

It was untoward in one way, that as much
accommodation as the Hospital could then

boast should be taxed to the utmost within

a fortnight of this opening, and before Alma
Norway had had time to set the seal of her

own efficiency upon what material lay ready

to her hand.
Before the month was up there were nine

patients in Hospital, and the Committee had

I
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spent dollars telegraphing for a second Nurse.

With nine patients to attend to, an awkward
unaccustomed squad to manage in the kitchen,

nothing yet about the house in running order,

and no small regulations drawn up to define

and support her authority, it looked for a few

critical oays as though tne task would trans-

cend Miss Norway after all. Everything

had happened with a rush. The Hospital

embarked full tilt on its career with a first

case as precarious for days as any it had been

designed to shelter, like an ill-found under-

manned little vessel setting out to an un-

expectedly rough sea in a fashion as

unshipshape as possible.

Alma Norway clung on somehow, and
Liston got an impression of her as only

waiting through this first welti r for a chance

to show what she could do.

Whatever she felt like, really, she confined

the doubt, the dismay, to the limits of her

own heart and the four white walls of her

scantily furnished little room. Sitting on
the edge of her unmade bed late one sunny
afternoon wrapped in an enormously be-

flowered kimono that made her look, she

said, • like a devil,' she reflected that never

would Assistant Nurse be received by a more
disreputable looking Matron or topsy-turvy

Hospital. The patients—such of them as

were not confined to bed—were all over the

place and so were their friends. Mrs Giffen

seemed to be washing up at ten o'clock at

night, and as for herself she hadn't one clean

?«*
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cap or apron left. Mountains of washing
were in arrears, and downstairs everything
more or less was in a pickle, for the man in
default of a garden had not tumbled a bit to
the handy rdle he shouH have played as
outside 'porter.' Giffen indeed was turning
out to be one of the unadaptable sort of
immigrants. Unused to chopping firewood
cleaning out wells, and odd job carpentery,'
he neglected the man's work about the
place he should have tackled, and pottering
about in the kitchen instead, at last got it

into his pluckier wife's head that this was
because she was being overworked.
Alma Norway certainly expected people

drawing a wage to earn it and the first little
•dust up

'
she was inexperienced enough in

the difficulty of getting any hired help
at all on the prairie, to precipitate, was her
announcement of this fact. But on their side
the Giffens no sooner made the inevitable
discovery that they could double the money
they were getting at the Hospital in almost
any other situation in a town, than they
chose their own ground in retort. It was a
mere matter for them of waiting until some
long lost or detained luggage of theirs chose
to turn up, before they resumed their west-
ward quest for fortune, and sprung a mine
under the Matron's feet of which she recked
as little as she knew.

But before this happened the second nurse
arrived, and the Hospital quickly assumed a
totally different aspect.
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Annie Garnet was a quiet, self-efTacing

girl of an antithetical type to the winsome
creature charged with capturing the reins of
this runaway little institution. The two
understood each other at once, and a strong
liking born of generalship on the one side,

and a capability of doing good work to the
greatest advantage in a subordinate position,
on the other, cemented an immediate con-
fidence between them of which the upshot
was model order and model management in
the Hospital. Miss Garnet might have made
nothing at all of the Finlay proposition on
her own account, and bevond those points of
contact her engagement there caused between
herself and the Doctor and the Committee,
she kept sedulously, though in no studied
manner, in the background. Infinitely less
effective a personality than Miss Norway,
Annie Garnet was quietly and deftly in place
in the sick room, appropriate to her rAle of
general 'staff,' and in her little striped uniform
coming and going about the house, or sitting
in the leisured afternoon folding and tacking
bandages, she soon became an integral part
of the sunny seemly whole. Every cleanli-
ness, neatness, and Spartan simplicity that
should characterise a hospital however lowly,
was united under Miss Norway's management
with a hundred and one ingenious ways of
supplying for deficiencies and securing every
comfort.

It had been as excruciating a joke to the
one as appalling a surprise to the other of
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these two city trained girls that the prairie

men and boys, especially the bachelors, not
only never used such things, but actually

came to Hospital innocent of any sort of
night or toilet requisities.

The first time Alma Norway discovered
one of her patients, a hulking great rail-

roader on the verge of a more uproarious
indisposition than the neuritis for which he
had been admitted, cutting about the Hospital
as he was born, luridly demanding something
better than waterto drink, she neariy collapsed
with a mixture of outraged grey and white
propriety and an agony of repressed laughter.

It was the work of a twinkling of an eye to

reduce that person to an abject state, and to

consign him summarily to bed again garbed
in one of her own small nightdresses all lace

and pink ribbons round the neck. After
that she had to make the rounds of the other

little wards whose doors had been standing
open and reassure the horrified ladies therein,

one or two of whom had risen right up in

their beds, and flopped up to their armpits
over the rail at the foot

!

Annie Garnet enquired one day what was
to do about it when a case of glands beguiled

the hours of convalescence roving round and
round the hamlet with a strident mouth-
organ until someone stood him a drink at

the bar. And another difficulty cropped up,

imposing tactful limits on the Matron's

natural gift of candour, when lovers made
a trysting place of her office.
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Liston was in and out all day and every

day, and more than one member of the

Committee came up of a Saturday to make
toffee with her in the kitchen.

All the ladies of Finlay 'called' one by
one, or in pleasant little groups, and it was
seldom a day went by without one or the

other of the two Nurses receiving an invita-

tion out to tea or to a prairie drive.

Patients came and went : after the first

rush, things were not so congested again,

but an average of about four cases at a time

kept Miss Norway and Miss Garnet busy,

and frequently Dr Liston did a bit of minor
surgery which occupied an hour or so and
was presently discharged.

In a very short while the Hospital was
running as satisfactorily and as creditably as

was to be expected, and the Doctor even
ceased to be so acutely and incessantly

aware of the responsibilities and anxieties in

connection with it as a man may whose back
is growing accustomed to the yoke. He
had solid reasons indeed to hope that every-

thing was going to turn out well after all.

For it really seemed as the summer ripened
and harvest-time began to be the uppermost
subject of speculation in all men's thoughts
and mouths that the daring and the risk of
the undertaking were to be justified by
the success which had always depended
ultimately on that great but negociable factor.

There had been some weeks of protracted
drought in the early part of the year, and
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the late springing of the crops and their slow
progress in consequence had left few of the
farmers much hope that cutting would start
before the first frosts of the fall had damaged
the wheat. But in June and July came
a series of those heaven-sent twenty-four
hour deluges of welcome rain which really
sank the necessary inches into the thirsty
land, and immense stretches of open prairie
which had been blackened and burnt by
untimely fires, were reclothed with verdant
green as by a miracle in the night. The
wilting acres of wheat shot ahead into tall

upstanding crops and an immeasurable sense
of relief, of renewed hope, pervaded the
whole community. A day or two longer
without rain and many men would have
turned their cattle off the failing pastures into
the weed-ridden crops.

The onlv untoward incidents all this while
were the changes in the kitchen which took
place after the Giffens left. A series of
more or less unsatisfactory make-shifts and
temporary experiments in the matter of
hired help presently forced this problem into
greater prominence than anybody had been
prepared for. There did not seem to be
a spare pair of hands in the whole com-
munity, and scour the country as Liston or
Mr Aldersey might in search of a man and
wife, or woman and hired boy, to take their
olaces, none seemed at liberty. For awhile
Mrs So-and-So would volunteer to put in

a few days at the Hospital to oblige Miss
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Norway, and another hard-working woman
would overcharge her own wash day with
a mountain of soiled linen from it, but, though
she appreciated all this goodwill at its worth,
it irked the little Matron unendurably to
have matters managed so. The Committee
advertised in the Edmonton papers for a
porter or cook, but the wages asked were
prohibitive. Mr Murray sent along another
pair of new-wed immigrants but they took
a better paid situation at a hotel en route
and failed to put in an appearance at all.

Mrs Rogers went down to Trenchminster
thirty miles easi on the line, and Mrs Dunn
to Mooseberiy seventeen miles west, to hunt
all day in vain for anyone who would take
the post. Everybody else in either town
seemed to be in need of the hired help that
was nowhere to be had. A hundred women
and girls, or men either for that matter,
could have obtained situations at any point
along the line within an hour of setting out
to look for them. The proprietors' wives in
nearly every hotel were struggling along in
their own kitchens for want of serving girls,

and even the better situated people who
would have kept maids if they could have
found them, were doing all their own work
like the farmers' wives on the prairie. At
last a time came in the Hospital when there
were no more volunteers to be had and no
more suggestions to be made. The whole
work of the house as well as the nursing
devolved on Alma Norway and her assistant.

\
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For by now the prairie women were every-
where organising themselves into parties
to go • berrying' in preparation for the annual
orgie ofjam-making against the winter time.
No one talked of anything but the rise in
the price of sugar, when plums might be
expected in the market, and how many pots
of this, that, or the other fruits Mrs Babcock
or Mrs Fane were rumoured to have already
put down.
The summer rains had filled every bluff

and coppice with swelling berries, red, purple,
and black. The gorgeous saskatoons, with
a bloom on them like that of grapes, literally

glowed among the fairy leafage of the
dainty trees that bore them, and the bright
red pin-cherries startled the sunshine in

every mazy spinney. Tangled thickets of
wild raspberry bushes fringed the prairie
meadows where sweet-scented hay, new
mown, lay drying in the sun, the far flung
windrows distilling peppermint on every
breeze. There were gooseberries here and
there, and in many a pasture the ground ran
wlih the diminutive wild strawberry.

It was a fine opportunity for picnics, and
all round the district the dates fixed for them
in this place, or in that, got about by word
of mouth, and no single one was marred or
postponed on account of bad weather. But
there was not a woman in the hamlet or on
the homestead who could be spared from
her more immediate duties just then, to help
in the Hospital.
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So Miss Norway struggled along manfully
as best she might, often a very overtaxed
little woman indeed, in the last hope that the
forthcoming Sports Day in the village, would
attract so big a muster from the surrounding
country that some girl, at least, would be
discovered in the crowd not unwilling to
remain in Finlay as the Hospital cook.
Listen watched her overdoing herself from
day to day, but exacting no more than she
had any right to expect from Miss Garnet,
convinced that it could not be a matter
of many more days before she broke down.
He was thoroughly concerned about her,
and resolved to put the whole thing to
Sandra, whether Miss Norway liked it or
not, if Sports Day drew a blank.

Finlay's annual festival was generally
held on the second of July, but this year it

had been postponed so as not to clash with
that of a neighbouring hamlet. It was not
therefore until just before harvesting began,
when the hay was all cut and stacked, and
the golden wheat had been scorched red in
the late August sun, that the occasion was
to be celebrated.

The Hospital Committee awaited it with
impatience. It would indeed seem absurd
if, of all the problems with which it and they
had yet been confronted, this one of hired
help in the kitchen were to prove the most
stubborn and the most critical. That the
Hospital should have to close not for want
of funds, not for want of a staff or appliances.

'^H
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but for want of a cook and chore boy seemed
as ienominious as likely. Miss Norway
could not go on indefinitely, with only Miss
Garnet to fall back upon. Fortunately the
Nurses had only had light cases of late and
little night work, but at any moment some-
thing serious might be brought in, and the
situation would again be imposing on their
long suffering and their strength. Very
conceivably indeed this difficulty might
?rove to be the rock upon which the
lospital would strike and founder after all

!

Everybody was keen about Sports Day,
from Alma Norway, to the fellow who hoped
to win a few dollars in a race to begin to

pay for the horse he rode! The previous
year pretty little Mrs Fane the postmaster's
wife, and the bouncing good-natured sister

of the proprietor of the hotel had provided
themselves with collecting boxes and white
ribbon tags, and raised half a hundred
dollars in five cent and quarter pieces for

the Hospital building fund. Liston counted
upon them for another effort of the sort this

year. It would clear off quite a lot of small
bills if anything like that sum were to be
raked in again. But he hoped for a good
deal more.

Sports Day was a very glorified picnic

indeed, with an ambitious programme of

events, organised for it beforehand by an
express Committee offering various prizes.

The race track, just on the northern outskirts

of the village, was a big ploughed circle well
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harrowed and prepared, across which two
praine trails converged on the little Main
Street. A soecial football team came to
play the Finlay Athletic Association ; and
the Rev. Mr Wrack, Edward Aldersey's
diocesan superior, a strenuous humanistic
clergyman of the modern ' fighting parson

'

description, eminently suited for pioneer
work on the prairie usually came from
Mooseberry with a strong contingent of
friends to help mightily at the Finlay Church
booth, and to put heart into the proceedings
generally It would be a poor Sports Day
which did not muster a crowd of some four
or five hundred people, and bring quite a lot
of money into the little place, together with
a great deal of fun and more neighbourly
good feeling than the rival mushroom towns
up and down the line permitted themselves
to betray on any other pretext.

But about three days before this auspicious
date an incident occurred which, promising at
hrst sight to resolve one perplexity, plunged
Liston into something of a dilemma.

It had been decided when the Com-
mittee drew up the rules as to what cases
should or should not be admitted to the
Hospital, that nothing chronic should be
retained longer than the time necessary to

^^!i u^ betterment might be hoped for
and that nothing infectious except typhoid—
which is nursed in general wards thraighout
Canada—should be taken at Finlay.
^ne morning the little Matron and the
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Doctor turned out of a store together where

they had chanced to meet, and were passing

the open door of the Pool Room, when Mr
Rogers, shirt-sleeved and cue in hand, catch-

ing sight of them, rushed out and hailed them.
' Say, Doctor ! Say, Miss Norway—here's

the chance we've been looking for! See

that box car over there side tracked beyond

the depAt ? There's a party of Russian or

Galician immigrants over there waiting for

some waggons to pull away out north, and

the finest and most strapping bit of goods in

the shape of a hired girl you ever set eyes

on. I was over to see 'em a matter of half-

an-hour ago, and I said to myself at once,

" that's the girl for our money up there on

the hill
! "

'

'Good for you, Mr Rogers,' Alma thanked

him, ' did you speak to her about it
?

'

' I ? why no. I don't talk Russian.'
' That's not necessary,' put in Liston, with

a dry smile, ' any tongue will do to argue the

dollar proposition. Come on. Miss Norway,

we'll see what we can do, anyway.'
• I'd come over with you,' Rogers excused

himself, * but I'm just in the middle of a

game with a couple of commercials inside.

Let's know the upshot
—

'

Alma ran after the Doctor, already half

across the road. In three minutes they had

reached the dep6t.

A box car roughly carpeted with straw

had been uncoupled and shunted, and its

occupants, some dozen men, women and
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children, were hanging about the platform
and the depAt amid a miscellaneous collection
of their unloaded possessions in the shape of
boxes and bundles. Mannerless uncouth
folk they looked, and the girl of whom
Rogers had spoken was a heavy shapeless
young peasant with a broad red face lit up
by a certain grinning good humour, but no
ray of mtelh^ence beyond that evoked by
the word 'dollar.* She remained sitting on a
box under a running fire of Alma Norway's
mterrogations looking like nothing so much
as an immense sack of potatoes confronted
by an exasperated little cyclamen. Both
huge red hands on her wide splayed knees
she laughed and nodded in a meaningless
manner, and gave no sign of comprehension.
Liston routed out one young fellow more or
less competent to translate the offer to her of
employment, then and there, at as many
dollars a week as she might prove worth.
But With whomever among the elders of the
party standing round lay the decision of its
acceptance or rejection.., this seemed to be by
general consent a negative one. An elderly
man, too surly to hear the dubious or listless
interpreter to a finish, left things to a shrivelled
old woman bandying shrill and irrelevant
talk with two or three impassive companions
who made no comment one way or the other.
Nothing indicated that the girl herself either
entertained the proposal, or bowed t . the
advice or contrary wishes of the others,
except that after the sporadic quarrel the
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su'-ject precipitated died down, she remained

sitting, broadly grinning as before, on the

box ! She wore a black cotton dress and a

red handkerchief tied three-cornerv,'ise over

her head. Alma Norway could picture her

very satisfactorily indeed, at the washtub,

and scrubbing the floors, and it was some

little time before she turned away, dis-

heartened, and gave up the attempt to

convey and persuade.

They seemed to have drawn a blank again.

Just at that moment she caught sight of

Liston emerging from the travel-stained car

with so extraordinary an expression on his

face compounded of consternation and rapid

calculation, that, accustomed as she was by

now to read him at a glance she saw some-

thing momentous had occurred.

He caught her mute enquiry, and shooting

out a dubious 'ower lip walked off out of

earshot. She thered he wanted her, and

joined him dov i on the grass beside the track.

' I'm rather afraid we're in for it now, Miss

Norway,' he said, pushing his hat from a pale.

worried brow. 'If I'm not balmy there's a

case in there may give us some trouble.'

The curious way he stood and stared at

her signified quite a cloud in his mind, but

whether as to diagnosis, or as to the next

move. Alma was left to enquire.

'Both,' he said, and thrust his hands in his

pockets. H e turned and walked slowly along

the track.

•Who is it—what is it?' she demanded.
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• A boy—rashy. But it's too soon to
diagnose anything with certainty.'

She paused on one of thr ties. ' Let me
go and have a look '

The grip with which he retained her
almost belied Liston's last words.

' Where'd you change ?
' he reminded her.

• There's fever, and flush, and drowsiness : I

can't be certain about the erruption because,
as you'd say, the car was pretty dark
and the boy was dirty—but it looked to me
like . . .

.

'

He broke off, and glanced down the line
into the sunny flat distance as a figure picking
its way towards them along the ties resolved
into the Station Agent, the taciturn con-
scientious man Liston would least of all care
to involve in any dilemma about duty.

• Like what ? [—she hesitated—' measles ?
'

His deliberation was exasperating.
•No one could quite say yet. May be

nothing much. May be some beastly eastern
European disease which takes just about
as long to incubate as these people have
been on the road, and at that rate we're
going to get the benefit of it here. Other-
wise they'd have nabbed the whole bunch
at Belle Isle, or Winnipeg. Point is whether
it's my duty or not to quarantine it.'

' You can't,' she said decisively, 'here, and
now! Besides, who'd take it in ? Not the
hospital.'

An infectious case has to be reported on
detection, and may be sufficient cause to
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quarantine the place where it occurs for

six weeks. There had been diphtheria at

Finlay some two or three years ago, and for

that period not a single soul had come into

the place or left it, at least by rail. To
precipitate this sort of an impasse on the

eve of Sports Day would be bad enough,
**' t to have a place quarantined where a
Hospital more or less for maternity cases

had not long been opened was a still more
serious matter! If by any chance prejudice

should come to be attached to it the thing

was foredoomed.
But to fail to comply with the rule would,

naturally, cost a medical man dear. No
amount of zeal for the reputation of an

Institution might compensate him, pro-

fessionally, for the loss of his own, or, indeed

pay his fines.

Alma Norway's quick mind took all this

in at a glance, but jealous as she, too, might
be for the Hospital, her strenuous refusal to

let the difficulty get the better of them so

overwhelmingly and so gratuitously at this

particular moment of all others, would not

let her stand by and see the Doctor persuade

himself to risk, perhaps, his very livelihood

for its sake. It was useless to try to

dissuade her from seeing the boy.

'What's he lying on ?'shedemanded, 'a bed ?

'

' No, just on the straw, curled up in the

corner. He had his coat rolled up under

his head. If I got him out into tne light

I could, no doubt, make a better examination
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but it's no use to give the show away until

we know what's best to be done.'
' Is anyone doing anything for him ?

'

' Apparently not, but one can't go by that

—you saw what they were, those people.

The fellow who tried to interpret a bit

turned the boy over and waked him up, but

he only clutched his head with his nands
and scratched it like a monkey.'

Her face caught the gravity of his. Then
a fighting light leaped mto her eyes and her

whimsical mouth curled at one corner.

* Doctor,' she declared, ' you've worked
yourself into a state of nerves. My head or

your head wouldn't long be very comfortable

in that car ! I just don't believe a word of

it, and with all due respect to you I'm going

to have a look for myself
Liston seldom arsfued. ' Bui wait a bit,*

he said, 'I'll speak to NichoUs,' the Station

Agent had at lenj^h come up to them, ' I

want to ask him when the car came in.

It's to be hoped to gofxiness none of those

people have been around at all in the

village.'

Miss Norway he reflected was so much
more recentb out of the training school than

he, and a te? many weeks of absolute satis-

faction wih ner skill the man had grown to

estim..:e her almost instinctive understanding

of sickness no more highly than it deser^'^ed.

He had to let her see this boy.

They tu led and drifted backwith Nicholls.

The Agent, one of the most respected
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men in Finlay, kept himself to himself by
strong natural inclination as much as by an
incredible press of work for so insignificant
a station. He entertained, however, a sincere
regard for the Doctor, and was always ready
to lend him any assistance in his power.
He had not, he said, noticed anyone sick

among this bunch.
• There a boy in the car, seems a bit off

colour,' Liston admitted.
The Agent smiled dryly.
' Likely as not. I've known two or three

as couldn't ride out to the homestead without
falling off once or twice after too many
"soft" drinks. Perhaps that's all that's
wrong with him, Doctor.*

'I hoped none of them had left the depdt.
What time did the car come in >

'

Nicholls considered.

'About six this morning,' he returned,
•Now you mention it I don't think they
have—not unless it's since I went up the
line, a matter of half-an-hour ago.'

' How long will it be before they get a
move on.^' Alma asked, ' we came over to
see if the girl was to be hired, but there's
no making head or tail of them. They're
homesteading aren't they, up north ?

'

'Who said so.?' and again the Agent
smiled as she told him.

' If Mr Rogers never made no bigger
mistake than getting hold of the wrong end
of the stick hed be a wiser man than most.
There's others beside him got big notions
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of what makes a place a " star " place on the
map, Miss Norway. The Hospital's more
like to do it than the lead ofthese people here.'

' You don't mean they aren't commg in to
this district ?

'

' Why no. It was by some mistake the
car was dropped here. They're going on to

Herrenhut. I got instructions about it, and
the 15.30 will pick her up, I guess.'

Liston and Alma Norway both drew a long
breathofrelief. This, then, solved the difficulty!

' Good !

' ejaculated the Doctor. ' Keep
the whole lot out of the town, Nicholls, send
them as sharp as you can, and let me get
in on your wire. Maybe you'll have some
more instructions before the 15.30.'

He owned to her as they left the depdt
and retraced their steps to the hamlet, what
his surmise had been, and how he had
notified the immigration and medical author-
ities further on.

Alma Norway was thankful to leave it at
that. Liston was the most quixotic doctor she
had ever had to deal with ; she could not
make up hermind how things might have fallen
out if this case had been stranded at Finlay.

' All the same,' she said, laying her little

hand, frankly affectionate, on his arm, * the
thing is getting on your nerves, Doctor.
Why don't you take a drive out to Gopher
Creek this afternoon, and ask Sandra to
come back with you, and save it getting on
mine?'

.i '
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CHAPTER XII

A STAR OF NO DIMENSIONS

If the Doctor had been at all loath, which
in fact he was not, to act finally on the little

Matron's suggestion, a mishap that occurred
to Miss Garnet the same afternoon, left him
no choice.

Sandra and the Nurses had met, of course
one way and another, quite a few times ere

now, but it was obvious to Liston she dreaded
putting herself in the way of conceiving any
unworthy feeling.

An extraordinary mixture of emotions
indeed, invaded the big shy prairie girl's

breast the evening he came out to the Creek
all unexpectedly, and not waiting to unhitch,

reminded her she had promised to help him
at a crisis. As she came up from the river

ariving the milking cows before her, Sandra
caught sight of the familiar buggy and her

mother's buxom figure standing beside it.

Mrs Dunn put her hand across her brow to

.shield the western sun from her eyes; she

made vigorous signs to the girl to hurry.

Her skirts were blowing about in the wind.

'You don't say!' she cried. 'Just you
listen to this, Sandra! Miss Garnet's cut

IN
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her hand that bad, she won't be able to

do a single thing with it for days, and Miss
Norway she don't know where to turn for a
soul to help her. I've been telling George
it won't take you no longer than you need to

get out of that torn frock, to be ready to start

right back with him now. Lands sakes

!

but I'd come with you myself, and only too
glad to do it, if it weren't for leaving the
place and the children. Right glad I'd be,

I tell you
!

'

Sandra came up to the buggy, and laid

her hand on the thin rim of the wheel.
'I wouldn't drag you into it like this,'

George explained, ' only to make a conveni-
ence of you, dearest, if we hadn't really been
stuck. Miss Norway was indignant a fort-

night ago that I should think of such a thing,
but to-dayshe downrightasked meto come out
and fetch you. She really needs you, Sandra.'

Liston's little Matron at her wit's end was
quite a new proposition. A faint flush came
into the girl's face. She took her hand from
the wheel and dusted it against her skirt.

'Of course, George, I'll come I'm sorry
Miss Garnet's hurt herself that bad. How
did she do it ?

'

He drew off his driving gloves for the
purpose of illustration, and showed them.
•She went down into the cellar to fill a

bucket with water from the tank, and the box
she stood on gave way under her feet. She
clutched at the edge to save herself, and tore
all these muscles of the palm right down

i'li
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almost to the bone, from here to here,' and
he indicated the entire ball of the thumb,
from the fork of the hand to the wrist.
'My land!' ejaculated Mrs Dunn, her

kind motherly face the picture of concern.
• Just think of that now.'

•Yes, it was pretty bad. I had to put
five stitches in it It was all that delayed
me getting here.'

'Run, Sandra,' bade her mother, 'there
isn't any time to waste. It '11 be dark long
long before you get to Finlay.'

It was part of that lot of hers she had
thrown in with George over this undertaking,
that Sandra shculd not hesitate to redeem her
promise. She ran through the shack and to

that little lumber lean-to at the back of it,

which, originally a store place for flour sacks,
had lately been turned into her bedroom. It

boasted, indeed, of one or two specimens of
the awful 'golden oak ' furniture, in the shape
of a bureau and rocking chair, with which
Winnipeg supplies the whole of the North
West

; of a low camp bedstead spread with
dark blankets, and of a row of pegs for htr
hard-worn clothes. Hurrying now to get
ready, Sandra left the little place in un-
accustomed disorder. It was only the
thought that Alma Norway was more or
less in trouble, helped her to forget the

dreaded comparison which must institute

itself, she thought, when she, in the kitchen,

became associated with the Nurses, in the

wards, of George's Hospital. There was
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little fighting element in her love. She
was one of those women in whom the very

depth and tenderness of such a feeling recoils

from the arena of a rivalry. All the mis-

givings came back upon her to which she
had been ashamed to own that day in the

stable, when by the unlucky fortuitousness

of things, the very comfort Liston had found

for a nascent jealousy in her heart, however
innocent, seemed to commit her to bigger

proofs than this.

But if her comment as she kissed her
mother good bye, and they drove away, that

Miss Norway wouldn't be wanting her when
she found out how unreliable her baking was,

reminded George of what it must cost a girl

of Sandra's diffidence to come forwar J and
offer even these humble services, he was yet
glad of the turn of events which carried her
to Finlay. Nothing, he felt confident, would
sooner allay the wistfulness of Sandra's atti-

tude to some aspects of the work there, than
finding herself in daily contact with a girl who
must inevitably become for her generous im-
pressionable nature nothing if no a marvel
and a heroine.

For the moment, however, little of this was
in his mind.

He slipped an arm about his sweet com-
panion on the return journey, and told her it

was an ill wind, indeed, which blew nobody
good! What a thing it was to know he
would be seeing her every day—. Had
Sandra thought of that ?

'4m
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Before they had crone a mile Bill dropped
knowingly into a wsUk. George drove care-
lessly without heed to him, and the horse
understood the symptoms of slack lines well
enough. There were times, it seemed, when
he was not expected to husde.
The level rays of the sinking sun gilded

all the valley. Sandra, womanlike, was over
and above content with the moment, but it

was not always she returned the look that

dwelt so intimately upon her, and she
noted when the day died and the brightness
faded from the land.

A tender radiance low in the twilit

eastern sky, almost like a white cloud,

pulsated against the oncoming night. By
the time the buggy had crossed the river-

valley and was climbing the wooded escarp-
ment whence it had come, the glow had
mounted and spread, and now an immense
bow of palest incandescence spanned the

vault above, from these white fires in the east

to where the trailing skirts of a gold and rosy
sunset still lingered in the west. It had been
cold in the valley and Sandra was glad as

they struck the warmer levels of air regaining
the hills.

•My!' she said, suddenly, 'just look,

George, at the Northern Lights!'
The heavens were now almost dark and the

bow had resolved itself into the vast sinuous
fringe of some heavy hanging invisible cur-

tain swaying gently across the world spaces

as though the sigh of the evening stirred its

-
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folds. Moment by moment as the night
deepened the fringe grew brighter and more
distinct, and above the heads of the man and
the girl gazing up at it, glorious prismatic
colours flashed and sparkled as though from
the million crystal prisms of which it seemed
to consist. They expected to hear the
musical tinkle of glass lustres as the fringe
floated and swept to and fro, as it seemed,
but a few yards up in the dark air. But a
deeper stillness than usual reigned over the
sleeping prairie, and in profoundest silence
the Northern Lights waxed more and more
brilliant. Beyond the almost fearful fringe
flashing mauve and opal glories into their
eyes, vast circles of light, ringed the heavens
and girt the stars, like the dim choirs of
white-robed angels seen afar off, or the
visions of Dante's paradise. Seldom had
Liston seen a more magnificent display.
Momentarily the phantasmagoria waxed

more marvellous. Wonderful streamers of
radiance flushed and faded everywhere
athwart the sky like shifting veils of some
angelic transformation scene in Heaven,
whose massy throngs of spirits were rather
hidden than discernible to human eyes for
the flooding glory of their whiteness.
Beyond their radiance the night was so

mdigo, that before the buggy got half-way
to Finlay, the Doctor could only tell his
direction by keeping a well-known star
between his horse s ears.

He asked the girl why she was so quiet.
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'I don't know what on earth we should
do, Sandra dearest, if you couldn't have
come,' he observed, reverting, as she made
no particular reply, to the more general

aspect of their journey. • Sometimes it seems
to me that the stars in their courses are

fighting against the Hospital.'

The weird howl of a coyote sounded in

the distance like an answer. Sandra shivered

slightly and murmured a protest.
' Don't say that, George. It don't help

any, even to think it.'

' I suppose one can never be up against

things so badly same way out can't be found
—

'

he reflected, and kissing her, thankedher again

for coming. It must have cost his sweet

Goose Girl quite an effort to leave those

familiar surroundings in the little log shack by

the river, and come out into theblaze of Finlay

publicity? He rallied her and made some
fun of her shyness. The public eye in Finlay

was so formidable, wasn't it ? Half the time,

it was sleepy as an owl's at mid-day.

George had no doubt about it in his

own mind, had he ever wished to quicken

Sandra's interest in his work, that nothing

could have aided him better than the circum-

stances which took her to the Hospital. And
that this was tb . ight way out for more than

the immediate c • iculty was growing clear to

him, now, with every mile of the way.

But the girl made little response. She

cowered slightly instead.
' Don't it seem close,' she said, looking up.

mism
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Liston followed her glance, and felt

almost as though he too must stoop his head.
The glory in the heavens culminated

The scintillating fringe of light suddenly
broke its immense line, and gathering itself

into the semblance of a mighty hand with
restless luminous fingers down-stretched,
hovered above them, as though about to
pluck them up into the night.

' I shouldn't have left it so late,' George
said, oppressed himself with a desire to elude
the monstrous mystic thing. 'But you
aren't afraid, darling, are you ?

*

He drew the whip lightly over old Bill's
back and the animal shot forward as though
stung. . . .

On a slight rise to the right of the trail
a pretty wolfish face with two pricked ears
gleamed like the ghost ofa dog in the strange
silver light. It was a grey coyote on its
haunches. It rose nervously as the buggy
rolled by, and followed for awhile, trotting
silently like an embodied fate.

It was late when at last they came upon
the village. Only two lights twinkled from
a couple of houses in the Main Street but up
on the crest of the hill the Hospital windows
shone, outposts in the wilderness of that
vigilant army of women charged all the world
over with the care of thesick and dying. Alma
Norway, on duty, awaited their coming.
Sandra got out of the buggy without any

ado as Liston reined up, and waited while
ne hitched Bill to the tying post.

' 'Hi
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A little figure whiter than ever as to arms

and kerchief appeared, on the inside of the

door, to wrestle tor a moment with the handle,

then ran out along the plank footpath,

buffetted by the night wind, to meet them.
' Why isn't this just dear of you

!

' she cried,

catching at Sandra with one hand and her fly-

away cap with the other. ' Gee ! Dr Listen,

but it's lucky for you she's come ! I've been

just in two minds whether I wouldn't take

and skidoo on the night train.'

George laughed and battled with the door

behind them.
* It won't hurt Sandra any,' he said, 'not

to know that your bark is worse than your

bite, Miss Norway. I 'd like her to think she'd

prevented a flight on your part.'

He took off his hat in the queer manner

he had, as though on second thoughts, and

would have bid the newcomer hearken to

this by way of the happiest induction, but

that a proprietary little hand was already

gratefully slipped in Sandra's.

'I should say!' Alma protested, 'Why

Doctor, we'll have a baby with a double

hare lip in here to-morrow! The mother

brought it to town about an hour after

you started and is waiting overnight to

see you. Give me another baby, and a

hare lip baby at that, in this hospital just

now, and you'll see Alma taking the

trail.'

' No,' he returned, none the less dryly for

the amusement in his eyes, ' I'll see Sandra
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taking the baby. Nothine could suit her
better. Why—that's just fine !

'

The difficulty of the choreboy, too, solved
itself all of a sudden, as perfectly as some
difficulties have a way of doing only at the
pointwhen anysolution, even the wretchedest
would have been acceptable.

A buggy drove slowly up to the hospital
one day shortly after Sanclra's arrival, with
a very death's head of a wasted creature in
it, whose husband and weeping daughter
carrying her, had entertained little hoM of
conveying alive twenty-six miles across the
prairie. Mrs Moreland had been ill for
weeks

;
the case was now desperate, and to

bring it to hospital had been the last and
forlornest hope. Only an operation might
have saved her, but the poor soul was too far
advanced along the Valley of the Shadow by
now for the risk to be worth while. She
would certainly sink under the ordeal. The
Fiiilay Nurse and doctor kept their own
counse

,
but the former was a trifle inclined

to deplore, privately to him. the bringing
of anyone there just to die. She should
have beeo-left in peace to the end. And it

ut''!^^UA ^*^ 1^Jf° '^^ reputation the
Hospital had to make for itself if no casesended fatally there for the first few months
Oeorgre L,ston was standing before the

shelves m the dispensary selecting various
things with the dogged air of a deliberate
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man who scarcely doubts about what it were

best to try when there is not the slightest

hope in his trying it. He glanced at the

girl who never hesitated to put into words
exactly what he was thinking himself.

There was only one faint chance, he knew,

for Mrs Moreland, and that resided in the

cool firm little hands and arms now folded,

less in argument than in consultation, across

Alma Norway's own waist.

Nurse Garnet with one hand bound up,

was getting the patient to bed, while the old

gentleman and nis daughter, Mrs Walton.

waited to be allowed to see her again and

Sandra ventured to put into them what heart

she could.

Moreland was tremulous with anxiety, but

full of an extraordinary reverence for the

man and woman who might possibly do

something yet to save his much loved wife.

He glanced round the Hospital in aniaze,

never having dreamed Finlay could boast of

a place like this! He was obviously a

superior man in every accent and gesture:

only the faintest self-consciousness marked

his hope that the nurse and doctor were not

insensible to his appreciation of it and them,

however litde, as a gentleman, he might be

called upon now to express this. Listen and

Miss Norway were too much preoccupied

with the case to be impressed with anything

more about the old man and his daughter, at

the moment, than their grief and apprehen-

sion, although it was patent to either these
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were not ordinary prairie folk. Sandra got
them both a cup of tea, and they went away
to the hamlet for the night, unable to pull out
again for the homestead without the news
twelve more hours at the most, would
bring.

And before morning a miracle happened,
wrou^rht by a slight girl's skillful hands and
her untiring night-long devotion to an awful
task.

She flew to the door as Liston again came
up the footpath !ti ihe pale light of dawn, and
flun^ open to him. One glance at the
triump;- t!'t little figure, cap more awry than
ever, ancl the vividest emotion flashed into
his care-lined face.

They exchanged but the briefest query
and answer.

This thing reported in a medical journal
would be sufficient in itself to establish ?. I i^xh

reputation for the Finlay Hosp;:*! But
neither he nor she were journalists, or thought
of that.

He stepped into the warm silent house.
Upstairs Mrs Moreland was now resting

peacefully, and Alma Norway gave him the
details of the miracle that had saved her life.

Frightful, unspeakable details they were, as
vile as the corruptible clay which imprisons
the human soul ; details the like ofwhich alone
plumb the abyss of that Divine condescension
when 'the Word was made flesh'. But
never more beautiful than out of horror like
this had the Doctor's vision risen, trans-

i
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figured before him, of the worth and meaning
of his hospital.

He was never emotional. Only that

old felt hat of his pitched lightheartedly

on to the staircase finial, and the way he
stood in thought a moment, regarding his

splendid little friend and co-adjutor, gave
Alma Norway proof of the exultant vindica-

tion she had wrought through all those hours
ofweary massage, for the man whose measure
she began to understand.
The sick woman feebly turned her clay-

coloured face from which the damps of death
had now passed, and looked at them both as

they reentered her room. The dull eyes

travelled laboriously in their livid sockets

from the girl to the man, and two gnarled
ivory hands lying on the coverlit made an

unavailing effort as though to join themselves
in prayer.

There came a hoarse laboured whisper.

•She is .... the Angel .... of this

Temple of Healing.'

But outside the ward once more Alma
laughed away this praise, 'Then you

must be the High Priest, Doctor Listen!

We'll have to crown you with roses,

and dinky little blue ribbons, and burn

incense and blow trumpets before you

as you come up the stairs. The incense

wouldn't be half a bad idea, on occasion
!

'

And a rueful face defied his seriousness.

•Say, Miss Norway,' he smiled, 'we've had

our little bit out of this—you and I—so
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Sandra's going to meet that husband and

daughter with the news.'

She did, too, for Alma as well as he, knew
what this would be to Sandra.

Theycame up to Hospital again the earliest

moment they dared, and as the big girl in

her sunny print dress opened the door to

meet them, the prairie wind in her hair, the

eagerness in her action, and the gladness like

that of the morning itself betrayed all this

triumph of life and hope before they dared

believe their eyes.

' Why yep!' she announced, ' they've done
it ! Mrs Moreland isn't going to die. She's

took a turn and is now all on the mend.
You've only got to ask them yourselves.'

Liston in the background came forward

and confirmed the incredible tidings, but

Miss Alma conscious of the dignity she had
to support added little but the kindly common-
places of the occasion. They must not hope
for a moment to be allowed to see the patient.

She would be frightfully weak for a long
time to come.

Moreland squared his shoulders like an
old soldier reporting for duty, and made an
unforeseen offer.

•My dear,' he said, addressing first his

daughter, • we've heard enough for you to

get off home now with an easy mind and
look after your own affairs, and mine and ma's
for us. If so be as this lady and Dr Liston
will allow it, I'm going to stop right on here
now by your mother till she gets well, and

^"^1
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fut in the time working off the debt to the
lospital—not that such a debt ever could be

worked off according to what they ttll us of
last night—but that it don't take half an eye
to see there's a lot wanting doing round here
which it would be a credit to a handy man to

give his mind to.'

Alma Norway was pleased and surprised.
• Indeed there is, Mr Moreland,' she

asseverated fervently, 'and I'd be almighty
thankful to have you stop, but you'll never
make your fortune here. We couldn't offer

you more than twenty dollars for the month
your wife will take to get strong again.'
•My dear young lady,' he returned with so

genuine a courtesy it could scarcely be called

studied, ' if I had ever expected to make my
fortune it wouldn't be at this late hour. I

have a letter here in my pocket,' he pulled it

out, 'offering me four dollars fifty per day
as engineer on a thrashing outfit for six

weeks, but I'll be proud to serve you instead
for whatever you find it convenient to

offer. I only mention this here,' putting the

letter back again, 'to make it clear I am
likely to be of some use to you. Please
command me in whatever way you will.'

* Father isn't drawing a long bow, Miss
Norway,' Mrs Walton put in. ' He means
what he says. And you'll find it out. He is

a real handy man to have about the place

;

he can carpenter and paint and mend any-

thing from a fiddle to a watch, and he'll do
more for you, I'll lay, in a week than
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anyone else you've had yet, by all

accounts.'

Sandra signified this would also suit her in

the kitchen, very well indeed.
' My !

' she said, ' k's a shame the way
that Robert'—referring to a recent casual
helper— ' neglected thinj^. Mr Fane down
at the Post Office would ha' let the Hospital
have half a field of potatoes for the trouble of

^igS^^g 'em, but Miss Norway wasn't told,

so tnere wasn't no getting him to do it.'

The old man made an impatient gesture.
' I am eager to get to work.' he said, and

the light in his grateful rugged face confirmed
his readiness.

'Good for you, Mr Moreland.' Liston had
hitherto kept silence but now he ratified the
welcome agreement. ' Come out at the back
here, then, and I'll show you. I want an
incinerator here like those they had down at
Emsdale ' and he showed rough details
on a page of his notebook.

Moreland, it seemed, had served at one
time under General Lew Wallace. He kne

w

Ben Hur by heart, and incidentally all about
the making of incinerators.

Miss Norway allotted to him a little room on
the ground floor. He kept it scrupulously
neatly, and in a very few days she had
abundant reason to congratulate herself on
having accepted his services. The old
fellow was invaluable. Not only could he
really do everything he claimed to be able to
do, and to know how to do, but be did it

*rt
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exceptionally well, and did not wait to be

asked to do it. He saw what was wanted
everywhere, and gloried in beii^ helpful.

It transpired before long that he came of a

certain very prominent family, and was re-

lated to a man looming large indeed in the

public eye in a certain sphere of North
American public life, but that family reasons

of his own had releg^ated him to the obscurity

and struggle of a homesteading life in the

newer Canadian West. It was an instance

of one of those odd encounters (common
enough in new lands) with men whose sons or

brothers or cousins are among the prominent,

the prosperous, and even the great, on the

highways of life elsewhere. Here was old

Moreland, choreboy at the Finlay Hospital,

whose name belonging to another man, had

ranked among the crowned heads of the

world

!



CHAPTER XIII

THE DETERMINING FACTOR

Sports Day caoK and went without any
untoward incident. As far as the Hospital
was concerned the collection that was taken
up enabled quite a few of the smaller out-

standing accounts to be settled.

And then for awhile the harvest, and the
consequent thrashers, occupied everybody's
thoughts and every moment of daylight.

One farmer here and one there was
reported to have begun cutting, and within
a day or two every binder in the district

was out. Round and round the far-flung
' patches ' of grain they toiled, four straining

horses abreast, as the arms of the cumbrous
machine revolved like a paddle-wheel in a
sea of wheat, leaving a broad mown swathe
behind and a long line of golden sheaves
hiccoughed out at intervals on the further
side. The stookers spread themselves over
the field, sheaf under this arm, sheaf under
that, catching up and setting two others in

position as they went, with practised rapidity
and precision. Here a Scotchman piled his

sheaves six abreast penthouse fashion, and
you could tell his fields from his neighbours
a long way <rff by the different style of the

Ml
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stooks. The shorn and yellow prairie was
stippled over far and wide with them, and
for yet another ten days the heavy heads of

frain bronzed in the sun, and the shining
utts of straw dried out in the harvest heat.

After that came the wains and waggons, the
pitchforks and the pitchers, and the building
stacks. Fair shaped groups of them, two,
four, six, eight, rose in picturesque proximity
to the huddled lines of the rest of the farm
centre, and without a day's delay, fall plough-
ing began over the stripped acres. Broad
bands of chocolate coloured earth, like velvet,

bordered the thin primrose vesture of the
tamed prairie lands, and on the quiet air came
from every far direction the fussy sound of
thrashing. With the coming of the fall

and the first keen night frosts, whatever
of vegetation still flourished in the farmers'
•gardens,' fell black and flaccid, with the
morning sun. But the moment was passed
when frost could do any harm to the crops,

and a glorious bracing Indian summer set

in, with high winds to toss away the straw
from the thrashing engine like smoke from a
steamer's funnel, and to winnow the heavy
stream of gold gouting out elsewhere. The
thrashing gangs, black as sweeps, worked
like men whose coming and whose business
is the great event of the year on every
homestead ; every- few nights or so, well after

dark, a prolonged hoarse blast from the engine
followed down the wind by the sound of

men's voices cheering as though at the end

li
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of a bean-feast, announced to the interested

neighbours for miles around that the gang
was finished up at so-and-so s and wouldpull
out at daybreak for the next place on the
list. The farmer's wife here, congratulating
herself that the rush in her kitchen was over,
hastened off to lend the next one, faced with
the same ordeal, a helping hand ; and every-
where the wheat and oats, their heaviness to
the acre, their grade, and their likely prices
now and in the spring, formed the one topic
of interest and comparison.

Then, presently, waggons loaded up with
grain began to crawl over every prairie trail

converging upon Finlay, and the puffing of
the elevator throbbed through all the waking
hours of the day.

• • • . . .

Despite its acknowledged triumphs, the
Committee was getting tired of itself; tired
of the Hospital's proUems and struggles.
But with the onset of the winter it was
confronted with the most insistent of the
questions leftover from the piecemeal building
a year ago, and shelved during the summer
months—the question of an adequate and
permanent heating plant. Storm doors and
windows too, were necessary, and a large
supply of blankets. In face of the fact that
by the end of September hardly a dollar
remained in the Bank to the Hospital's credit,
many soluWe hearts turned to wat«-.

It was scarcely to be wondered at that the
Board was jaded, and that three or four

'41
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resignations had had to be made good during
the past few months. The Hospital had
proved itself a rather formidable proposition
from the moment it was decided the same
amount of roof would cover two storeys as
economically as one

; just as a half section
ofhomesteading countryturns out rather more
of a job than he contemplated to the farmer
who argues the same amount of machinery
suffices for both. An institutionhalf its size,

however, while it might have better suited

experimental finances, would have demanded
no more and no less of capability to manage
matters on the part of the Committee.

Liston, too, was sick of begging.
He had written a couple of hundred letters,

told the story afresh a couple of hundred
times, pitched his appeal in a couple of
hundred different keys until certain summaris-
ing sentences, and set phrases which foisted

themselves handily upon him through sheer
habit, made him feel the whole thing had
gone, in his own mind, irremediably stale. The
percentage of response had been good ; he
nad no quarrel with the philanthropic public
Instances of such generosity here and there
and of such sustained interest from outside,

occasionally cheered and encouraged him
only in proportion as he grew more and
more anxious the HospitsS should show
satisfactory results and the Committee, its

sense of indebtedness. There were days,

indeed, when he wrote such rubbish he
dared not read it before he drc^ped the
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letter in the mail box to take its chance, or
waste the time it represented by tearing it

up. There were days when the theme so
palled upon him the words he wrote conveyed
no sense to his brain. He strained his eye-
sieht and wearied his head, driven not by
aliobbv, not by any 'pet charity,' but by a
thine whose prey he had become lest it perish.

The only term he promised himself for this

begging was the completion of the Hospital.
If the Sick Insurance plan could not be

taken up widelyenough to insure the minimum
ofincome necessary for maintenance, the thing
must go, like a house of cards, for he could
not beg for ever ! Equally strongly Liston
felt he must scout the only alt'^-native. And
this, of course, was to atte.npt to charge
patients at Finlay as they might have been
charged elsewhere. The prairie folk could
afford this only less than he could tolerate
such an utter miscarriage of purpose and
idea. Another man in his place, caring more
for the medical benefit the thing represented
than even for what might be unique about its

prairie economics, would, perhaps reconsider
the whole plan of its finances, and try to run
it according to the ordinary scale of charges.
For himself, Liston would rather see it fail

... .for his aim had been to bring all that
Hospital meant within the reach of the least
prosperous of the settlers, not to burden them,
in sickness, with preposterous debt

!

Everything depended, of course, on the
harvest.

fM
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Ltston dropped his hot head in his hands
and pressed his fingers to his aching eyes as

he thought of it. The harvest—me hope,

the dread, of the verdict on the harvest the

elevator and the price of grain would soon
pronounce—obsessed him. The Hospital, as

indeed, the hamlet itself, and dozens of its

fellows all over the district, would stand or fall

by the price of wheat per bushel. It was a
trickything,a throw intne?ameof vastchances
far beyond his ken, for sucn vital issues, albeit

little local ones, to depend upon so utterly.

He wondered fevenshly wnat sort of a plea

for the Hospital his very eyesight mieht be—
supposing that plea would have to be made
in official quarters. Philanthropic people had
lost their vision writing letters for cnarities

before now, but such a cost must always be

an immense reproach to any source of public

rescue. Was it necessary, even in these modern
days, • that one man die for the people ?

'

October came with all its flaunting red and
gold of falling foliage in the prairie coppices,

and then nothing remained of the willows and
the leafless balsams but the sc;)firolding they

made for an unimaginably beautiful fairyland

when the winter dawn revealed every bluff

and brake encrusted, starred and spangled

over with the frozen white mists of the night.

And daily, weekly, the financial situation grew

more strained.

In his rounds about the country Liston

kept the keenest eye open on all the signs of

the f'mes. He dropped in every now and
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again on his old friend Gould, the Weed
Inq)ector, but the man who had long ago
foreseen that this was a ranching country
rather than a grain-raising, would not admit
that the bumper harvest then in progress
affected his contention.

Rather, it confirmed the arguments, for
there was a rumour prices bade fair to be
ruinously low.

He was sitting out on the cold stubble field
one afternoon drinking tea out of a can of the
British workman typ, in the intervalsof trying
to remedy a breakcfown in the plough. One
of the tie rods of the tongue had broken, been
wrenched backwards, and was now deeply
imbedded in the stubborn earth.

'There isn't a man,' he told Liston, 'who
has hauled a load of grain to the ele\ itor for
the last three years, and jolted out again
empty, who hasn't declared the proceeds of
his sale weren't enough to pay the thrashing
bill, and that he, for one, wouldn't see himself
a long way first before he drove another
furrow And yet they've all gone on doing
It. 1 hey ve all gone on with the experiment.'
He threw out the remains of the tea, after

a long pull at the can, and asked if by any
chance the Doctor had a claw hammer with
him.

• Do you happen to know,' he added, 'what
wheat s fetching now at the elevator ? ' and
told him.

The hope that held on, or sprang perennialm Oeorge Liston's sturdy breast was not the

H
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will-o'-the-wisp hope of a man who has been
dabbling in nothing but mistakes, calculating

on nothing but good fortune, but rather the

hope of the helmsman, who after a black night

of stress, trusts for moderation in the weather
by dawn. Just now, however, the strain was
very long, and Gould's intelligence showed no
gleam on the horizon.

You can figure it out for yourself,' he said.

• Here am I with two quarters it keeps me
working like a nigger all through the summer
to farm. I've got three thousand bushels of

grain, fifteen hundred of wheat, and fifteen of

oats. If the wheat, which isn't frosted, mind
you, ifoes forty cents to the bushel I shall be
surpnseo, and the oats about eighteen. That
gives me about eight hundred dollars out

of which I've got hired help, thrashers,

machinery instalments, everything to pay.

Do you think it's good enough yourself.-* And
I'm a bachelor into the bargain. Fancy trying

to keep a wife and children on it
!

'

' What makes you think it will go as low
as all that ?

'

•Congestion of the traffic on the line;

inability to move the crop and terminal

elevators still choked with last year's stuff.

Why,' the man laughed a little bitterly, 'grain

will be cheaper to burn than coal and less

trouble to fetch than wood, this winter ! Oh,

I tell you, Doc, cattle's the ticket for this

country right enough. I f it weren't that we're

pretty sure to do away with herd law before

long, youM find half the fellers pulling up
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stakes and quitting. Those little traders in
Fmlay are half bankrupt through bad debts
But it s worth their while to hold on now, as
they have held on so long, and they know it.'

Liston had little to say. If all this were so
the immediate prospect looked black enough.
The silver edge to the clouds might be there
but in the storm meantime, the Hospital would
probably be drowned. He got out of the
buggy and lent the other a hand. For a few
concentrated moments the two men devoted
themselves to repairs, and it was in no very
cheerfu frame of mind the Doctor drove on
presently to hold much the same conversation
with one of the newly elected councillors for
the Municipality.

r^Jjr
'ange had been the chief plank in his

platform on which Hepburn was elected
He was confident that no finer country

existed anywhere than that district for

that, indeed, it would only come into its own

fnT ^.'^^"^^•^^'Ig
«^as given up for ranch-

ing If the newly organised Municipality
declared for 'open.' instead of the 'herd'

l/ni °f
.f«"ces and pounds and fines, the

expect a cent above that for mine.

'

mul^ ^T"^^^^ I^""^ ^""^P tobacco in hispalm and stuffed a pipe. -No one can

'^- ;i
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say wheat-raising hasn't been given a good

trial hereabouts, nor that some of the best

of it hasn't been grown right here in this

district, but if what I say isn't correct, how

are you going to account for it, Doctor, that

it's only those fellows who have stuck to a

few head of cattle ever know what it is to

handle ready money ?

'

Hepburn was a burly fresh-faced man,

whose ill-luck hitherto could by no manner

of means ever have been ascribed to any

fault of his own. He was a cordial-hearted

farmer who pondered over other people's

difficulties as well as those at home, and

declared the wife's poultry run had been a

better main-stay than the wheat.

He haled Liston in to see her now, and

did what he could to lighten up the other's

hard-drawn expression.

There was little doubt he guessed but that

the Municipality would see its way towards

making some sort of a grant towards the

maintenance of that Hospital down in Finlay.

If only the means might be forthcoming

somehow of keeping it running until men

beggared by grain had found their properer

footing in cattle, success would be assured.

The dairies at Edmonton already took all the

cream the farmers could ship away and paid

ready money in return: every fall the

country was scoured by the would-be buyers

of young stock.

•Very likely,' Liston returned, taking it

all in, • but a good year like this is enough
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to encourage the grain growers as the seasons
haven't encouras^ed them for quite a bit now.'

'Don't you think it,' Hepburn wa*? con-
fident, 'if the prices at the elevator :ren't

worth the fetching. It wants more than fine
land and long seasons to make wheat-growing
the proposition it should be : it wants cheap
living, quick transportation, and good markets.
Mixed farming is being generally preached all

alongthe frontiers ofthe agricultural west now,
for the simple reason that two strings to a
bow are better than one especially when this
is reliable and that is hazardous. And mixed
farming here means just the step between
grain-raising, and ranching pure and simple.'
George drove away presently in a mood

of unrelieved foreboding.
He paid a couple of professional calls,

one an unpremeditated visit, and then turned
his horses' heads in haste towards the hamlet
again. Passing Lanyon's shack he had
noticed a dark blanket hanging from the
window— the prairie bachelor's signal of
distress—and found a young homesteader
lying on a truckle bedstead in the agonies of
appendicitis. Two or three hours afterwards
Alma Norway had the new case committed
to her charge. Liston was resloved to go
on piling all cases that occurred into the
Hospital, by way of defiance to its obviously
pending fate. Lanyon hadn't a cent, he
knew, but Lanyon would die in the shack.

Hi
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CHAPTER XIV

FAILURE

The last Committee meeting was a mere
matter of form, and the upshot a foregone
conclusion. Mackay was frankly sulky when
summoned to it : while his habitual gentle-

manliness did not desert Scott, a violent

cold may have been partly responsible for

his utter depression and nelplessness. Mr
Rogers was pressed for time and anxious to

hurry over unpleasant proceedings. Mr
Aldersey came prepared to do his duty at

the cost of pain, perhaps, to Liston. No
duty seemed clearer at this moment than
that of disembarrassing a body of responsi-

bilities they had neither the power nor the

enthusiasm to assume any longer. It was
the Doctor's own fault that now, when the

thing transcended him the rest of the

Board had no resource.

The discussion lasted, however, some
time, as this one or that made an attempt to

consider alternatives.

George Liston felt throughout like a man
who has tried perforce of a vice-like grip to

weld a handful of dry sand into a ball. His
wrist ached with the strain, while whatever
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determination, optimism, and perseverance,
success had ever induced in these men, was
draining away like sand between his fingers
now that the menace of failure was so near.
He blamed only himself, as with a wooden

expression he listened half idly to the bat
and ball of these last futilities.

Thert were good men enough and true on
this Board, men like Aldersey and at least
three others, who had not only seized his
idea, but had done whatever lay with them,
individually, to carry it out, but for the rest

—

they had the unwillingness of fear to be up
and doing to save the hospital, the impotence
of men who can afford no personal sacrifice
for a common cause, the weariness of those
whose interest had become stale and per-
functory perforce of difficulties.

And it all came back to this—the harvest
had let them through again, hamlet, farmers,
Hospital and all ! Listen could discount the
spirit of cowardice in the face of a fact like
that. His Committee would have backed
him up neither better nor worse than any
other Committee, had not care lurking with
every man, taken any collective spirit out of it!

The harvest had let them through without
being in any sense a failure. The wheat was
there, the golden guerdon of the strenuous
year, untouched this time by frost or blight
of any sort, and every man in the district
should have had fresh heart put into him by
a bumper crop. The harvest—from the
outset the great negociable factor, upon

\
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which the fate of the whole countryside

depended, had been almost a record one.

The harvest, whose failure would have in-

demnified any Board for the closing of the

Hospital, had been all publicity agents could

desire.

But the litde problem of this mushroom
town, merged as it had been in the more
momentous problem of the prairie nursing

need, was swallowed up in a bigger problem
than a bigger board than the Finlay Hospital

Committee might handle ! No less a problem,

indeed, than that of an immense, congested,

transcontinental freight traffic. The shortage

of cars to move the crop, choked terminal

elevators, the early closing of navigation on

the lakes and rivers, resulted in a titanic jam of

the western wheat. The crop, round about

Finlay was all but unmarketable, and glutted.

Men with a run of ill-luck behind them
ike the Finlay farmers could not afford to

'. their grain for a rise in price in the

•^g, but sell they must for a beggarly few

.c> a bushel as soon as the stuff was
tnrashed.

Liston was without the plea even of his

most inexpedient excuse ! The Hospital was
not in straits because the harvest had failed.

The harvest was a record one—the prairie

farmers should have been more prosperous

than ever. Yet here were Finlay and that

pioneer little institution on the hill threatened

with extinction. An exodus had begun
throughout the district. The hardware store

i:
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was closed, and three families had already
left their farms.

The great causes which militated against
the Hosp.:al were utterly beyond the
Doctor's ken. The thing had gone as far

over his head as over the head of any man
on the Board. To make the stand then,
which his tenacity of purpose told him might
be feasible had the bigger considerationsofthe
work weighed with Duckworth, Scott, Mackay
and the rest as they had weighed with
him, would have been, possibly, to tide over
the present crisis, but by no means to place
Finlay Hospital beyond the jeopardy of cir-

cumstances national in their scopeand danger.
Liston wondered, as he sat there almost

heedless of the debate, if it had been as
shortsighted of him to take as little interest
in politics, as it had been of his Board to
grasp none of the wider issues of possible
success with their Hospital. The politics of
East and West, of tariffs, of railroadi of
federal and provincial government, all lad
a bearing from the farmer's point of view on
this problem of the wheat, its sale, trans-
portation and storage. The problem of the
wheat was the problem, at bottom, on which
the fabric of Canadian posterity was reared.
That was the problem, ultimately, of every
effort like this of his on the hill.

He passed a hand, wearily, over his fore-
head. It seemed the resolution was beine
put. ...

*

This chen was the end

!
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The bottom of the world koii fallen out

;

Liston wondered what remained to stand on.
And all in an hour, too—though of course
the thing had been imminent some time.
He found himsf 'f taking the familiar trail

up the hill. . . .

The prairie lay outspread around him, as
all the everyday semblances of life persist
around us, when someone lies dead. The
meaning of those smiling contours, the soft

blue hills in the sunny distance all powdered
over with snow, was vanished, hfothing in

the familiar prairie landscape had relevance,
now, for the man whose work had crumbled
down, leaving no monument but an empty
house—which he reflected bitterly might
now be called his ' Folly'—and the exhausting
memory as ofa dream that had not come true!

It crossed his mind how once he had
thought the uttermost expense and the utter-

most futility of human effort must be when
a womar sars and rears a child, who, when
he grow ^ up to be a man is hung.
He felt like this about the Hospital.
It had not wound up with dignity and

honour. It had collapsed on his hands with
no appreciable excuse, with but the shortest
record of usefulness behind it which might
account to its benefactors for ti.eir gifts. A
hundred cases since June—and none but

Alma Norway and he knew what those

hundred cases had meant

!

A hundred cases since June—might indeed
substantiate the contention which had
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perhaps betrayed Liston's judgment by his
zeal. Even so short a record as this sufficed

to demonstrate that the Hospital had been a
real and not an imaginary need in the district.

Even then, none but he and the nurse knew
how four or five at least of those cases must
inevitably have died out on the homestead

;

how the details of one or two if published in

a medical journal would make the icpuiation
of the man in charge, and be as good to the
nurse as a diploma of merit. A hundred
cases nursed back to health and strength in
nine beds under every sort of handicap shouM
have been plea enough to save the Hospital.
Yet it had collapsed like a house built upon
sand. An ignominious end had come igno-
miniously, and what could his own attitude
be now to all the world, beginning with
Finlay itself but a colossal apology, a colossal
owning up hehad been fool enough to conceive
what he had not been man of parts enough
to carry out? From the word 'go' he had,
indeed, been riding for thi^ fall

!

The Ho pital had fa'' i, and was to be
closed the moment its last

^ »4tient could leave.
He glanced at it, and turnM aside rotmd the
hill, walking away into t* vf'nter sunset.
The whole thing ws % 1 Would it

ever be done with } All . ?t»oney, all that
work, all that time and effoi , those hopes of
pioneering-visions gone up 1 ^ smoke ! The
ridicule or the blame of it , luld not leave
him untouched
He thought of the censure .4 ihe »Jrder,

f=i
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whose prestige was, perhaps, 'nvolved, if not
its judgment. But what was the censure of

all the gravest Boards ever met together to

ensure the proper spending of money they
had not, personally, begged, tohim—to Liston,

who had beg^fed twice, thrice as much again
for Finlay, till the soles of his boots wore
through and he almost went bare-foot.

What was the censure of an Executive
with vice-Regal patronage behind it, to him
who had nothinor to fall back upon but the

savings that sh»)iild have furnished a home
for Sandra ? The censure of his own heart
was the censure which laid him in ruins.

Over and over again, tormented with a

disappointment which physically choked him,

and oppressedhim like an unrealisable weight.

Liston blamed himself for not exercising a

foresight which is nothing more nor less than

an attempt to forestall the bitter lessees of

experience. He had never supposed tl an

enthusiasm backed up by a dogged pov, . of

work and self-devotion resolvc;d to stop at

nothing, would have served as -ell as the

cheap prudence of men "k- Dr Ivirnworth,

to lead him to nothing better than this impasse
of doubt and failure ! Over and over again

he revolved the immediate cause of the crash.

The Hospital had opened before it was ready,

and pressing problems of maintenance had

trodden on the heels of building expenditures,

for which there was no adequate provision

coming in. It had opened with far too little

ready money in hand, and it ran fvr those few
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months at a hii;h pressure representing no
sort of an av'* ^c, vhlch would have taxed
the distribution of '>\', year's income even had
this been assured, as it was not, and as there
seemed litde lilcelihood it would be. The
Insurance policy had failed, before any but
Insurance cases applied for admission : sixty

. uents had been nursed at an ever increasing
I > s ; a staff had been receiving salaries only
justified by an income of {^3,000 before a
third ofthe J? 10 subscribers hadcome forward.
From the day Liston had admitted Mrs
Rainer to the Hospital, the undertaking had
broken from his control in the matter of
finances, and gathering momentum as cases
crowded in, help had to be secured at any
price, and a second Nurse could dictate her
own terms, had rushed onward to the
destruction of insolvency.

Had the Do' or ever really lost his head,
met the risks and difficulties with any degree
of indecision, faced the dilemmas with any-
thing short of truth, worse complicated com-
plications by a confused grasp of the issue, he
might have given in now to the wretched
indictment of incapability or weakness. As
it was, only an aching sense j assessed him,
that given a thousand dollars ready money
now, all the premises upon which tne thing
had been built might yet be justified. Given
more time— given a helping hand from
somewhere,—gVen a rise in the price of
wheat, and th little ship would right herself,
and yet sail true.

I
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Aldersey had been right enough when he
said that no hospital should look to constant
benefactions for support, once the building
fund was closed, and the problem had become
that of local maintenance. But in this case
the building fund had never closed. There
was room and need yet for hundreds of dollars
from outside.

Rogers had been right to veto an appeal
to the Order, since in this matter of hospital
subsidies, this was only concerned to plant,
and notnecessarily to fosterthe resultant shoot.
Any frost might nip it in the bud after that.
And no one else save the Commissioner at

Winnipeg, or here and there a philanthropist,
cared particulariy if the little prairie Hospital
went under, if the pattern it should have set
up was never copied. There was no legiti-

mate, official, source of help in any direction.
It could only triumph now at some immense
individual cost neither he nor anyone in the
district, was in any position to aflford.

And so the Hospital had failed. The Com-
mittee had decided it should close the day the
last patient left, and nothing remained to be
said.

He retraced his steps, going wearily,
thinking now of Sandra only, wanting nothing
but her. There were all sorts of evening
'chores' he had been accustomed to do up at

the Hospital, chopping firewood, pumping
water at such times when no one con-
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descended to hold the cook and porter
office. Old Mr Moreland did most of them
now ; but there was always one excuse or
another, if not any professional need, to take
him up there again in the evening.
Would it not have been better, he specu-

lated, to have married Sandra long ago, and
let this vision of a work for humanity pass
by .? It was no part of a doctor's business
after all, to build a hospital. That was for the
State or the philanthropist to do. Medical
men were not necessarily humanitarians—
indeed it would go hard with their house-
keeping accounts if they failed to make of
sickness, disease, and death, a means of
livelihood. Even in those cases of self-
devotion which roused the world's highest,
justest, admiration, when a man renounced
all else to fight leprosy or some other hideous
disease in its own fell stronghold, it was
science perhaps, rather than charity, prompted
the sacrifice. Who indeed was he, a shabby
•general practitioner,' and a prairie one at
that,tohaveset inabeyance for thiswreckage of
hopes, those humbler homely joys with which
better men than he were satisfied every day ?
With the rebound of an intensely self-

discounting nature when the strain has been
too great, George Liston turned to the
thought of the girl he loved, longing for the
whole-souled indemnity she alone would have
lor him.

Sandra had never failed to give his work
that share of her interest and solicitude

I <
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without which the love she bore him, person-

ally, would have been disappointing. But

now, when he wanted to forget it all, to put

the whole strenuous business behind him,

if only for an hour, her sympathy would be

the only complete comfort he might find

anywhere. She had been shrewd enough,

as the least worldly-wise are yet dollar-shrewd

in the West, to regard the risks and likeli-

hoods involved in this hospital enterprise at

least as level-headedly as Aldersey, whose

loyalty to Liston himself, unlike her love,

might have been a trifle undermined by the

general pusillanimity of the committee. But

she would be the only one, now, whose mind

as well as her manner harboured no trace of

criticism. Whatever her regrets would be

for the Hospital, he knew what they would

be for him.

A floating memory came back to him of

his choir-boy days, and of a psalm he had

never understood until now, even when

advancing manhood had enlightened the

crudest of his boyish ignorances.

•Lord, I am not high-minded I have no proud

looks.

I do not exercise myself in great matters : which

are too high for me.

But I refrain my soul, and keep it low, like as a

child that is weaned from his mother
;

yea, my soul

is even as a weaned child.'

All he wanted, all he had left now, was

Sandra.



CHAPTER XV

THE LAST FARTHING

LiSTON opened the door of the Hospital, and
closed It again behind him softly.
The hall was warm and shadowyas evening

TfiT: ^
'4u ^^T '^'"^ ^'^"^ underneatfi

the heater. The davenport he had been
engaged m repairmg earlier in the day still
stood up-endea where he had left it. although

srn-n'f
^ remained of his litter of tools and

strmg. This sofa was his out-patients*
department and represented the waitin^-

rs"thathalf'?h"P'''^-' "^.°'^y ^--b-kwas that half the springs in the seat were

XnceYatr."''^^^"'°^'^^"^^°-"- "e
fh! ,? i-K

^'^ ''^^^''^. "°^ '" passing, withthe deliberate thoughtfulness never more
characteristic of him than when other and

DuXrK^^Ly '^'"^f
^"^^ ^" his mind. He

squatted L^o'
°"

K^"
^"^^ °^ h'« h^-d. andsquatted before the piece of furniture as

oTa t:^? f-^^y
^"^^^- 'h« -"-Tork

h s D D^ fn.o fi"V ^^^"- "^h^" 'trusting

k1 .r^ T *h^ h^S^gy pocket of his coathe rose and went on to Ihe kitchen.
'

by the iShT nf''^"^\"^,
""^'" '^^ ^^ble sewingt>y the light of a little lamp. She wore her

. i i
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usual cotton dress cut square at the throat,

and the light on her short hair and bare

neck made her look boyish as ever. A tray

crowded with cups of milk and cocoa to take

upstairs when the wards were settling for

the night stood ready for the summons of

Miss Norway's little bell. The girl turned at

the sound of Liston's footstep and looked up.

'That's good,' she said, and taking a

comb out of her hair pushed it through the

short rebellious masses with a characteristic

gesture. 'We've been hoping you'd come

up again to-night, George.'

He paused a moment without replying,

then came and stood beside her and tossed

his hat wearily down on the table.

'She give me the pattern,' Sandra said,

showing her work and going on with it, * but

it looks awful little, don't you think—?

'

For a moment or two his eyes rested on

the thing in her hands, unseeing. Sandra's

needle slipped against the thimble.

'Why should babies be bothered with

sleeves,' he said, and leaned a temple against

hers. 'You can never get their arms in

anyway ?

'

' Oh yes, you can. You just put two

fingers up the wrist and slip the little fist

through with no trouble at all. Say
—

' she

relinquished her stitching, and voiced the

thought which had haunted her, employed

upon it, ' this one's going to live^—?

'

A sigh escaped the doctor. He turned

her round with her back to the light and
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drew her beside him leaning ajjainst the table
'It may. But we can't tell, Sandra.'

There isn't much likelihood.'

'All them others,* she protested,' 'four
one after another, dead !

*
'

' Hard lines—ay !

' he murmured.
•Mrs Cresacre's that patient and quiet

she never says a word, but she's been hoping
It would make all the difference, this time
her bemg here, and if it don't, it'll break her
heart.'

The set lines about his mouth dragged its
corners in a way they had when Liston
repressed a comment.

'Miss Norway's been saying if the
Hospital done nothing else it would be
worth all the bother to have things so the
way they should this time. There isn't
nothing she hasn't been doing to put the
heart into her, but I'm that silly it just
makes me cry.'

'

It was natural Sandra should attribute the
worry m his face to this anxiety.
'You don't think things are going all

wrong again. George, do you ?
' she asked.

He returned her scrutiny, but an evasion
• -^ a metaphor had to suffice for a reply.

t depends what you mean by "all wrong "

he said slowly. there must be a meaning
[n It, I suppose, even when children are
born dead. So many are . . . and not only
children

. . all sorts of things, Sandra,
hopes, plans, projects. Which is better.?
That, or that they die a little later, when the

^(im
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loss may be realised ? When you've grown
to love them as well ?

'

' You love them before then ?
' she said

softly, and coloured under the freckles. ' You
hope, and wait, and think of everything ! It

must be the worst kind of disappointment to

wait so lone, and go through so much at

last—for nothing.'
' It is,' he agreed. ' It is !

'

Sandra toyed with the little garment she

had been making, and quietly swallowed the

unbidden tears.

* Miss Norway's going to sit up with her

to-night,' she said at last, with a change of

manner, * but she didn't ought to. She hasn't

had an unbroken night ever since I come
here.'

' There's no need,' Listen observed, ' I'll

see her presently. You're fond of Miss

Norway, aren't you, dearest ?
'

' Why ! I snould say ! Everybody is.

Them men upstairs is both in love with her,'

and Sandra laughed.
' Hullo,' said George, • she hasn't prevailed

on you to go near Dick or Glover, has she?'

Only to fetch down a tray, it seemed, before

the dumb waiter thing was fixed. But the

way they were going on about the Nurse, the

angel she was and that, Sandra had not

minded afterwards how many trays she

fetched from their ward.
* There isn't never a day but what some

feller brings her stuff round to the door

here, garden truck or chicken or moose or
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something. And she laughs and just takes
all she can get for the Hospital.'

• I knew you'd love her, Sandra. No one
could help it who'd seen anything of what she
has been to the patients and this place. That
was one reason I wanted you to come.'
The girl put an arm round his neck a little

shamefacedly, but lifted confident eyes to his,
and said she had often thought so since. He
had been quite right, she did love Alma
Norway. She was a dear

!

' There's no one good enough for you but
her, and no one good enough for her but you,
—don't it seem odd I've got you, George ?'

'On a string,' he promised her and kissed
her, 'but don't say such ridiculous things,
dearest! What would Miss Norway think
if she heard?'

'Oh, she'd laugh. She isn't one of the
silly sort. She don't pretend to me as she
thmks nothing of you. But her head's
screwed on as right, as right.'

'It would take a lot, certainly, to turn it,'

Liston agreed. ' I don't see anyone round
here doing that in a hurry.'

' Well, she says about you much what you
say about her, that these folks in Finlay don't
knowhalf of what you've been to the Hospital
either It was that I used to think— I knew
youd love her too, George,'
He was surprised into a laugh and con-

ceeded her point, scarcely aware Sandra could
have turned the tables so neatly on him and so
completely to her own innocent vindication.

i
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•Everybody docs,' he said; 'who could
help it ?

'

•The women, too,' she added, 'we've
enough jam put down for a month.'

•We have—eh ? Then we won't eat it,

here at anyrate. What would you say, Sandra,
if Miss Norway was to leave us ?

'

• How's that ? If Miss Norway was to
leave us, George, you wouldn't get no one
else just like her, and only she could run this
place just now,'

• If Miss Norway went the Hospital would

fo too, Sandra, as you say. Or if the
lospital went she would go. Either way it

comes to the same thing, doesn't it ?
'

The girl returned his look, alarmed at its

seriousness.

•Why, you've no call to talk like that
surely,' she said, 'not now—?'

Sandra's anticipation in many of Liston's
anxieties had been rather lulled to a sense of
security in the air of happiness and prosperity
AlmaNorway had known sowell how to impart
to the little institution under her charge. For
weeks she had supposed things were getting
on to some sort of a substantial footing at last.

To find him reverting to the thought of failure

filled her with concern.
• You've no call to talk of it's going, now

!

'

she protested.

Liston took a turn about the kitchen.
'I have,* though, he said abruptly, stopping

short, 'the Hospital is finished, Sandra.
We've got to close it.'
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• Close it,' she echoed, incredulous, • you
can't, George, with Mrs Cresacre '

• Ay—close it I There's no more money
to keep it going ; the end was bound to
come

'

' But Mrs Cresacre ?

'

• Oh, after that. As soon after as possible/
' But there's others to come !

'

•They'll have to stop where they are.
People will just have to shift for themselves
somehow, anyhow, as they did before.'

The blow left her dumbfounded. She
stood and stared at the pale-faced, care-lined
man standing there in the middle of the
floor telling her in a short hopeless sort of
way that this, then, was the end of it.

Half-a-dozen practical difficulties sprang into
her mind as the remonstrances, the arguments,
the protests she had no words to put.

• You can't,' she faltered, • you catCt close
it now.'

• The Committee have decided that they
can and will. It was all thrashed out this
afternoon.'

• How about them that's taken the tickets
—how about them that's expecting to come
in—?'

' I know,* he returned a little desperately,
•but I must fix all that somehow. I must
take the tickets up instead of fees for a bit,
until their value has been given.'

• My land !

' cried the girl frightened at the
vista of the endless cost to him, • but how are
you going to live, George }

'
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She went to him and laid a remonstrant
hand on his arm, almost as though to recall
his senses.

• Sandra! • he declared, 'how Aave I lived
these past eighteen months but for you and
your good mother and Mrs Maloney? I

was fool enoucrh to think the thing would
have meant a home for you and me in the
long run, but as it turns out, that is just as
far away now as the time it will take me to
start making money again and saving up.'
He put an arm about her remorsefully

and turned her bewildered face up to his.
' If you weren't you, my brave patient dear,

there d be nothing for it but that I should
offer to release you, Sandra. But I told yoi-
once I should look to you only if the bottom
ofthe world fell out. And it has. That sal!.'
He let her go again, and resumed the

aimless dreary tour of the kitchen pained to
see so much of pain in her eyes. 'The
ticket business doesn't amount to much any-
way so you needn't bother about that. Half
the promissory notes given are not worth
the paper they're written on. That's one
reason why we've got to close. We should
be using that money now but so far as we're
concerned it doesn't exist. The Committee
want to wind things up before we get any
further into debt—

'

But Sandra heard little jf these details.
The voice that interrupted him was almost
inaudible.

• Would a thousand dollars helo any ?
' she
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whispered as though forced to the query
despite her will. ^ '

'A thousand dollars
!

'

He turned sharply on his heel, stun? by
the naming of such a sum at this moment of
utter impotence.

•A thousand dollars
! Why*—he turned

on her as though she had been his pi i'
m,,'.

mous committee—
• as building fund yd

out that would complete the place. *e
light and all. As maintenance it ^d
run us for four months-probabl. ore
like SIX. There's no more likelihcK.. hat
a thousand dollars will drop dow ,roir
Heaven to save this place, than ih*t tha
poor woman upstairs will bear a living child
Forgive me Sandra -for she had sprung
to him and closed her hand upon his mouth

you know how this must make me fed. .

thrn K
^ jyst got to see Mr Cre.ac<

through, and then the Hospital will be a.dead as any child of hers, xfere s practic/no hope of either.'
^

He caught the hand in his and held it by*

hfna.
""^'q"

i°^'rL"8^
'^^ hard truth .ithings and Sandra had to know. Her replvseemed wide enough of the mark.

^^

it wnnlH 1 ^^^u"^^' ^° ^^ ^°^" h^'-e alive.
It would be another triumph for the Hosoital
wouldn't it, like Mrs Rainers case?' ^

iherewasacuriousringofstrainedemotion

drit hT^' ^"' ^'''°" ^^P^^d '"to weary
spirit brokenness, and scarcely noticed it.

r
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*Oh—who can say ? It would be just due
to the care and quiet she's had here perhaps.
The place was built for that. I could have
told you all this a week aero. If Miss
Norway has her suspicions about the one
or the other, the Hospital or the child, she
has kept them to herself, of course. Life
or death sometimes depend on a Nurse's
ch< irfulness.'

The baby's little shirt fell from Sandra's
hand and lay unheeded on the floor. He
gathered her to him and stroked her hair
with a touch half pleading half remorseful.

* I've nothing left but you, my own sweet

S'rl.
It's all got to go by the board now,

ospital, babies, Nurses and all. Don't let's

think any more about it. Or rather just

think of it as Mrs Cresacre has to think of

her dead children. That is just what this

place has been—the product of long waiting
(yours and mine) all but still-born, '^he
bottom of the world has fallen oi't, as we
once foresaw it might—do you remember?
There must be some reason for it, dearest,

but it's hard to see
!

'

All, thought Sandra, catching her breath
like a sob, for want of that thousand dollars!

She turned away, and raising both hands
above her head brought them down, linked,

across her eyes like a bandage, in a strained

despairing gesture. She halted a second,
then dropped into the chair by the table and
buried her face in the bend of her arm.
So all his work had come to naught, all
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Alma Norway's was to be forfeited, and all
these women like Mrs Cresacre and the rest
were to be thrown back on the lonely prairie
for want-Oh Heaven f-for want of the
money it was m her power, unknown to

S?"'il".r ? P°^*' *^°"«' to obtain.
The half.forgotten bribe of Ansell Carter

blazed upon her memory. She had put the
doubt, the fear, the thoucrht of it right out of
her mind, without once facing the possibility
of the issue, which would force herm she was
forced now. to remember ! It had sprung up
with Listons every word and stored her
close. like the lights of a blow, in the eyes.

TAe (iayyau ask mefor a thousand dollars
in the way I meanyou to ask, you shall have
itfor hts hospital:

Jl^^t '^^^'s^^then. Ansell had played
on this chance The bottom of his world Ld
tT^V:"' u ^."?" '^^ ^°^«^' a"d the fear

!?.Kl K °"uH^ ^^' heart that day in the
stable when he first used the expression and
the bribe was fresh in her mind, suddenly

rely on her when r j one else could avail him
anything, and her glad cry had been 4^wou^d cut off her riglit hand for himWas she going to fail now }

f.llin
^^^^ ^^"^^ 'h® bottom of the world

Tve ifter^r ^^"l^ f '''' °^" for Sandra

wkhin h! u'^V-
^^^ P"^ ^"*^h possibilities

within her shrinking reach, that it seemed toher she must betray more than the love
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in which he had used it, if she dared not
remember her rough suitor's thousand dollars
now. And she knew, after four or five weeks
in Hospital, what she had not known that day
in the stable, that to fail it would mean even
more than to fail George.

She, Sandra Dunn, could redeem it all.

She could do more, at this moment, than
Alma Norway herself. She could give this
doctor and this Nurse every life their united
efforts might save in that house.

But the price was the price of her woman-
hood, the price of love and of life.

It was Ansell Carter's thousand dollars
A thousand dollars meant no more and no

less to the Committee with no idea where to
look for such a sum, than the unattainable.
To Liston it meant at least temporary
salvation. To any well-found, well-backed
administrative body it meant no more than
the scratching of a pen upon a cheque.

But to Sandra it meant all within her which
loved must unimaginably suffer, all which
flinched and trembled and recoiled, must
submit.

The realisation of it overwhelmed her for
the moment, utterly.

Liston raised her with expostulations
loving and contrite, but her eyes were
dry and burning.

' No fear,' she said hoarsely, almost re-
pulsing him, ' I wouldn't be making a fuss.
Let me be a minute, that's all. It was only
something came into my head.'
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it ttUii^lrha!;"
^°"' ^^^^" ^"^ ^-«^

warn roTe/^r!::^
"^- There's Aings I

A light footfall sounded in the room beyond
as Sandra dragged the tray of cups towards
her. Alma Norway came through the swin^
door sweet and damty but a trifle |rave. She
thought she had heard the doctor's voice and
would be glad to see him upstairs. Mrs
Cresacre was—not so well.

r.;lJ^f^ \ '^.^'f^^'
?^^^^'' she said, and

picked up the little shirt. ' but keep lots ofwater m the kettle, dot/tn^, there's a dear. I

So^t<^::°.:^:.y°"^°'°b^^i^the

S.nitr 'T^u^ ^ '^^P' S^^^"^^^ «gain at
Sandra, and without a word, left immediately
for the ward. The little Nurse followed, and
the door swung to again.

She faced the thought, then, alone,
rhe htt e lamp burnt brightly ; nothing

but the faint comfortable noises of the fir!

1 he night darkened outside the blue squaresof the uncurtained windows and there was acold radiance on the snow.
One pale star shone in upon the anguishof two women.

«"guij,n

She lay prone across the table. Animmense numbness seemed to have de-scended on her brain. All that had ever
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been immature about Liston's sweet ' goose-
girl ' dropped awayfrom a woman in the throes
of an immeasurable sacrifice. Somewhere in
her heart there was a lonely senseless wailing
she knew as in a dream, to be her own, but
which distracted her from something she
dreaded yet longed to hear in the midst of the
tense momentous silence of the house and of
her will. The vigil Sandra and the star were
keeping waited for a resolution, and a birth.
A life for a life upstairs, and a life for many

1j /es in the lonely room below.
The star waxed brighter as the night

deepened, watching a douUe travail as the
hours wore on.

.... She remembered there were other
mothers waiting

. Was she going to shut the
door of George s Hospital no less in their
faces than in his own ? If she could not bear
to remember Carter's money now, whatever
suffering went untended after this place was
closed, would be her reproach.

Unwilling indeed to imagine the result
between the two men, Sandra had never
breathed a word to Liston of the farmer's
bribe. The wild thankfulness for this which
overwhelmed her, as she thought of it, made
her realise she would do the thing he had
played for.

Her will however, terrified, clung to some
sort of an immediate proviso.
She would do this thin^ t/ the little child

to be born that night might come into the
world alive.
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cold blue night and the watching starraised m a moment of halfmvsticTnr t '^
resolve-buried itself a^^'hef̂ ^^^
very human despair.

^'^"^ '"

To have told him would have frustratedthis power frustrated that thousand dSfarsIt would have condemned her to idle nnIook,„g when the bottom of hi's worfdln out"He might mdeed. have relied on her formore than he meant or knew T^ u
relied on her for salvadon-was nltth^f?have relied on her for love

**' ^"^

Could iJ'h'
'^'"

•f'r^^^ ^'^« a snared bird

u • ..^*,"°"^ who coud save th-Hospital ,f they would ? George had ^^

i- oecause of circumstances over
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which It had no control? Was there no
official recognition, for a piece of public
work undertaken on the private initiative of
a man who must now go under for want of
means to carry it on, after all of his own
were exhausted ?

The little Matron, Sandra remembered
had stood beside that very table a day
or so before, reading in the paper how two
millionaire society women in one of the rich
eastern American cities, had vied with each
other to see who could spend the most
on a dinner, thousands and thousands of
dollars.

Would either of these women, she de-
manded fiercely, give George a thousand
dollars for Finlay—for the asking ? Didn't
It go without saying that there would be a
lot behind such a demand as that; that
someone was paying, if not with dollar bills
any longer, because they had none, with
health and strength and time and eyesight,
with personal sacrifice of every sort, as
George had done ? With anxit ty and work
and tears, if not with love and 1

" tself as she
must do! Should not a Hospita .difficulties
be plea enough of itself, for people with
money to burn ?

A daring light came into her feverish eyes.
If she—Sandra—only knew who they were

^^^r^
]hey were, and how to get at them, if

she had so much as the price of the railroad
fare, shy and awkward and ' silly ' as she was,
she would set off that night to ask anyone
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Her imagination scarcely toved wifh k
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even such an end shonl^ k
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Doctor's love for her? If 1 ^ P"' '° '^^
of her as no better thL i \ IT^'^
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Ansell ; he would know then, it was love
itself had made her yield.

The tears swam down her face and fell in

big drops upon the table.

The issue dictated itself.

The issue either for him or her was not

just that of their own happiness, but one of

life and death, big as the purpose he had
conceived two years ago, fraught with far-

reaching consequences. Liston had taught
Sandra too well. Idealistic men should never
urge their idealism on unselfish women whose
love they win, for in the long run it may
outsoar their own, and leave the whitest

passion bleeding red.

As the wife of the man she loved, what
little life would Sandra bring into the world
and not find it a living reminder that this

other child of his had been allowed to fail

and die for want of the sustenance, that she

alone could bring to it, for want of Carter s

money ? Her own joy and fulfilment would
be purchased at the cost of every unnursed
mother in the district, of every maimed or

sick untended man.
A mind less noble than Sandra's would not

have conceived the alternative. Perhaps
the girl herself would scarcely have struggled

with it had the little wards of the Hospital

housed only men. But Mrs Cresacre's case

made an irresistible appeal of its own to

every tender susceptibility in her. That
Liston had used the metaphor of this poor

mother's possibly fruitless otdeal in speaking
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be to a woman-anTruTv S ^'"''' ™'gh«

sympaAies, quick and verrreal r™ J
^'

be stirred as'they had l^eVfn ;h°H ""Y
<o no practical puroosT h2 "'l^°sp'.al,

b^^^adoratio^nTAtafN^ 4y'^-
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opportunities fcr st;it^VsS "'^"'^
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Suddenhr something broke the death -like

silence. The weirdest little noise

!

Then it came again

—

A cry ! And the lusty wailing of a new-
born baby echoed through the roomy house,
thrilling to the marrow the girl who waited
for the sign that should accept her sacrifice.



CHAPTER XVI
POETIC JUSTICE

LisTON remained at the Hospital all niehttaking It turn and turn about with the Nurseto stand watch over the fluttering life of thenew-made mother. There was a little camobedstead on the upper landing, reservedforh s use ,n emergencies like tffs. And just

wotn^f^lTnfob'^"^ '^' r^"' ^^h-"Swoman fell mto a deep refreshing sleep.He stood by the door that was to haveled, one day. to a balcony, and watched th^

iSer'-'^' subdueJ' contour of heimitless prairie etched in white against the
lender greys and mauves of the fSr^Iting'

co,!;!n^'^fh.^
^^

- ?'^ ^^"^^ b^^°r« whosecoming the virginal stars withdrew one bvone. the sun appeared at last like a burst of

everSf ^-
"'^^i'^

^°^^^" ""^ below the

teon ^hI^T ^l'^
°" '^^ ^^' extern

trembled ^U u^'^^ "^^^ °^ splendouriremoied, then shot straight ann f.^r^la.hwa« .he smiling heavens^atUi^gnZ?
° silently, majestically mounted. An

III
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immense concentric arch of light, brighter
even than tlie glowing eastern sky, banded
the shafts of new-born radiance like the
tissues of the fan. . . .

The infinitely great and the infinitely
small ! Which was which ?

That sun had risen over these northern
plains of the last lone land, as over every
region of the round world, the teeming ancient
countries and the torrid zones, ever since the
dawn of terrestrial time itself The things of
the Ion? human day from Auam to now, were
dwarfed to incomparable insignificance, in the
aloof ageless, miracle of the morning glory.
What was failure, or success, six months or
six centuries in the light of dawn which had
s»en every brief episode of race and empire,
dynasty and human cycle come and go, in
turn? Only the crying of the new-born
child and the soft voice of a woman soothing
it, threw the challenge into the heart of the
sunrise. Which miracle of the two was the
infinite, the greater ?

The man withdrew his meditative gaze,
and lay down on the little tumbled couch
with a sigh. His eyelids felt as though full

of hot, stinging sand.

When, later, he joined the Matron in

the dining-room for breakfast, the neatly
laid deal table and the kettle steaming away
like mad on the cheerful kitchen fire next
door, promised a good meal. Miss Norway
coming and going, fresh as the dawn itself

in her delicious grey and white, with crisp
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toast in the rack and the tea caddy under one
pretty elbow, explained that Sandra had run
down to the post-office for the mail, andguewed they wouldn't have long to wait

•Supoose you time the eggs.' she said.
] wonder if I can trust you to do that >

'

It was a phrase he invariably used in
turning over to her the odds and ends of
surgical jobs he should have seen to himself.

I do believe you'll get me to do your
operations next,' she protested one dav
secretly flattered at his confidence in her,'
and Liston had replied more dryly and more
seriously than ever, 'Why not. MissNorway.?'

1 he door opened, and Sandra struggled to
close It against the wind. The glorioSlearlv-
winter morning had erased all traces of late
hours and mental crises on a face unaccus-
omed to them. She had a pile of envelopes
in her hand. There was a deeper look than

Hn!^c'"-!u^i'uy
^'?'^",^y^'' ^'^^ a beautiful

rhltlT Vk^^a,°^^°^^ ^"^ P"n^>« '" them,
though neither Alma nor Liston had anything
but commonplaces to remark, just then, about
the event of the night upstairs. Before each
other they met her interest with correctly
professional reserve.

^

A letter from home, and one of particular

In^rf /Pi?^'.^"'^y ^'°"» ^^''oss the line,
engrossed tfie Matron : Liston thrust out alower hp over a couple of bills, an invoice,
and a firm s regret at not being able further
to extend the time limit of thei? account,

^ay— you two.' Sandra remarked, no

m
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more abruptly than usual, 'can I go up to

U^n "^ 'o-day ? • She was busily frying

Almf"S^u^!?'^
^^^ '^""^^^^ '*^ «° anywhere.Alma looked across at her in astonishment.

Gee
!
what s m the wind at Mooseberrv ?

'

would. You stay around much too much

^hl/''u T^^ ^^''^ »"« '^'>'^ inhaler^'
she doubled up comically and shot a dance
at Liston. 'but what about the petty cash?
I have exactly five cents left.'

v«.. -. .
. ' V "'^^•^^"' return nrst.'You mustn t come back by the night train.

"w^'i y.°" »""« stop at the Hanover.'

'M.f:.'.^^ ^°' 1"°"?^-' ^*^^ protested.Ma don t keep me that short.'
'The Hospital would be owing you quuea bit Sandra, if only you'd take ityAlma remarked, why you should do all you are doing

here for nothing just becauL- of the Doctor

/n^°" ' w '' '
^^"'"^ '^^ Committee taketoo much for granted. I don't like it.'

As long as Sandra does it for nothing
there won't be any kick coming from that
direction, the Doctor observed, reserving to

woT,W fi A^
.^^"^"'ent that the Committee

would find themselves more up a tree thant/er confronted with any claims of his
nancees, now.
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.u^}" ^^ir'
?*''' "°''"ng. but grew hotter inthe face frying the bacon, xfiere would b2no question whence her expenses and hermurn fare would be forthSming. Thet».hng fat spat in her face, making the tears

start in her eyes.

,h,?T 'ii
'^' Pos'/Office she had learned

that Ansell Carter had hauled a load ofgram to Mooseberry only the day before, tobe ground at the mills there. sL was in a

te '" ' uf* If^'' '° •"" "ithoutllay

Sach *^ '° «*' ""• "f ^'^on's

The west-bound train went through at mid-day, and less than an hour's run brought i^ toMooseberry, the divisional point, astraggl ng

fZr^C"^ °[ '°r,
'"» 'housandD^nts. VVhen the little Hospital had firstbeen projected Liston had written to theSecretary of the Board of Trade there

nroffering the accomodation of its wards tothe Mooseberry folk, if they cared To take

a^Xlt^'" ' f P™g^«». ""til ^"ch tfme

t own" "Jf'
'"" '^, ""^ '° ^ ""^P""'01 Its own. He certain y counted on thi-

section men on the line there appredatiZ hien dollar ticket plan. As a matter Xt

'ti 'i

'M
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or two with regard to getting the Hospital
incorporated, and here and there one or two
Mooseberry penpic had done generous things
for the Finla^ Hospital. But beyond this
Mooseberry bid shown the usual spirit of
aloofness.

When Sandra Dunn stepped off the cars,
and made her way across to the Hanover
Hotel, she became aware that something a
little unusual was going forward. There were
quite a number of people about, and the side-
walk outside the Hanover v/as livelier than
ordinary. Itseemedthat a Special had recently
brought a knot of men to the place for a much
advertised municipal meeting. Mooseberry
had got growing pains, and was suffering from
a self-induced attack of swelled head. A good
many Real- Estate men, one or two politicals,
and an extremely prominent figure in govern-
ment circles, had honoured the occasion by
their presence.

It conveyed nothing to Sandra. She had
made up her mind to find the man she most
dreaded to meet in all her circumscribed
world, and to tell him she wanted the thousand
dollars he had offered her. How she was to
go back to the Hospital again—if Ansell,
indeed, allowed her to go back, she did not
know, nor how or when she must see Listen
for the last time. She had parted with him
in her heart last night : perhaps the actual
parting, prosaic like most of the real tragedies
of life, had taken place by the very fact
of this little journey. He had gone down
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to his office in the village after breakfast, and
she had not seen him afterwards.
Groups of men stood or sat about the

rotunda of the Hotel, smoking, turning over
the local news sheets, or talking. It was
an ordeal to Sandra to go up to the bureau
and proffer an enquiry for Ansell Carter to
the business-like woman, erect and capable,
who stood behind it, chatting across it with
a lounging man. Mrs Anscombe gave her
a cold but not unkindly glance.

' Mr Carter of Finlay ?' she said, turning
a leaf of the register, 'no, he isn't here.
But he's in town I know. Miss Dunn, for he
came in last night and made an appointment
with someone else for six o'clock, in the
dining-room. If you wanted to wait there's
a sitting-room upstairs.'

The Proprietress was one of those women
who made a point of ' placing ' at once every
unfamiliar face that came in. Sandra was
not a difficult figure to identify. She lifted

her eyes from the book and surveyed her with
that trace of satisfaction a well-preserved,
well-habited woman may fee! who still knows
how to attract, confronted with countrified
beauty which has not begun to learn the art.
Turning to the man again, her spell, though,
was broken.

'Excuse me—' he said, pinching up his
soft hat to the girl, ' but I seem to remember
your (ace? Er—were you not the young
lady who made a collection at Finlay down
the line here, from the business men's

m

- !
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Special last winter? I can scarcely be
mistaken—

'

His admiration was patent to Mrs
Anscombe if not to Sandra, but there was
nothing the girl might resent either in it or
his manner. She coloured at being spoken
to by the stranger. How was she to re-

member any of those men again, even
supposing she had looked at a single one of
them at the time ?

' I am— I did
—

' she murmured, ' it was
for the Hospital.' And an agony of bash-
fulness gave her tone a suggestion of
defiance.

'Yes, I recollect. Well, how goes the
Hospital, is it built yet .-*

'

' Built !
• she echoed, • I should say !

'

'That's good. I was awfully interested
you knov ' have so often wondered,' he
went on c sationally, ' if the idea came
to anything, out have never been down that
way since to find out.'

Mrs Anscombe looked on impartially, as
one who has heard a good deal about the
subject under discussion, but reserves a judg-
ment. Something in Sandra's exclamation
struck her as unusual.

•It's been running some time now, hasn't
it ? ' she put in calmly, ' I believe a case went
fro-- liere only a week ago.'

'Since March,' Sandra returned.
' It's quite handy for the section men,'

the Proprietress observed, 'there's quite a
bunch of them here and they're always
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having one sort of mishap or another. It's

high time we had a Hospital in Mooseberry."
A thought occurred to Sandra. Over and
over again Glover had told Miss Norway
she ought to 'get after' the gang of
railway workers at Mooseberry, and rope
them all in as subscribers.

• Where does the Section Boss li -e ?
' she

asked faintly. To be told, and to have to
act on the suggestion nothing but the
desperation of affairs at Finlay would have
put into her mind, took the strength out of
her knees.

'Oh, over there,' said Mrs Anscombe
carelessly, nodding in the direction of the
DepAt, 'just across the line.'

But the man with the soft hat had no
intention of seeing this conversation cut
short. He watched the colour ebb and
flow in this extraordinarily arresting face,
and wondered why the girl palpitated with
emotion. Robert Liscard was as straight
a fellow as ever stepped, but with him the
sheer joy of talking to a beautiful woman
never gave way without a struggle to his
sense of the privilege.

' How many Nurses have you got ?
' he

enquired, wondering how a girl with a face,
and eyes and lips like that could be unaware
that he, or any man must want to talk to
her.

'Just two,' she said. Her expression
kindling, then melting, piqued his interest
still further. ' And the Matron's that fine

!
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The place isn't half good enough for her,

the way it is now.' ,. ,

•

I sLuld be delighted to hear a httle

about it all.' he saicf abandoning his easy

Sde against the bureau 'if you wo-'.ld

^ so good- ? My name is Liscard : I had

S^e pleasure of making a smaU contribution

to your fund that day Miss-Miss- ?

•This is Miss Dunn,' preferred the

Proprietress as Sandra hesitated. She wa.^

a good-natured woman. ' Mr Liscard is

witi Mr Hickman's party here, Miss Dunn.

YoC are fortunate if he is interested in your

"St\^"i?;t first by 1^^^^

to extricate herself from the incipient con-

versation, now fantastic hope gripped at

Sandra's heart like a vice and hurt her

She looked from the one to the other from

the self-possessed face of the woman of he

world who regarded her so irnp^rsonally

To the very livl features of the black-haired

^^^SwiC^^^^^^^^^^^ 'I'd be so glad to

tell you if I could! It's cost so much--
^

He laughed. 'I've no doubt of that--

glancing without regret at the ip of his

SgarettI which had gone out. '
Hospita^

always do. I've never heard of one yet

which wasn't more or less in difficulties.

Bm I suppose you have all the local sup^r

vou expected in Finlay and the distrct?

L^sn^^his place help any ?
,

/t oughtto jom

hands with you and avail itself of the benefit.
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The girl took a long breath to ease a

compound of such sudden half-grasped hope

aad acute apprehension, it could but issue in

some rank temerity.
.„ , t. u . •

• We need such a lot still, she burst out,

• a thousand dollars, Mr Liscard !
Oh say-

do you know where I could get that lot of

money—or anyone who'd give it? You

don't know, nobody knows, what that would

mean ... Mrs Anscombe said I should be

fortunate to interest you . . . have you got

a thousand dollars, Mr Liscard ?

She stared at him, her lips slightly parted

and her eyes burning bright, as though

Heaven or Hell depended on his answer.

Her utter artlessness if not her desperation

made its own appeal.

Something inside seemed tr turn head-

over-heels with the Real-Estate man. Had

he got a thousand dollars

!

^

•Why—that's a big sum. Miss Dunn, he

fenced. '
I thought you said the Hospital

was finished and open now, and housing

patients?'
, , ,

So it is,' she cried, ' but it's to be shut up

—We can't take in more. There isn't any

money to go on with.'

She was trembling violently horn head to

foot, and it needed much less penetration

than Bob Liscard possessed to see she was

the prey of some violent agitation or fear.

Mrs Anscombe, also, was taken by surprise.

She glanced at the man, and her glance went

on to the vacant seats about the room.

!
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He took her meaning.
* Isn't there any less public place where

we could have a chat?' he suggested, ' Miss

Dunn seems upset. How would you care—'

turning to Sandra, *o sit upstairs while you

are waiting? Perhaps you could tell me
something of the trouble there ? Pray, pray

don't be distressed
!

'

• Oh—anywhere,' she stammered, ' do let

me tell you, if I can— I never imagined this
!

'

She turned aside raging with herself for

having to fight ' silliness ' as well as tears at

an undreamed-of moment when she would

have given all she possessed to be able to

marshall momentous and telling pleas.

Mrs Anscombe came round from behind

the bureau. There was such a tragic strain

in Sandra's face, the Proprietress could

scarcely credit it, and her curious behaviour,

to mere worry about a Hospital's money

matters although she knew the girl was to

marry the Finlay doctor. This thousand

dollar business sounded tottery, but what-

ever interest Mr Liscard might take in the

place—or far more likely in the beautiful

creature herself, (what man wouldn't ?)—he

was not the one to part with his money

easily or rashly. Of that she felt sure. It

did not escape her shrewd sense that Sandra

was no hand at begging. And she was too

innocent or in too much downright trouble

to make capital out of the interest she had

so evidently inspired.

You know where the room is, Mr Liscard,'
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taking the girl and pointing her to the stairs,

'just round at the top. It is quite quiet up
there except for anybody who may be at the
writing-tables. Shall I let Mr Carter know,
when he comes, that you have enquired for
him, Miss Dunn, and are waiting ?

'

Sandra's hand flew out against the wall for
support. 'I don't know,' she returned
bewilderedly, ' I don't know, Mrs Anscombe.
Don't say anything, please, till I come down.'
The man paused a moment.
'Oh confound it!' he remembered, 'the

dining-room's closed. Couldn't you have a
glass of milk or something sent up— I dare-
say Miss Dunn could do with that, or a cup
of tea perhaps ?

'

'No, no, no,' she prayed him, ' I don't
want anything, Mr Liscard— !

'

' Only that thousand dollars, eh ? They
seem to be terribly on your mind,' following
her up the short flight. ' But surely there's
no occasion for a lady to worry about a
matter of that sort as you seem to be doing,
Miss Dunn? Allow me—

'

He lifted the curtain for her that draped
a doorway.

'—Ah, this is better. We can talk here
quite well.'

He glanced at a man seated at one of the
writing-tables there, and indicated a chair
for Sandra by the window.

' Hope we don't disturb you, Mr
Hickman.?'

The other looked up preoccupied and short.

? '^^

V
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• Not at all—not at all— *

Liscard pulled a seat forward for himself,

and sat down before her, delighted with the

chance of a tdte-a-tSte.

' I should like to know the whole story,'

he said, hoping to encourage her to self-

mastery enough to tell it, or, anyway, to talk

to him. 'You made quite an impression

that day, you know, on the entire bunch of

us. I knew you again directly. There were

some thought Finiay a bit ambitious to think

of building a Hospital when a town like this

for instance, hasn t found the money or the

enterprise to put one up yet, but that was its

own look-out. Of course,' inviting her

confidence, 'difficulties were a foregone

conclusion.'

Sandra nerved herself to an immense
effort. Had it not been for the fur cap with

the crimson swathe of silk in it Alma had

insisted matched her lips, she would have

grabbed her comb as she always did when
bracing herself to a task and torn it through

the rich masses of hair banked on her brow.

This gentleman looked ' that kindly ' at her,

anyway.
She stripped off her gloves instead, and

grasped botn arms of the rocking-chair.

'It's a fright, the money we want,'

she saivl, 'it's that I come here about

to-day.'

'To borrow. Miss Dunn.^' scenting a

woman's financial indiscretion on the eve

of perpetration.
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•To borrow?' she repeated, puzzled. • Do
you mean a person could borrow a thousand
dollars ?'

It hadn't been that then ! The man, in
his turn was mystified.

'Oh, with proper security for it, yes I
suppose so. But how is it this business
devolves upon you.? Forgive me saying
It—

I scarcely think you are quite equal to it
I should have thought the Board, or the
Secretary

'

• What "security" .?' asked Sandra, breath-
lessly, ' what is security ? Could I Sorrow a
sum like that ?

'

'I should imagine not,' he returned, aimably,
hitchmg his chair a trifle nearer, so earnest she
seemed. ' It would mean you would have to
offer a satisfactory guarantee that the money
would be refunded within a certain reasonable
time, with the interest due, or at least that
interest on the loan would be forthcoming
all right until such time, as the capital was all
paid off. A matter of a thousand dollars
takes some negociating you know. There
are ways of arranging it^

*

•Mr Liscard! Couldn't I borrow a
thousand dollars and work until I paid it
offi' There isn't anything I wouldn't do.
1 m real strong too. I don't care how long
It would take, if it was all the rest of my
lite There must be lots of places for hired
girls in Edmonton, or maybe Mrs Anscombe
would take me here in the dining-room if
you were to ask her.?'

^ '

Iti
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She was feverishly eager, and her hands

strained on the chair.

•Chut!' he scouted the notion. 'Why
should you even think of such a course ? I

don't understand, Miss Dunn.'

•Oh, there isn't no ••security" but my
hands,' she said, 'it's me that's asking the

loan, not the Hospital. I'd pay it back

somehow, sometime
'

•
I really don't understand

—

'

•No, no, no, of course not. Nobody

would. And I can't explain ... But Mr

Liscard, if there's any way of getting that

money, tell me how to do it. If you've got

it, wouldn't your wife have me as a servar^t

for nothing—ever after— ?

'

•My dear Miss Dunn! I'm not m a

position, fortunately, to let you dream of

such a thing. I am a bachelor and keep no

sort of an establishment you might grace

in any capacity—' if a thought quickened

Liscard's pulses for one ungoverned minute

it passed through a mind to which it was

naturally alien.

•Surely,' he added, rallying her, •you

would not throw yourself and your life—or a

big slice out of it—away like that merely for

the sake of straightening out the affairs of

an institution ?

'

Sandra, in her ignorance and trouble, went

full tilt on to the rocks.

•
I'll throw myself away for a thousand

dollars much worse than that,' she said, and

her tense, despairing voice showed Liscard
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he was indeed, in the presence of some
tragedy, though it was inevitable he should
misconstrue her meaning. In spite ofhimself
the hand he put out would have closed
suddenly on hers, a hot tight grip, but that
Liston's little ring shone there, on her third
flnger.

• What is that ?
' he caught himself saying.

' Isn't there anyone to prevent you—throwing
yourself away r

'

She looKed at him withor* any com-
prehension.

' You don't know what I mean,' she said,
wearily, hope dying fast within her, ' and I

couldn't tell you. I thought perhaps you'd
give me the money ... It was si'Iy . . .

How should anybody give a thousand dollars
to a stranger, even if they had it, like those
women, to burn

!

'

'No.' he returned, pulling himself up
roughly, 'people don't give big sums away
like that for nothing. You forget, you haven't
told me, how the Hospital comes to be
in such straits ; how it happens you've
got to find the money : and what anybody
else is doing in the matter. What has the
Doctor got to say abo .t it for instance ?

You've got a Doctor I suppose ?

'

She went white, and fell back, relaxed, in
the chair. ' Does he know of this strange
quest of yours ?

'

Sandra remonstrated. • He mustn't,' she
said. • It's only him would prevent me
throwing myself away. It's for his sake I

ill
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want to do it. We was to have been married.

We might be even now if I could find that

thousand dollars.'

Liscard was growing almost irritable with

the puzzle of the thing. The girl's pallor,

her rising tears, her intrinsic honesty shamed
him, forcing him to focus his attention on
her difficulty more seriously than he had
done yet. This was quite a new aspect of

the matter.
• I don't pretend to understand the situation,'

he said, straightening himself with a jerk of

annoyance, 'but it seems to me there is

nothing for it but to get out a big subscription

appeal. I could help you there, I've no

doubt.'

He got up and crossed to the writing-table

where the other man remained engrossed

with pen and ink. He leant beside him, both

hands firmly planted on one of the blotting

pads, and exchanged a few explanations.
' It seems to be a matter of some local

importance, Hickman, and this young lady is

in quite a taking about it. I wish you'd give

us a moment.'
Mr Walter Hickman, an imporiant

figure in Government circles was a tall

spare man, none too fastidiously dressed,

with a keen face, to which formidable

bristling brows, iron grey like the moustache,

and eyes whose scrutiny no lame proposition

might stand, imparted a decided look of

fierceness. Oddly enough, nothing in his

appearance gave a hint of the humour he
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possessed, and mightily appreciated. Nor
of a penetrative sympathy to be bespoken
not by one here and one there, as an intro-
duction, or a penchant of his own, might
dictate, but at the beck rather of any real
cause on its own merits. No man in the
West knew better than he what might be the
real causes to which its ever rising tide of
population, its exploitation, its unequal pros-
perities, and its illimitable possibilities were
daily, yearly, giving rise. In a crowd of
men Hickman would be, perhaps, the last
one to whom an appeal might be addressed,
and yet curiously, the likeliest by whom it

would be received. Liscard felt he had only
to detach the other's mind from his corre-
spondence to obtain a hearing for the Finlay
business.

Hickman was approachable to everyone
as men are approachable in the West, no
matter how high-sounding their position,
since whatever that position, it had been
won through experiences and efforts, the
common lot of those who opened up new
regions, as young men, with packs on their
backs

; then found themselves building up
new nations with the toil of their own
hands; and were latterly called upon as
statesmen to direct their destinies.

It might convey nothing to Sandra Dunn
that the tall individual who came towards
her with Mr Liscard was one of the most
prominent men of the day, but she certainly
took a new lease of hope from his expression.

^
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There was nothing personal in it as there
had been in Liscard's, but the grey eyes
gave more promise.

'I don't quite gather what Miss Dunn's
connection with the Finlay Hospital may
be,' the other pursued, after the introduction,
• but she seems to be contemplating all sorts

of impossible ways of raising a thousand
dollars, herself, to extricate it from em-
barrassment.' He laughed to set her more
at ease. ' Now Mr Hickman, have you a
post for a new stenographer ?

*

•It would take some time to earn a
thousand dollars even as my stenographer,'
the Minister said dryly, seating himself not
far from Sandra, ' besides—my dear child

—

'

darting a keen look at her from under those
bushy brows, ' don't you know that there is

such a thing as moral as well as material
economy .•* Some lives are not worth those
lost in the saving of them. Some gains are
not worth the cost that has gone to the
getting of 'em.—I'm not saying this, of a
Hospital of course. Now what's your idea ?

'

'Oh—I haven't any,' said Sandra twisting
the little ring round and round, hard, on her
finger. ' I hoped I could have borrowed it,

or earned it—but there don't seem no way.'
The two men exchanged a look. There

were ways enough to make money if a
beauty like this was resolved on it as Miss
Dunn seemed to be, but neither of them
could fathom her motive, or her plan, or
what might be the driving power behind her.
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Mr Hickman knew a good deal more of
the venture at Finlay than Liscard was
aware. Miss Tennant's lucid statement of
the case in the Edmonton press a summer
ago had not escaped his notice.

' The secret of success in any undertaking
ofan important nature,' he said, ' is to mature
it well beforehand. I doubt if the Hospital
Board at Finlay matured its plans long
enough. Perhaps one shouldn't expect
maturity of anything in this country as yet.
We're all so new, railroad, towns, boards
and everything. The only thing particularly
immature about this, however, strikes me as
Miss Dunn herself and her ideas on finance.
Now tell me,' winding up kindly, 'how did
the trouble arise }

'

•Well—' she tried to explain, ' I think it's

always been, Mr Hickman. The Hospital
was opened before it was ready because
there were no funds to finish, and there have
been so many sick people in it since then
that the money coming in to keep them,
either, hasn't been enough. It's in debt now
in both ways, and will have to shut up as soon
as the sick folk there now can go home.'

' Pity, isn't it > ' said Liscard. ' So soon
too. Not a very encouraging example for
other places.'

'Wllat's to account for it.?' asked the
Minister frowning ;

' crops pretty good this
year, aren't they }

'

'Very,' Sandra returned. 'But the price
of wheat's that low.'
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Mr Hickman passed a nervous corded
hand over his stiff moustache.

• I'm ^lad you called my attention to this,

Liscard, he said, 'it wants looking into.
The thing's a crying need. Everybody says
so. Nobody does anything. Here we go
on talking about it, writing about it if you
like, making any amount of journalistic
capital out of it, and when somebody actually

fets down to work as this Doctor has done,
believe, at Finlay, we let him and his work

fall through for want of encouragement.
Isn't that about the shape of it. Miss Dunn ?

'

Sandra's breath came and went spasmodi-
cally.

• Sav !

' she breathed, ' but you know— !

'

' I should,' he returned, • I've been thinking
of theWestand working for the West, whether
my opponents allow that or not, through the
best part of a pretty strenuous life, and I

know what a man's up against when he sets
his hand to public work out here. Give that
Doctor of yours at Finlay my very best
compliments, and tell him the best of a
cropper like this, of a thoroughly bad dis-

illusionment, of a failure and a breakdown is

that it enables you to begin all over again
with a safe, because sufificiently poor, estimate
of what other people, are going to do to
second you! Oh, you needn't tell me.
I've been through all that, and more, and
have still managed to accomplish something.
What he's got io do, tell him, is to hew the
line straight, let the chips fall how they may.
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How many of these infernal dollars do you
say vou want ? A thousand ?

'

•A thousand!' she faltered, and went
violently red.

The emphatic statesman shot a look at
the other man.
•How's that, Liscard? What are you

going to put up? And the whole outfit
downstairs ?

'

Liscard looked a bit foolish.
• Well, anvthing in reason, I daresay. But

Miss Dunn has been through most ofus once
before. And eight or nine into a thousand
IS a pretty stiff proposition. Say, you give
us a lead of two-thirds ?

'

•Look here,' Mr Hickman pursued, 'this
place they've put up at Finlay is the first and
only thing of the sort in the province—

a

Hospital designed for the farmers and built
out among them. Two or three other
districts are already following suit—-as you
say it would be a rare job to have the
pioneer place fail. Well—' he used a strong
expletive— 'let's prevent it! What do you
say to a trip down there to see the Board ?We could spare the time. Why, great guns

!

what's this?'

Without a word of warning Sandra had
pitched forward in the rocking-chair and
fallen heavily to the ground.
'Where the devil's the woman who

keeps this hotel ? The girl has fainted !

'



CHAPTER XVII

FRIENDS 'outside'

When Sandra recovered her senses under
the kindly ministrations of Mrs Anscombe,
her wits were wide enough awake at once to
beg thai a telephone message that she was
coming back immediately with good news
might be sent through to Dr Liston at Finlay.
Nothing more than this, little prepared either
George or Miss Norway for the manner of
her reappearance. When she and Mr
Hickman and the two or three members
of his party who could be accomodated in
the couple of motor cars readily lent them
for the trip, arrived in the hamlet, and went
careering at a drunken pace up the Hospital
hill, both were too much astonished to waste
time on the wildest speculations as to what
in the world Sandra had been doing

!

Liston went down the footway to greet
the motorists, and before he got halfway
there, recognised the principal figure among
the men who were springing to the ground,
and delaying a moment to h'ilp her from the
foremost car. Good heavens! it was Hickman—what might this not mean ?

As she was handed down he came forward
lU
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to receive her, reserving everything, as usual
until someone should take a lead, and lifted
his hat to the little group. The girl's hand
had scarcely left Mr Liscard's when she made
an impulsive movement to retain it, urging
him into the breach of explanations and
introductions.

' This is the Doctor ,' she said, dragging at
his sleeve '—you tell it, Mr Liscard—Mr
Hickman—' and the beautiful shy face
glowing with the double exhilaration of the
drive and of these possibilities, besought
their extrication. There was such a
rapturous look of triumph in the eyes with
which she relinquished every further initiative
to George himself, he transferred attention
immediately to the courtesies of the
moment.

•Surely,' he said, as Liscard introduced
him to the Minister, ' if I had known we were
to have the honour of a visit from you,
Mr Hickman, and these friends of yours, the
Committee would like to have received you
As It is I have only to send word down the
hill

But the other waived this aside.
'Time enough for that later on,' glancing

from Liston to the girl's live face at his
side, '—take us as you find us. Doctor.
Were only out on a pleasure trip this time
and Its this young lady's doing that we
remembered you had a Hospital here. She
tells us you're up against a certain amount
01 difficulty. Sorry to hear that. Thought
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we'd just run over, have a look round, and
a chat about it, eh ?

'

They turned, the whole group of them,
and made their way towards the Hospital.

Liston answered a trifle grimly.
• You're more than welcome, Mr Hickman

No visit could have been better timed.'
He ushered the gentlemen into the hall

and closed the door. They glanced round,
favourably impressed, and Alma Norway
came down the staircase at just that artistic
moment when in a play, the • star ' enters
the scene. She was introduced, and the
Minister's piercing scrutiny seemed better
satisfied than ever. Not much difficulty,
he thought, in getting at facts from that
quarter! Sh - expressed herself delighted
to show them over the Hospital, secretly
amused at the way Liston was letting them
stand about, but Liscard glanced at his watch
and remarked that if there was any question
of meeting the Committee

—

'If there's any* question of meeting the
Committee, we'll meet it,' Hickman observed.
* but first let's see what there is to see.'
He walked off by himself, took a rapid

survey of the first empty room he came to,
then wheeled as though to accompany the
rest in the little Matrons wake and rejoined
Liston lingering for him.

•Time, I suppose, Is some object,' he said,
'and no doubt there's a good deal to tell

about all this. The whole world they say
loves a lover, but the gods I believe love
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a fighter. You've had a fight here, Doctor,
I can see it in your face—where can we talk?'

Liston showed him the office, and went in
search of a second chair. He planted it
vis-a-vis with the other but neither of the
men sat down. The doctor remained lean-
mg with both hands on the back.
'The fight here,' he returned soberly, 'is

finished.'

When Alma Norway, having escorted
Liscard and the two other gentlemen round
all the wards of the little Hospital, brought
them down again to interrupt this interview,
Walter Hickman had arrived at an estimate
not merely of the facts, but of the man • back
of the work tor which they had nothing but
eulogy. This, it had been, he was anxious
to get at. The rest could be taken for
granted after one look at the Nurse. He
had the faculty of attending to one thing
when absorbed apparently in another, and
was writine^ at the desk, as the discussion,
reinforced by the entry of the others, took
on a new lease. He nodded to show
appreciation of something Liston had been
sayinff, and asked how it would be possible
elsewhere, to estimate what he had con-
sidered the ' need ' for a Hospital in this
place.

•What,' put in Liscard, 'might be the
population for instance, of Finlay ?

'

The Doctor told him about eighty or
a hundred all told but that such a fact was
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neither here nor there so far as Mr
Hickman's enquiry went.

'I have been in this district ever since it

began to be opened up, gentlemen, and the

records of the sort of practice I have got
together over an area at least as bie as the
Weed Inspectorship here, were the only
means I had ofarrivmg at any exact idea as to

this need, myself. It has been quite as much
as I could do to keep pace with the work.
But for other localities,' and his manner
became animated, (Liston had it so much
at heart Finlay should have paved the way),

'statistics of all the accidents, sicknesses

and births, especially unattended births,

occurring over any given area for any given
length of time, would make the point—if it

were to be made, or leave the supposed
need there, unproved.'

* Quite so, quite so— I think I take you.

But it's a pity a place like this should be
started if it can't be maintained.' Mr
Hickman put up his stylo, and handed
Liston a cheque taking no notice whatever
of the attempted thanks.

' I don't see that this assistance is likely

to be of any permanent use. It only amounts
to a plank thrown overboard in aid of

financially half-drowned rats. Excuse the

metaphor. But in a sparsely populated

country like this, with few available methods
of local publicity and enormous distances

for news to travel, you cannot, surely, depend
on voluntary subscriptions. An institution
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of any sort has to stand in the middle of
a conprested stream of city traffic, and
advertise itself with a megaphone, for that

!

I doubt if you were wise to attempt the things
you have attempted here in so small a centre
of population, but—as you say -you were
thinking of the district, and that, I conclude
is settled up enough to have warranted it.

Of course, if the farmers were to pull out in
anything like numbers '

He rose, and glanced out of the window.
It seemed a contradiction to all the smiling
promise of the land outspread before him,
to take such an upsliot into serious con-
sideration. A loaded waggon crept slowly
oyer the northward trail towards the
village.

'--but I should hope,' he expostulated,
' that's not a very likely contingency }

'

George held the thing that meant salvation
between his thumb and finger : his eyes
almost refused to take in the meaning of the
value written there : only Sandra's query of
last night, the query he had answered with
such seeming harshness, beat in his brain.
• Would a thousand dollars help any ? *

Sandra, the girl upon whom he had said he
would rely when the bottom of the world
fell out, had found and brought him this
man, his quick mind and warm heart, and
here was the thousand dollars—dropped
from heaven ! He crushed down a rising
emotion that threatened to take from the
common everyday sense of the thing, and
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forced himself to meet the benefactor on his
own ground of rational debate.

' It was not, originally, any part of our
scheme here to beg for maintenance,' he said
feeling almost shamefacedly that everything
he had done was indeed overpaid by
generosity like this, • it is only because the
district does not yet find itself in a position
to take up the insurance plan widely enough
that we have reached an impasse. But there
are changes pending round about which may
very materially influence the prosperity of
the district for good—' he outlined their
scope and bearing, ' and it is certainly to be
hoped that in a few years time the Hospital
will be supported without difficulty.'
The Doctor was aware that a good deal

of this plain speaking about wheat must
occasion if not a remonstrance on the score
of exaggeration, at least a protest of some
sort, and Mr Henslow, one of the visitors,
immediately made it.

'You talk of bad harvests,' he said, 'during
the last few years, but that can be only local-
perhaps this has been, for some unaccountable
reason, an unfortunate area ; as a rule nothing
can exceed the heaviness and the excellence
of our Alberta crops. I don't like to hear
this sort of thing—it's misleading

; gives a
bad impression.'

*

If Listen had been an impatient man he
would have exclaimed against the tone of
this. As It was, he wished he had what he
called a good fire going in his corn cob
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that he might settle down athis own deliberate
ease to deliver himself of facts, so incontro-
vertible because so passionless, the Real
Estate man would run some risk of a fit

He looked the other steadily in the face,
and delivered his broadside.
•Our business men down there,* with a

glance towards the hamlet, 'tell me that
money was never so scarce in the district
before. This, Mr Henslow, after a very
fair harvest indeed. The Bank will tell you
that never since the branch was opened have
deposits been so low. I myself find money
very scarce

; in fact my practice is reduced
one half since thrashing, because people
remain at home and suffer rather than pay
the price of consultation and drugs. They
can't come to Hospital even on an insurance
ticket

: they can't use the Hospital now it

has come to them. I heard only to-day of a
case lying in bed two weeks, suffering, rather
than afford to send for me !

'

Walter Hickman made a forceful gesture,
and Liston's face flashed with animation.

, ;
Sir

! Have the good folk in the big
cities of this West of ours, or in those more
prosperous districts we all know exist, any
conception of how close we are to famine
right here in Finlay— ? Right here in this
homesteading district where the first of the
settler's Hospitals has been built for the
comfort and care, first, of the settlers' wives
—those women, who, in raising the first

Alberta-born generation in this province are
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doin^ at least as much for it as your
immigration agencies ? Tell me that ! The
facts may not be good for some publicity
purposes, and far be it from me to decry this
country or the life to be lived in in '—he put
up a hand—* but it is needless to suppress
them. Alberta need not be afraid of the
truth. Let's thra«h this business out to a
finish and have things on a footing firm for
all the world to test. We're in a desperate
wav here, and this Hospital will go bump
unless someone has nothing to lose by
owning to the facts. Nearly every farm
in the district is mortgaged up to the
hilt, and nothing can be borrowed any
further.'

He set a foot upon the seat of the chair
and took hold of resolution afresh.
•Mr Hickman's generosity helps us out

for the moment. No words can quite
express what I feel about that. And if in

the course of time this thing gets taken ^p
by the various Rural Municipalities being
formed to the north, south, and east of here,
our difficulties will be solved—but if it does
not.> In work of this sort one mus^ be
prepared for nine out of every ten iro ts siuck
in the fire coming out stone cold ; lothing
hampers a cause so much as not being able
to lay about one with the simple truth of ;t.'

But Henslow held to his ararument and
protested vigorously against unoue eff jhasis
on local troubles.

• It cuts direct against the line of policy of
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every interest in the country,* he declared,
' and gives rise to big damaging deductions
from insufficient premises.'

The debate was an easy one to sustain or
prolong on either side; all four men from
various points of view were personally
interested in it, and Liston made the utmost
of his case since one of th- m. Allan, was a
journalist, and if even the most watered
down version of the Hospital's cau«"e night
creep into anything like widespread print,

it would save preposterously roseate nead-
lines anywhere near the Finlay paragraphs.

Perhaps Hickman's conclusions were the
most comprehensive as became a statesman
who in viewing these lights and shadows saw
no mcM'e fundamental contradiction than that

involved in the simple obverse and reverse
of his subject. He gave a good many
moments careful thought to the bearings of
the agrarian revolution Liston outlined as
the best future the district might promise
itself. No one more than the Minister held
it as part of his creed for the West that the
farmers or ranchers should stay on the land
they had won, rather than gravitate to the
cities once their money was all made, or lost

as the case might be.
• Well,' he returned
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Liston stared out across the prairie—the
four of them were strung along the office

windows regarding the village—. If the
Board had had an idea, now was the time to

give it utterance! Should he himself be
saddled with another twenty-four months of
begging ? Should he own this seemed to be
the only way, but that his practice would go
all to pieces were he to commit himselfto it as
whole-heartedly as was necessary ; that he
was even then at his wits' end to find fresh

assistance, and that two weeks, let alone two
years, would exhaust whatever fertility re-

mained to his resource ? Was this the sort

of thing to admit in the face of Mr Hickman's
cheque ? He resolved it was not

!

His set face with the hard drawn lines

about the mouth which made him look years
older than he was, remained inscrutable even
longer than usual. Then its expression
broke up.

'Sir.' he said quietly, 'our insurance
scheme here has not answered. We need
three hundred annual subscribers of ten

dollars each to run this place; the district

and village have only been able to put up
about seventy. It remains for the Hospital
to find the other two hundred and thirty
" outside," and this not only for one year, but

for two or three—for the length of time, in

fact, it may take for us to get on our legs as

a ranching country. I can't say more than
that I, as Secretary to the Board, will do
and must do my utmost to find these outside

.
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subscribers, but I can say that after the
experiences we have had in building the
place, there should be little doubt but
that they will be forthcoming. Begging
letter-writing reveals a good deal of the
spontaneously generous side ofhuman nature.
I should be a rich man now if this thing had
been a fraud.'

' Glad to hear you say so ! Well, as an
old campaigner myself I sincerely hope you'll
win. You ought to. Get the thing property
before our philanthropic public, right here in
the West, and you will. It sounds simple
enough. A couple ofhundred friends outside
shouldn't be hard to find. Put us all, here,
down to start the list. No, no, no thanks

!

If this imposing file of gentlemen coming up
the hill is the Board we shall be very glad
to see them but it doesn't seem to me
remotely necessary. I'd like to have a chat
with that little Matron of yours, and then we
must be off. We've none too much time as
it is. As for the cheque, account for it as
you like

; you owe it to Miss Dunn. Not
another word, my good Doctor—not another
word !

'

There was a pleasant confusion as Mr
Aldersey, Mr Rogers and the rest of Liston's
little Board expressed their sense of in-

debtedness to Mr Hickman and his friends
for having motored over to see the Hospital,
for hope beat high in every heart that this
summons to meet them meant a turn in the
tide of its desperate affairs. That it had, of
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course, meant salvation, soon transpired, and
there was a very cordial sound ot cheering
up there on the hill half-an-hour later when
the occupants of the two cars clambered
back into their seats, the engines were
started and with a grunt and a lurch the
cumbrous things went buzzing away again on
the westward trail to Moosel^rry.
The members of the Board turned with

every sort ofmutual congratulation,and shook
hands all round. Faces which had been
long for weeks at the mention of Hospital

took on again the expressions they had worn
at the beginning when hopes first beat high
and the heat and dust of the day was yet

before them. They had borne a losing

fight—if not the brunt of it—with what
steadiness might be expected of raw troops

faced with heavy odds, but the loss of morale
was not so g' e ^t that this veering of the

fortunes of the day had no power to inspirit

them afresh. Never had financial reinforce-

ments come up at a more critical moment

—

it only remained to rush the position with
the little handful of subscribers the Doctor
talked about, to hold it after that against all

comers. . . .

They lingered speculating for quite a while

on so extraordinary a stroke of timely luck,

then walked off one by one or in friendly

twos and threes down the hill after a hearty

hand-shake with the Doctor, firmer in the

knees than they had felt for a long time, and
their heads a little higher in the air. The
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group broke up. Edward Aldersey was
among the last to remember he had other
things to do but stand there staring into the
sunset after Walter Hickman's car.

•I suppose/ he admitted regretfully, 'it

really was not quUe a fitting opportunity to
mention the organ fund

!

'

Alma Norway came back after a neck and
neck chase with Mr Rogers for her cap, which
the prairie wind had torn from her hair and
sent soaringlikeasnowflake after the motorists.
as though she had tossed it in the air.

g 'Say, Doctor,' she panted, 'we mustn't
forget this is all Sandra's doing really
Where is Sandra }

*

* ,

Where indeed }

Sandra was standing by the staircase
window irradiated by the level beams of the
western sun, as it sank between two purple
hills like aball ofgold at the bottom ofachalice.
Her eyes now strained against the sunset

glory to follow the motorists careering away
over the prairie trail to Mooseberry, now
dropped to the figures down there on the
hill, and to the two faces which turned and
looked up at her.

Liston was coming back: she heard his
footstep on the stair and his voice speaking
her name.

ButjShe remained where she was and
waited; smiling into the unconscious face of
the little babe gently rocking on her arm.

THE END
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